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Abstract

A special report on the cover of the June 2016 issue of the IEEE Spectrum maga-
zine reads: "can we trust robots?" In a world that has been experiencing a seem-
ingly irreversible process by which autonomous systems have been given increasingly
more space in strategic areas such as transportation, manufacturing, energy supply,
planetary exploration, and even medical surgeries, it is natural that we start asking
ourselves if these systems could be held at the same or even higher levels of safety
than we expect from humans. In an effort to make a contribution towards a world of
autonomy that we can trust, this thesis argues that one necessary step in this direc-
tion is the endowment of autonomous agents with the ability to dynamically adapt
to their environment while meeting strict safety guarantees.

From a technical standpoint, we propose that autonomous agents in safety-critical
applications be able to execute conditional plans (or policies) within risk bounds
(also referred to as chance constraints). By being conditional, the plan allows the
autonomous agent to adapt to its environment in real-time by conditioning the choice
of activity to be executed on the agent's current level of knowledge, or belief, about the
true state of world. This belief state is, in turn, a function of the history of potentially
noisy sensor observations gathered by the agent from the environment. With respect
to bounded risk, it refers to the fact that executing such conditional plans should
guarantee to keep the agent "safe" - as defined by sets of state constraints - with high
probability, while moving away from the conservatism of minimum risk approaches.

In this thesis, we propose Chance-Constrained Partially Observable Markov De-
cision Processes (CC-POMDP's) as a formalism for conditional risk-bounded plan-
ning under uncertainty. Moreover, we present Risk-bounded AO* (RAO*), a heuris-
tic forward search-based algorithm that searches for solutions to a CC-POMDP by
leveraging admissible utility and risk heuristics to simultaneously guide the search
and perform early pruning of overly-risky policy branches. In an effort to facilitate
the specification of risk-bounded behavior by human modelers, we also present the
Chance-constrained Reactive Model-based Programming Language (cRMPL), a novel
variant of RMPL that incorporates chance constraints as part of its syntax. Finally,
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in support of the temporal planning applications with duration uncertainty that this
thesis is concerned about, we present the Polynomial-time Algorithm for Risk-aware
Scheduling (PARIS) and its extension to conditional scheduling of Probabilistic Tem-
poral Plan Networks (PTPN's).

The different tools and algorithms developed in the context of this thesis are com-
bined to form the Conditional Planning for Autonomy with Risk (CLARK) system,
a risk-aware conditional planning system that can generate chance-constrained, dy-
namic temporal plans for autonomous agents that must operate under uncertainty.
With respect to our empirical validation, each component of CLARK is benchmarked
against the relevant state of the art throughout the chapters, followed by several
demonstrations of the whole CLARK system working in tandem with other building
blocks of an architecture for autonomy.
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Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics, MIT

Thesis Committee Member: Tomds Lozano-Perez
Title: Professor of Computer Science & Engineering, MIT

Thesis Committee Member: Sertac Karaman
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Thesis Committee Member: Sylvie Thiebaux
Title: Professor of Computer Science, ANU, and Research Leader, NICTA

Thesis Committee Member: Shlomo Zilberstein
Title: Professor of Computer Science, UMass Amherst
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Chapter 1

Introduction

"Space: the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship

Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek

out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone

before."

Captain Kirk, Starship Enterprise

We hold these truths to be self-evident: warp drives would be amazingly useful

tools to have at our disposal; and it is remarkably difficult to prevent our delicate

human bodies from freezing, burning, choking, starving, disintegrating, or some other

painful combination thereof as we try to visit increasingly distant corners of our

galaxy. Unfortunately, by the time of this thesis' writing, humankind had not yet

found acceptable solutions to any of these problems, thus forcing us earthlings to

rely on robotic proxies to physically explore the immensity of space beyond our blue

planet's immediate vicinity.

When scientists envision robotics as a means to conquer the skies, a fundamental

question comes to mind: "can we trust these robots to do the right thing?" As we move

towards trusting robots and other autonomous systems with increasingly important

missions, one must be able to provide a decisive answer to this question. Evidently, a

thorough discussion of "do the right thing" would require us to sift through centuries

of human lucubrations on moral and ethics, a journey as wonderful as it is out of the
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scope of this thesis. Therefore, here, we circumscribe ourselves to the much narrower

field of applications in which "do the right, thing" means "complete their tasks well

and safely". In particular, this thesis delivers a series of' methods that have been

demionstrated to enable autonomous agents to plan missions and its contingencies for

stochastic outcomes, while guaranteeing user-specified levels of risk. We justify this

thesis focus below.

4

Figure 1-1: Curiosity's self-portrait on Mars. Photo source: http: //photojournal.

jpl.nasa. gov/jpeg/PIA16239. jpg.

(a) Slocum glider. (b) Sentry autonomous um- (c) Nereus remotely-operated

derwater vehicle. vehicle.

Figure 1-2: Examples of underwater vehicles operated by WHOL Photo 1-2a by Ben

Allsup., Teledyne Webb Research. Photos 1-2b and 1-2c by WHOI's Autonomous

Underwater Vehicle Application Center.

Fortunately, one does not necessarily have to go to outer space, as in the robotic
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space nissions operated by NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) (Figure 1-1),

to find situations in which autonomous agents must be trusted with safety-critical

missions. Within our own planet, one could mention, for instance. the sea exploration

missions undertaken by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) and its

suite of autonomous and remotely-operated underwater vehicles, some of which are

shown in Figure 1-2. Closer to our daily lives, there has been a tremendous push

in recent years by traditional automakers. Silicon Valley giants, universities. and

start-ups in the United States and abroad towards the development of semi and fully

autonomous vehicles to be operated on roads alongside human drivers (Figure 1-3a).

In disaster relief and search-and-rescue domains, where safety is also of paramount

importance. one could mention the recently completed DARPA R obotics Challenge

(Figure 1-31)) and automated power supply restoration (Figure 1-4).

(a) One of Google's self-driving vehicles. (b) HUBO, from the Korea Advanced In-

stitute of Science and Technology (KAIST)

winner of the DARPA Robotics Challenge.

Figure 1-3: Current safety-critical robotic applications. Source for photo 1-3a: https:

//www .google .com/self drivingcar/where/. Photo 1-3b by John F. Williams, U.S.

Navy.

Finally, outside the streets and inside modern factories and warehouses, one can

observe a clear progression from the traditional manufacturing cell model. in which

humans and robots work in complete physical separation, to a more dynamic, collabo-

rative production environment in which teams of humans and robots must coordinate

amongst themselves in order to achieve common goals. As indication of such a trend.,

consider Aniazon's recent purchase of Kiva System's robotic warehouse management
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Figure 1-4: Rural power supply network from IThi6baux and Cordier, 20011.

technology and sponsorship of the Amazon picking challenge; and the Boeing Com-

pany's multi-year alliance with MIT to allow robots to be seamlessly integrated within

their intrinsically unstructured and fluid aircraft manufacturing environments (Figure

1-5).

In this thesis, we assert that trusting autonomous agents with real-world, high-

stakes missions requires that these agents develop a keen sensitivity to risk and in-

corporate uncertainty into their decision-making. By risk, we mean the commonly

accepted notion of the probability of some failure event taking place, such as a mo-

bile agent crashing against obstacles, missing communication windows, running out

of battery, crossing no-fly zones, etc. Due to the lack of guarantees that plans will

be carried out within their very stringent safety requirements, the current practice

for ensuring mission safety generally requires groups of engineers to reason over a

very large number of potential decisions and scenarios that might unfold during ex-

ecution, which is a challenging, time-consuming, and error-prone process. Given the

overwhelming number of possible scenarios, one opts, in many cases, to follow the
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Figure 1-5: Collaborative manufacturing cell in the MERS group at MIT.

"safest". most predictable strategy, in which the impact of uncertainty in the plan is

limited. Such "safe" fixed sequences of actions, however, tend to be far from ideal

in terms of utility or brittle to disturbances due to their inability to adapt to the

environment. For example. the authors in IBenazera et al., 2005a report that "it has

been estimated that the 1997 Mars Pathfinder rover spent between 40(/ and 75%X of

its time doing nothing because plans did not execute as expected", a clear underuti-

lization of such an invaluable resource. Extensions of this planning paradigm have

been proposed in order to improve robustness. such as conditioning execution on the

state of the world and dynamic task scheduling. However, mission operators resist to

incorporate those improvements, due to a lack of explicit guarantees on the risk of

mission failure.

Suppose we have a meaningful way of measuring "risk of failure" for an agent

executing a plan dynamically in an uncertain environment, a concept developed in

Chapter 3. The next question is what the agent should do with this new quantity.

By means of a simple example of scheduling under uncertainty. a subproblem within

the risk-aware conditional temporal planning theme of this thesis, the next section

provides insights on the principles behind our choice for risk-bounded autonomy.
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Throughout this thesis, we leverage chance constraints [Birge and Louveaux, 19971

to impose risk bounds on a mission.

1.1 Minimal vs bounded risk: key thesis principles

Risk-aware decision-making is not privy to autonomous agents. On the contrary,

handling different notions and levels of "risk" is an integral part of everyone's daily

routines. A recurring concept in this thesis is the notion of risk-bounded plan execu-

tion [Blackmore, 2007,Undurti, 2011,Ono et al., 2012a], and its contrast with previous

risk-minimal strategies [Effinger, 2012]. Therefore, in an effort to develop an intu-

itive understanding of this distinction, this section brings a simple sleep maximization

problem, a pedagogical example of risk-aware scheduling that seeks to provide a con-

vincing answer to the question: "why should I opt for a higher risk solution to a

problem, should a lower risk one exist?" Its description follows:

"I go to bed at midnight and must sleep for at least 5 hours (300 minutes)

every night. Once I wake up, it takes me at least 30 minutes to get ready

to leave home and go to work. Historically, the duration of my commute

can be well approximated by a Gaussian random variable with mean of 45
minutes and standard deviation of 10 minutes. I would like to sleep as

much as possible, but still make sure I arrive at work by 9 AM with high

certainty. "

Figure 1-6 shows the Probabilistic Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty

(PSTNU) used for solving the sleep maximization problem: pick times to wake up

(event ei) and leave to work (event e2) so that the sleeping period is maximized, while

making sure to arrive at work (or school) on time. Even though PSTNU's and risk-

aware scheduling are formally introduced only in Chapter 5, the example in Figure

1-6 is simple enough to allow us to quickly understand the reasoning process.

The first thing we should notice about Figure 1-6 is that no risk-free solution

to the sleep maximization problem exists! The reason for that is simple: even if we
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s Iee p get eadCycmme
M h'<DArrive at work

M [300, oI [30, -] N(45, 100) ,

crv e on' I in ie

[0, 5401

Figure 1-6: PSTNIU used iii the sle]) mimiZtIOl pr(oblemll. Circles represent teil-

poral eveiit.s that are ullder ou. (olltrol, while sqluares are teiporal even1ts whose

occ111ence is goverlle(1 IV eXterlial firces ("Nature"). A soli(l anrow Wit'i all ilnterval

. u represelits the collst railt / < ej - i u, wlhere ej aIld ei are. reSj)ectively,

the evelts at the enl and at the start of the arrow. A dashed arow epreselts al
i11eolntrollable (luratioli betweell two events. he11 un1it of time is 111untes here.

choose to wake up at 5:00 AM (ci = 300) and leave to work at 5:30 AMI (e2 = 330).

there is negligible. albeit lio(lzero Ipiobability that the (uiration of the 1te will

be great er than 210 minutes according to the Gaussian diliration l(odel. therefore

calisilig us to be late f( r work. This is a rather trivial (xample of a more geiieral

not ion that plervades the algorithims in this thesis:

Principle 1.1. When deSqiiny/.f (Iy/'llamic teilpora] pLi to be executed by auton1omol/s

(a(/eniits i 'real-world. u'lcrtaii enviroi ts. a1/oowIng i 1011zer0o rsk of faIlure is

often required to be able to tgenierate any i solution aIt (1,1/.

With Principle 1.1 in mind, let us make the following al)lproximation iii the sleep

imiaximnization prolem: listead of considering the complete. nholilded sllppo()rt of

the coumite (uiration model, let us foo)cus on the restricted 4.5(T interval around

the mean, i.e., the interval [0. 90]. Assumiing that the Gaussian diiration model was,

indeed, a good approximationi of our lorninig ((olImlulte's uncertain (lirat ion, such

an assum)tion would exclude 0.00068% of the total prlobabil itv mass. If we agree

that the risk yielded bv such an approximiation is justifiable, we arrive at the second

important prilciple motivating the algorithmis in this thesis:

Principle 1.2. Allowing autonomlous agents to eC.'xecute pl'S 'withI nonzero risk of

'filu Vllowus us to forus 00r atteition, (i. e.. ColyPutation) oln the miost /ike/jl srearios

'It most cert;aiIIly can1int 1e exa ,t given that thlie nlegative supprt of (.I Gaussian rand om variable

ca110ot represent the (d1ration of any phYsical process.
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for the task at hand.

Wake up Leave to work

Oet ready
Midnight e e2

[t34020, - [30, ]

eo t = 420 s t = 450 s

comm tut
0,9] Arrive at work

[0, 90]

t = Os rriv on tn)e,_!

[0, 540]

Figure 1-7: A risk-minimal solution to the sleep maximnization problem in Figure 1-6.
If one sleeps for 420 minutes and leaves to work at 7:30 AM, the risk of leing late is
no greater tlhan 0.00068 .

Wake up

S sleep
Midnight e,

[300, we
ec) t = 444 s

get readvy

[30, -1]

Leave to work

S,2 66] Arrive at work
-[-, 66]t = 474 s

t = Os r ive n ,time

[0, 540]

Figure 1-8: A chan('e-coinstraine solutiOn the sleep maximization prob)1'lemll in Fig-

ure 1-6. If oie sleeps for 444 minutes and leaves to work at 7:54 AM, the risk of being
late is no greater than 1.78%.

With this approximiat ion of' the commute model. we are ready to go back to

o0111 original goal of4 developing an intuitive understanding of' risk-minimal vs risk-

hounded strategies. In Figure 1-7. we see what a risk-minimal solltioll to the sleep

ilaxilizationl problem looks like: instead of' prolonging our sleep. this soltion for'ces

us to sleep as little as possible and be ready to leave to work by 7:30 AM, so that

we can aCComnlodate the worst-case scenario where oir commnute takes 1:30 hours

(90 minutes). On the other hand, Figure 1-8 shows what our schedule would look

like if we allowed 01r risk of' arriving late to work to 1e no higher than 2%: instead

of getting iup as early as possible in the fear that the worst 'oinnite scenari() might

happen every day, we allow ourselves to sleep for 24 additional imiutes everv mio'ling

and leave to w(r)ik at 7:54 AM. For a 'omnnute that is expecte(l to take 45 minutes,

the latter strategy would have us arrive at work, on average, at 8:39 AM (instead of'

8:15 AM), and is arguably much closer to what we would expect the average pirsoni

to do. Once again. despite the simplicity of' this exallple, the colmparison between
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the risk-minimal and the risk-bounded solutions in Figures 1-7 and 1-8 is effective at

communicating another important algorithm design principle in this thesis:

Principle 1.3. While risk-minimal (including risk-free) execution strategies tend to

be overly conservative and yield poor performance, risk-bounded, also referred to as

chance-constrained, strategies allow autonomous agents to operate strictly within the

bounds of acceptable safety while performing at the best of their capacity.

1.2 Desiderata

Recalling the principles and motivating scenarios from previous sections, we argue

that a path towards risk-aware autonomy for safety-critical applications must go

through the endowment of autonomous agents with the ability to

I Handle state uncertainty and its impact on risk: when autonomous agents

leave controlled laboratory environments and meet the real world, it is rarely, if

ever, the case that decisions will be made under complete information about

the agent's state and the state of its environment. As examples, consider the

planetary and underwater robotic explorers described before, or an automated

medical advice system that must suggest a series of treatments for a patient

with an unknown ailment based on results of imperfect exams. In those and

many other applications, one cannot expect more than the availability of a belief

state, or some approximation thereof, that captures our uncertainty about the

true underlying state of the system. At the same time, the impact of this un-

certainty on mission risk should be properly quantified and handled dynamically

during execution. For instance, an autonomous Mars rover that is unsure about

its energy levels should refrain from further exploring the environment until its

internal state can be diagnosed due to the risk of damaging its batteries.

II Dynamically leverage real-time (noisy) sensor information: related to

the previous point, an autonomous agent operating under uncertainty must con-

stantly adapt its behavior in response to real-time measurements that it receives
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from its sensors. Otherwise, safety can only be ensured by following static, and

often exceedingly conservative, conformant [Smith and Weld, 1998] strategies

that must "fit all cases". For example, a manufacturing robot that follows a con-

formant strategy in order not to negatively interfere with its human counterpart

would probably settle for the policy of not doing anything at all. On the other

hand, if the robot could observe the human through its sensors and use that

to infer, up to some level of uncertainty, what were the human's goals and in-

tended next steps, it could dynamically adapt its behavior and promote a more

synergistic collaboration.

III Provide strict safety guarantees over rich sets of mission constraints:

consider again the example of a robot that must work in tandem with humans

to complete manufacturing tasks. Ensuring safe behavior in this environment

requires the robot not only to decide what activities to perform and how to

react to their outcomes, but also how it should move its joints so as to not hit

obstacles, and schedule activities under temporal uncertainty to avoid violating

any temporal deadlines. In order to be able to dynamically manage risk stemming

from diverse sets of mission requirements in hybrid (continuous and discrete)

domains, autonomous agents must be able to efficiently quantify, or at least

estimate, how likely it is that they will find themselves trapped in "dangerous"

situations in which one or more safety requirements might get violated, and

incorporate these risk estimates into their decision-making.

IV Allow mission operators to specify risk-aware autonomous behavior

at a high level of abstraction: skilled humans communicate goals and task

requirements at a high level of abstraction, while relying on each other's reasoning

capabilities to "unravel" these high level requirements into sequences of more

elementary activities that achieve these goals. For instance, take the example

of two people working collaboratively to assemble a piece of furniture: there

might be different ways of dividing up the task between them, with each possible

method potentially entailing different requirements in terms on how the two
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should coordinate in order to have the pieces ready to be put together. Once

this high level plan is laid out, it is up to the individuals to devise a course of

action that will ensure that they meet their own subgoals while ensuring proper

team coordination. Therefore, if we are to have autonomous agents serve one

or even both roles in such a scenario, it becomes necessary that the process

of communicating the "mission" to them happens at a level of detail that feels

natural from a person's perspective.

In light of these key enabling capabilities for risk-aware autonomy, we are now

ready to delve into this thesis' problem statement.

1.3 Problem statement

Towards the fulfillment of the desiderata, we propose that risk-bounded, dynamic

plans (or policies) with sensing actions for safety-critical applications be generated

as solutions to Chance-Constrained Partially Observable Markov Decision Process

(CC-POMDP) [Santana et al., 2016b] instances, a formalism explained in detail in

Chapter 3 that extends traditional POMDP's [Smallwood and Sondik, 19731 with a

notion of probabilistic execution risk. In simple words, a CC-POMDP is a model of

decision-making under uncertainty in which an autonomous agent seeks to optimize

some expected measure of performance, such as minimize expected energy consump-

tion or maximize expected science return, by continuously executing actions in its

environment. As it does so, we assume that the agent may also be able to collect

potentially noisy or ambiguous observations from its sensors in order to mitigate un-

certainty about the environment and its own state. Finally, safety is ensured in a

CC-POMDP by means of conditional state constraints, which define feasible regions

for the state of the underlying system under control (the Plant), and their associ-

ated chance constraints, i.e., user-defined upper bounds on the probability of subsets

of these conditional state constraints being violated during execution. We use the

term conditional when referring to state constraints to make it clear that, in a CC-

POMDP, we allow the state constraints that a plan must fulfill to depend on real-time
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observations acquired during execution. This is in contrast to only supporting global

constraints, a particular type of conditional constraint that must hold regardless of

the execution scenario. More formally, a CC-POMDP is a tuple

H = (S, A, O, T, O, R, bo, C, c, A),

where

" S, A, and 0 are, respectively, discrete sets of planning states, actions, and

observations;

" T: S x A x S -+ [0, 1] is a stochastic state transition function such that

T(sk,ak, sk+1) = Pr(sk+1|sk,ak);

" 0 S x 0 -+ [0, 1] is a stochastic observation function such that

O(Sk, Ok) = Pr(okIsk);

* R S x A - R is a reward function;

* bo is the initial belief state;

* C is a set of conditional constraints defined over S;

c = [cI,..., c,] is a vector of constraint violation indicators c' : S x 2C

{0, 1}, i = 1, 2, .. . , q, such that c,(s, C') = 1 if, and only if, s violates constraints

in a subset C' of C;

* A = [Al,. ... , Aq] is a vector of q execution risk bounds used to define q chance

constraints

er(b, C'7) < A', i = 1, 2 q k ;> 0(1.1)
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where

h

er(bk,0Cir) = 1 - Pr ( Sai(C') bk, 7
(i=k

is the execution risk of a policy 7r; Sak(C) (for "safe at step k") is a Bernoulli

random variable denoting whether the system has not violated any constraints

in C at planning step k; and h is the planning horizon.

A solution to a CC-POMDP is an optimal policy (or plan) -r* : B - A mapping

belief states (or just beliefs) in B to actions in A such that

.h

7r arg max E 1:R(st, at) 7r
t=O

and (1.1) holds. By enforcing (1.1) and conditioning action choices on belief states,

which in turn depend on real-time (noisy) observations received by the agent, we see

that CC-POMDP policies meet desiderata I and II.

With respect to ensuring safety over rich sets of constraints in desideratum III, CC-

POMDP's incorporate a hierarchical constraint satisfaction structure akin to Planning

Modulo Theories (PMT) [Gregory et al., 20121, semantic attachment [Dornhege et al.,

20121, and the approach in [Ivankovic et al., 20141, through constraint violation func-

tions c, that are theory-dependent. As in general SMT-like [Nieuwenhuis et al., 20061

hierarchical problem decompositions, CC-POMDP solution scalability is strongly tied

to how efficiently these risk-aware constraint checkers run. Therefore, in close connec-

tion with the temporal applications that this thesis is concerned about, Chapters 5

and 6 present the current fastest algorithm for risk-aware scheduling of Probabilistic

Simple Temporal Networks (PSTN's) and PSTN's with Uncertainty (PSTNU's), as

well as the first algorithms for risk-aware scheduling of Probabilistic Temporal Plan

Networks (PTPN's). The reason why these scheduling algorithms are needed is be-

cause this thesis pursues a continuous time approach to the generation of temporal

plans with duration uncertainty, as opposed to resorting to time discretization. Thus,

instead of folding discrete increments of time directly into the CC-POMDP's discrete
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state space S, our models collect within C temporal requirements (e.g., "this plan

has to finish within 10 minutes"), as well as uncertain duration models for durative

CC-POMDP actions (e.g. "driving from A to B takes anything between 10 to 20

minutes"), as conditional and unconditional temporal constraints from the scheduling

literature, as reviewed in Section 2.2.

In lieu of providing general solution methods for CC-POMDP models, this thesis

focuses on a temporal subset that is relevant to the risk-aware applications that this

thesis is concerned about, in which autonomous agents must complete their tasks

under time pressure. More specifically, we consider CC-POMDP models in which

actions have non-instantaneous durations - also referred to as activities - and where

one or more elements of C force the execution of policy 7r* to eventually terminate.

This, in turn, causes the planning horizon h to be limited by [tmax/dminl, where tmax

is the maximum temporal plan length, and dmin is the shortest activity duration.

Furthermore, even though optimal CC-(PO)MDPs policies may, in general, require

some limited amount of randomization [Altman, 19991, we follow [Dolgov and Dur-

fee, 2005] and focus on optimal deterministic policies for technical and application-

dependent reasons. On the technical side, while deterministic policies can be ef-

fectively solved using heuristic forward search (HFS), computing exact randomized

policies for Constrained POMDP's (C-POMDP's) generally involves intractable for-

mulations over reachable beliefs, and current approximate methods [Kim et al., 2011,

Poupart et al., 2015] do not guarantee solution feasibility. In this context, it is worth-

while to mention [Trevizan et al., 20161 as a recent advancement in the constrained

MDP literature combining HFS and C-MDP policy optimization in dual space to ef-

ficiently compute randomized policies over infinite horizons. On the application side,

preference for agent predictability in safety-critical systems causes operators to rarely

trust stochastic autonomous behavior.

Finally, for the fulfillment of desideratum IV, we introduce the Chance-constrained

Reactive Model-based Programming Language (cRMPL) in Chapter 4, where we show

that the problem of extracting optimal execution policies for this decision-theoretic

language can also be framed as a CC-POMDP instance.
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The reasoning tools developed in this thesis are combined to form CLARK2 , whose

overview is given in the next section. CLARK is a risk-aware conditional planning

system that can generate chance-constrained, dynamic temporal plans for autonomous

agents that must operate under uncertainty.

1.4 Approach in a nutshell

The different tools and algorithms developed in the context of this thesis are combined

to form the Conditional Planning for Autonomy with Risk (CLARK) system, whose

block diagram in shown in Figure 1-9.

PDDL cRMPL .-. ----- -

RAO* o. Conditional
policy

PDDL cRMPL Policy -+ cRMPL cRMPL

CC-POMDP CC-POMDP
-------------------. cRMPL-*PTPN PTPN

CC-POMDP - Model onstraintsolver PRS

Figure 1-9: Architecture diagram of the different elements composing CLARK. Inputs
are shown to the left of CLARK's core (surrounded by the dotted line), while outputs
are placed on the right.

The input to CLARK is always a CC-POMDP, either directly supplied to the

system, or generated from some other type of user-provided input. This thesis focuses

on the forms of input to CLARK shown in Figure 1-9. In the generative conditional

planning discussion in Chapter 3, we consider inputs given directly as CC-POMDP's

instances. Alternatively, in the decision-theoretic programming setting of Chapter 4

and Section 7.2, the input is a program in the Chance-constrained Reactive Model-

based Programming Language (cRMPL), a novel variant of RMPL [Ingham et al.,

2001, Williams et al., 2001,Williams and Ingham, 2002,Williams et al., 2003, Ingham,
2This acronym a desperate attempt at evoking the Lewis and Clark Expedition towards the

Pacific Ocean, a, mission undertaken under strong uncertainty and numerous risks. The fact that
Lewis and Clark leveraged Sacagawea's expert knowledge to navigate uncharted territory also creates
an interesting parallel with the heuristic-guided search methods developed in this thesis.
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2003, Effinger, 2012] developed in this thesis that adds support to chance-constrained

execution. The mapping from optimal cRMPL execution to CC-POMDP depicted

in Figure 1-9 is given in Chapter 4. Finally, in the experimental demonstration of

CLARK described in Section 7.3, we show how initial planning models in the Planning

Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [McDermott et al., 1998] are used to bootstrap

CC-POMDP models for a real-world application involving resilient planetary rovers.

The flow of information that maps inputs to outputs within CLARK starts with

the CC-POMDP instance given as input becoming part of the Model in CLARK's

core, shown in Figure 1-9 surrounded by the dotted line. Within the core, the RAO*

algorithm (Chapter 3) accesses the different functions available as part of the CC-

POMDP model to incrementally construct an optimal deterministic conditional plan

with bounded risk. It is important to stress the terms conditional and bounded risk.

By being conditional, the plan allows the autonomous agent to adapt to its environ-

ment in real-time by conditioning the choice of activity to be executed on its current

level of knowledge, or belief, about the true state of world. This belief state is, in

turn, a function of the history of observations gathered by the agent from the envi-

ronment according to the CC-POMDP's observation model. With respect to bounded

risk, it refers to the fact that the execution of such optimal conditional policies by

the autonomous agent is guaranteed to keep the agent safe by ensuring that "good

behavior", as defined by a set of conditional state constraints, can be expected from

the autonomous agent with high probability. In order to assess the level of safety

entailed by such conditional policies, RAO* leverages a potentially diverse suite of

constraint solvers to quantify the likelihood of one or more such state constraints

being violated during execution. Such calls to the constraint solvers are not done

directly by RAO*; instead, they are routed through general risk-measuring interfaces

attached to the Model block of CLARK. Among these constraint solvers, the PARIS

algorithm (Chapter 5) is highlighted in Figure 1-9 due to its key role in efficiently

computing risk-aware schedules in the presence of temporal uncertainty.

As previously mentioned, the solution to the input CC-POMDP given to CLARK

is an optimal conditional policy that entails a consistent conditional constraint system
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with high probability. Then, according to Figure 1-9, this policy can optionally be

converted into an output cRMPL program representing the optimal behavior for the

autonomous agent (the process for performing this conversion is given in Chapter

7). An advantage of representing CLARK's outputs as cRMPL programs is the fact

that these can later be used as optimal subroutines within a hierarchical composition

of cR1MPL programs, as defined by the cRMPL composition operators presented in

Chapter 4.

replan

CC-POMDP CLARK Pikenrae

sensor data

Hybrid state
state estimates estimator

Figure 1-10: Depiction of how the CLARK executive, a combination of CLARK and
Pike, can be used in closed-loop control applications. The conditional temporal policy
generated by CLARK is sent to Pike in the form of a Probabilistic Temporal Plan
Network (PTPN), which Pikes then takes care of dispatching through the physical
hardware interface while performing execution monitoring.

When combined with the Pike dispatcher from [Levine and Williams, 20141, the

CLARK system from Figure 1-9 becomes the CLARK executive, shown in Figure 1-10

surrounded by the dotted line. The input to Pike is a Probabilistic Temporal Plan

Network (PTPN) [Levine and Williams, 2014, Santana and Williams, 2014], which

Figure 1-9 shows can be obtained from the cRMPL program generated from CLARK's

output. In our goal of developing risk-aware autonomous agents that can quickly react

to their environment in order to perform their tasks well and safely, Pike offers yet

another line of defense: as it schedules activities and dispatches them through the

physical hardware interface, Pike constantly monitors the true state of system in the

hopes of detecting failure conditions that may not have been included in the CC-

POMDP model used to generate CLARK's conditional policy. Should such failure

conditions be detected, Pike immediately triggers a replanning signal to CLARK using
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the curieilt state of the syst(ini as the init11lelief. the Inybrid Sbelte f.Stmtnuor in

Figure 1-10 traiislates swiisor imieasuiriemients into discrete logical predicates that Pike

uses to mnitr xecuti(n, and has been investigated in this thesis and elsewhere

[Tininions, 2013,Santana et al.. 2014,Sa ntana et al., 2(5. SanItana et al. 201a. Lane,

2016. However, foir the sake of fiCusing 01r attention (m the c(r1 cnlt ribuitio f t his

thesis, we refer the reader to these references fPOr details on hmw the hlyrid est inmation

hock works, and to the video at https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=Fzls5jAgEew

for a llardware (emllonlstrationl.

Figure 1-11: Simple imorniig eonnite problem fromi ISant ana and Williams. 2014]
writtei in JOW\PL.

Seeking to prmovid( an intitive miderstandhig of' CLARK's inner w irkings. cmn-

sider the cR IPL program in Figure 1-11 i)mdeling the simple mIl(rning conuInte

proibleiii" fromi [Salitana and Willianis, 20141. In this prblem. a person must decide

3Thi a rcnt ( bsl ssim with r(0Am3 i ( rHObleils in the exmiples give1n 'so5 far Is iltendel to
s111 thamt sr tools shuld he br(mdly Ippficlh t ( decisinmakin undelo mncertan, as patd
to beingp rest ricl ed to niche ro;Is pplicaltl(ils.
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between riding a bike to work, driving, or staying at home and "telecommuting" in

order to attend an important meeting starting in 30 minutes. Due to health and

cost, concerns, the person places higher value on riding a bike (reward of 100 units),

followed by driving (reward of 70 units) and telecommuting (no reward, since being

present at the meeting is very important). In this simple example, we assume that

the person has enough command over the means of transportation that the duration

of each activity is fully within their control. However, there are two ways in which the

environment can impact the schedule. If the person chooses to ride a bike, slippery

road conditions may cause them to fall and get dirty, forcing them to change clothes

before attending the meeting. Alternatively, if the person chooses to drive, there is

the possibility of being involved in an accident, forcing them to first tow the vehicle

and then catch a cab to get to work. The last and least preferred, albeit the safest.,

is staying home and telecommuting.

o .

A O . [10, - ------- -------

[0, 10.-

Pr(Sli p)=5.1%

Pr(Accident)=1.3% [
[15,251120, 301

[0[0. 101-1 10.-

0 [30 901[10. 201

Accident
I -, False iI3[. 1____10 1

[0, el -10 -
[0, [-,1

- - 110, 20]

4 
[~0,

Stay (R=O) 0 -.

10. -

[0, 301

Figure 1-12: Probabilistic Temporal Plan Network obtained from the cRMPL pro-

gram shown in Figure 1-11. Temporal constraints are represented as in Section 1.1;

double circles with solid lines represent controllable choices (decisions) that the agent

can make (in this case, the means of transportation): and double circles with dashed

lines represent uncontrollable choices (observations) obtained from the environment.

When mapped to a CC-POMDP, different executions of the cRMPL program
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U'

shown in Figure 1-11 can be represented as the PTPN shown in Figure 1-12. The

goal is to choose the means of transportation that yields the highest reward, while

making sure that the probability of being late for the meeting is no greater than

A = 2%. In this pedagogical example, it should be evident, that the only decision

that the person (playing the role of the autonomous agent) can make is how to get to

the meeting, which is represented by the double circle with solid lines in Figure 1-12.

If the person chooses to ride a bike (top branch of the choice node), the schedule

will depend on the environment's "choice" of having them slip and fall or not (dashed

double circle at the top). Similarly, if the person chooses to drive (middle branch of

the choice node), the schedule will depend on the environment "choosing" whether

to have them be involved in an accident or not (dashed double circle in the middle).

Finally, if the person chooses to stay home and telecommute, the environment has no

impact on the schedule4 .

115, 251 -0 1

Bike (R=100) Slp }

10, -1 10, -1
0, -

10,10 10 -

[0, 301

Figure 1-13: Temporal network entailed by choosing to ride a bike to work. A con-
sistent schedule exists with probability 94.9% according to the cRMPL program in
Figure 1-11, corresponding to the probability of not slipping and falling.

In order to understand the requirement of a policy 7r entailing a conditional (-on-

straint system for which a solution exists with high probability, consider the temporal

networks in Figures 1-13, 1-14, and 1-15, which are entailed by the different commute

choices that the person can make. Figures 1-13 and 1-14 are examples of conditional

constraint systems, since the temporal constraints ultimately used for scheduling de-

pend on the assignment to uncontrollable choices made by the environment, while

Figure 1-15 is unconditional. Focusing on the conditions under which the temporal

4I1n an ideal world where Internet service providers are perfectly reliable.
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Figure 1-14: Temporal network entailed by choosing to drive to work. A consistent
schedule exists with probability 98.7% according to the cRMPL program in Figure
1-11, corresponding to the probability of not being involved in an accident.

Stay (R=O)

o, m)to,. 1

10, 30]

Figure 1-15: Temporal network entailed by choosing to stay at home and telecom-
muting. This option has a consistent schedule with probability 100%.

network in Figure 1-13 is consistent, we see that, if the person does not fall from the

bike, there is plenty of time to ride it to work and arrive on time for the meeting. On

the other hand, in case of a fall, the amount of time required to arrive at, work and

change is at least 3- minutes, causing the person to be late for the meeting. According

to the execution model in the cRMPL program in Figure 1-11, falling from the bike

is expected to happen with probability 5.1%, which violates our upper bound on tol-

erable risk of A = 2%. Therefore, even though riding a bike is the preferred option in

terms of value, it does not meet the safety requirements expressed by the chance con-

straint. A similar analysis of Figure 1-14 would lead us to the conclusion that driving

a car entails a risk of not having a consistent schedule of 1.3%, which corresponds to

the probability of being involved in an accident. However, different from the previous

case, a risk of 1.3% is within the tolerance of our chance constraint, rendering driv-

ing the optimal deterministic5 choice. Had the chance constraint A been lower than

1.3%, the only feasible option would have been to stay home and telecommute, since

the temporal network in Figure 1-15 is guaranteed to have a consistent schedule (no

5Jn fact, the glol)ally optimal strategy would be to randomize between riding a, bike and driving
a car, as explained in Chapter 3.
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risk).

1.5 Thesis contributions

In its effort to make a contribution towards the endowment of autonomous agents

with the ability to behave well and safely while operating under uncertainty, this

thesis makes the following contributions:

Contribution 1: Chance-constrained POMDP's as framework for risk-

bounded planning under uncertainty: our first contribution is a systematic

derivation of dynamic execution risk for partially observable planning domains

in Chapter 3, which we then use to propose Chance-constrained POMDP's

(CC-POMDP's) as extensions of POMDP's for risk-bounded planning under

uncertainty. The advent of CC-POMDP's and their associated dynamic mea-

sure of execution risk addresses shortcomings of existing static risk allocation

and "risk-as-a-cost"-based methods. With respect to the former, we provide two

different formulations of chance constraints in terms of CC-POMDP's execution

risk that are guaranteed to be no more conservative than the particular form of

chance constraint used in static risk allocation. Regarding the latter, we show

that CC-POMDP's, unlike "risk-as-a-cost"-based methods, are not restricted to

applications in which constraint violation must cause plan execution to halt.

Contribution 2: Risk-bounded AO* (RAO*): our second contribution is Risk-

bounded AO* (RAO*), the first algorithm for solving CC-POMDP's that lever-

ages heuristic forward search (HFS) over belief spaces. Similar to the original

AO* [Nilsson, 19821, RAO* guides the search towards promising policies using

an admissible value heuristic. In addition, RAO* leverages a second admissi-

ble heuristic to propagate dynamic execution risk upper bounds at each search

node, allowing it to identify and prune overly risky paths as the search proceeds.

Contribution 3: Chance-constrained RMPL (cRMPL): our third contribu-

tion is the Chance-constrained Reactive Model-based Programming Language
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(cRMPL), a novel variant of the RMPL language that introduces support to

chance-constraints and probabilistic sensing actions. In addition to the language

itself, we provide a novel CC-POMDP-based execution semantics for cRMPL

that is the first to exploit the language's hierarchical structure in order to extract

optimal, risk-bounded execution policies from user-provided programs without

the need of first "unraveling" all their possible execution traces, as was done in

previous approaches.

Contribution 4: Fast, risk-aware probabilistic scheduling: since this thesis is

particularly focused on temporal planning problems, our last contributions are

in the form of PARIS (Chapter 5), the current fastest algorithm for risk-aware

scheduling of Probabilistic Simple Temporal Networks (PSTN's) and PSTN's

with Uncertainty (PSTNU's); and the first algorithms for risk-aware scheduling

of Probabilistic Temporal Plan Networks (PTPN's) (Chapter 6).

1.6 Thesis roadmap

"A picture is worth a thousand words" is as much of a clich6 as it is true. Therefore,

prior to its textual explanation, we illustrate the structure of this thesis in Figure

1-16. The real-world need that motivates this thesis is featured at the very top of the

block diagram, followed by this thesis' goal on the second level supporting, but not

completely fulfilling, this need, and the different components developed in this thesis

to achieve its goal.

After this chapter motivates the need for risk-bounded dynamic execution of tem-

poral plans by autonomous agents and presents an overview of this thesis' contribu-

tions and key ideas, Chapter 2 places them in the context of the great body of work

from which this thesis draws great inspiration and builds upon. Next, Chapters 3 to

5 present fundamental building blocks for the results shown in later chapters. Chap-

ter 3 introduces Chance-constrained Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes

(CC-POMDP's) and the Risk-bounded AO* (RAO*) algorithm, two core components

of the CLARK system explained in Section 1.4. In Chapter 4, we introduce Chance-
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Trustworthy autonomy in real-world
applications

Risk-bounded, conditional temporal plans
* * *with sensing actions 0 a

(Thesis)

Risk-bounded, conditional planning system CLARK
(or just planner) (Chapter 7)

Planning modelfor risk-bounded, CC-POMDP RAO*
conditional planning with sensing (Chapter 3) (Chapter 3)Solverfar planning model

actions

cRMPL PARIS PTPN scheduling Reasoning and schedulingHigh level input CrI with temporal constraints(Chapter 4) (ChapterS5) (Chapter 6)ancotuusim
and continuous time

Figure 1-16: Block diagram illustrating the relationship between different components
developed in this thesis, its goal (blue block on second level from the top), and the
real-world need that motivates it (top block).

constrained RMPL (cRMPL), and how it allows mission operators to specify safe

desired behavior for autonomous agents and provide expert "advice" at a high level

of abstraction. When discussing the RAO* algorithm, a need for fast risk-aware

constraint checkers becomes evident. Thus, in Chapters 5 and 6, we present condi-

tional and unconditional temporal consistency checkers developed in this thesis for

risk-aware scheduling under uncertainty.

After previous chapters provide a clear understanding of the fundamental pieces

composing the CLARK system, Chapter 7 provides a holistic view of the system,

and discusses experiments that show CLARK achieving its goal of generating risk-

bounded conditional plans over rich sets of mission constraints in two application

domains that can greatly benefit from risk-aware autonomy: collaborative human-

robot manufacturing and data retrieval agents. In the decision-theoretic setting of

Section 7.2, an operator provides a partial behavior specification in the form of a

cRMPL program with contingency nodes, where the latter can be either controllable
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(decisions by the autonomous agent) or uncontrollable (observations received from

the environment). Alternatively, in the generative setting of Section 7.3, planning

problems are encoded as CC-POMDP instances by enhancing an initial planning

model specified in PDDL, and rely solely on the CC-POMDP model to determine the

sequence in which activities are executed and observations are taken. Conclusions and

avenues for future work are presented in Chapter 8, followed by appendices containing

material that complements the core thesis discussions.

Appendix A shows how the RAO* algorithm from Chapter 3 can be extended to

support partial belief state and policy branching, while Appendix B briefly presents a

SAT-based model of electric power supply networks used as part of the experimental

validation of RAO*. Appendix C shows the XML schema used to translate cRMPL

programs into PTPN's, the input type to Pike. Finally, Appendix D shows the

PDDL model used to construct a CC-POMDP model for CLARK in the Resilient

Space Systems (RSS) demonstration of Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Related work

"If I have seen further, it is by standing on the shoulders of giants."

Isaac Newton, 1676.

Seeking to contribute to the widespread adoption of autonomous systems in safety-

critical applications, we argue in Chapter 1 that autonomous agents must be able

to execute risk-bounded, dynamic temporal plans that are conditional on sensing

actions. Towards this goal, we propose that such risk-bounded conditional policies

be generated as solutions to CC-POMDP's, while further focusing on the particular

case of temporal missions where agents must execute tasks under time pressure and

temporal uncertainty. We also introduce the RAO* algorithm for computing CC-

POMDP policies, and novel algorithms for risk-aware scheduling under uncertainty

that efficiently provide RAO* with estimates of a mission's scheduling risk. Finally, in

order to allow mission operators to specify risk-aware autonomous behavior at a high

level of abstraction, we introduce the cRMPL language and its execution semantics

in terms of CC-POMDP's.

The thesis contributions briefly summarized in the previous paragraph would not

have been possible without leveraging invaluable insights and results from a broad

range of related research fields. In this chapter, we strive to place this thesis within

the large body of work that inspired it by drawing parallels between our contributions

and related results in the literature.
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2.1 (Constrained) MDP's and POMDP's

The excellent introduction to automated planning methods by Geffner and Bonet

[Geffner and Bonet, 20131 states that "planning is the model-based approach to au-

tonomous behavior where the agent behavior is derived automatically from a model

of the actions, sensors, and goals." The broadness of this definition should serve as an

indication of how vast the planning field is, depending on a planning model's partic-

ular features and assumptions. Therefore, for the sake of clarity, this section focuses

on the subset of automated planning that had a direct impact on the development of

CC-POMDP models in this thesis, as well as on the RAO* algorithm for solving the

temporal subset of CC-POMDP's that this thesis is concerned about.

Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP's), originally intro-

duced in [Smallwood and Sondik, 19731, provide a conceptually simple, yet powerful,

framework for generating plans (usually referred to as policies) that condition an

agent's actions on its belief about the hidden state of the world. Despite their inher-

ent intractability [Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis, 1987], POMDP models have grown

in popularity in recent years with the advent of faster, cheaper computers, and a

growing number of robotics applications that can directly benefit from a POMDP's

ability to handle state uncertainty [Kaelbling et al., 1998].

A solution to a risk-neutral, "standard" POMDP is a policy that maps belief

states to actions in order to optimize some measure of expected utility [Smallwood

and Sondik, 1973,Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis, 1987,Kaelbling et al., 1998, Silver and

Veness, 2010]. Nevertheless, this might not be sufficient to specify constrained au-

tonomous behavior. For instance, an autonomous vehicle in an urban scenario should

not minimize travel times at the expense of unlawful driving and unreasonable risk of

collision. A straightforward way to incorporate a notion of constraint violation into

POMDP models is to penalize states that violate these constraints in the objective

function, and perform policy optimization as usual. However, this strategy has two

important caveats. First, it might not be straightforward to precisely quantify "how

bad" constraint violations are in units of the objective function: in the previous exam-
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ple, what should be the penalty, measured in units of time, for hitting another car on

the road? Second, even if one had a concrete way of quantifying these penalties, [Un-

durti and How, 2010, Undurti, 20111 show that there might not always be a smooth

mapping from constraint violation penalties to the probability (risk) of these con-

straints being violated. In other words, variations of the constraint violation penalty

over a continuous interval might entail discontinuous transitions from unreasonably

risk-averse to unreasonably risk-taking behavior, with nothing in between. In light

of these important limitations for the use of POMDP models in modeling risk-aware

autonomous behavior, we proceed to the consideration of existing approaches in the

literature for modeling risk-sensitive behavior.

One of the earlier works dealing with decision-making under uncertainty and prob-

abilistic notions of risk is [Yu et al., 19981, which introduces Risk-Sensitive MDP's

(RS-MDP's). Different from risk-neutral MDP's, where the goal is to optimize an ob-

jective function, a policy for an RS-MDP is one that maximizes the probability of a

cumulative cost function remaining below a user-specified threshold over a finite exe-

cution horizon. Therefore, instead of mapping states to actions, policies for RS-MDP's

map states and accumulated costs to actions. Improving upon the Value Iteration

strategy of [Yu et al., 1998], the authors in [Hou et al., 20141 propose combinations of

Topological Value Iteration [Dai et al., 2011] with Depth First Search and Dynamic

Programming to efficiently compute RS-MDP policies. The RS-MDP framework has

also been extended to POMDP's [Marecki and Varakantham, 2010, Hou et al., 2016],

where the objective becomes maximizing the joint probability of initial states and

their cumulative costs exceeding the user-defined threshold.

Our approach to risk-aware conditional planning differs from RS-(PO)MDP's in

two important ways. First, our methods generate risk-bounded policies, whereas

RS-(PO)MDP policies are risk-minimal. Second, RS-(PO)MDP's assume that cost

bound violations can be accurately detected by the autonomous agent and cause

execution to halt, whereas we do not make assumptions about the observability of

constraint violations in this thesis. The first distinction is important because risk-

minimal strategies, as motivated in Section 1.1, can lead to strong conservatism by
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inducing a "remain safe at all costs" behavior; a risk-bounded approach, on the other

hand, allows an autonomous agent to optimize the value of its mission while keeping

itself strictly within user-specified tolerable levels of risk. Concerning the observability

of constraint violations, we develop in Chapter 3 a dynamic measure of execution risk

that requires no assumptions regarding the observability of constraint violations, as

it is necessary for RS-(PO)MDP's. In that same chapter, we show that requiring

constraint violations to halt execution in the modeling of risk-aware behavior can

lead to conservatism and overconfidence.

Closer to the approach in this thesis, the Constrained MDP (C-MDP) [Fein-

berg and Shwarz, 1995, Altman, 1999, Dolgov and Durfee, 2005, Teichteil-K6nigsbuch,

2012,Sprauel et al., 2014,Trevizan et al., 2016] and POMDP (C-POMDP) [Isom et al.,

2008, Undurti and How, 2010, Undurti, 2011, Kim et al., 2011, Poupart et al., 20151

literatures model situations in which a policy must optimize an objective while bound-

ing the expected value of zero or more cost functions below user-specified thresholds.

In this context, a bound on mission risk can be specified by creating an indicator cost

function that outputs 1 whenever the agent enters a state that violates constraints,

and 0 otherwise. Therefore, C-(PO)MDP's can avoid excessive conservatism by not

being restricted to the generation of risk-minimal policies. However, as shown in

Chapter 3, the cost-based approach to risk in C-(PO)MDP's requires constraint vio-

lations to halt execution, e.g., [Undurti and How, 2010,Poupart et al., 2015], in order

to be guaranteed to return consistent values of risk, potentially causing the same

conservatism and overconfidence issues previously mentioned for RS-(PO)MDP's.

Related to C-(PO)MDP's and this thesis, Lexicographic (PO)MDP's [Wray et al.,

2015, Pineda et al., 2015, Wray and Zilberstein, 2015 model multi-objective sequen-

tial decision problems under uncertainty where an agent lexicographically prefers to

improve the value of objective i over objective i + 1 at all states. Since ties between

multiple objectives are highly unlikely in practice, an L(PO)MDP that exactly op-

timizes objectives in lexicographic order would almost certainly focus all effort on

optimizing the first objective, and completely disregard secondary ones. In order to

prevent this from happening, L(PO)MDP's allow a vector of user-defined slacks 6 to
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be associated with the competing objectives, so that actions available for improving

objective i + 1 are restricted to those that keep objective i, preferred over i + 1, within

a small degradation 6, from its expected value under the optimal policy for the i-th

objective.

Even though risk-aware planning is not specifically mentioned in [Wray et al.,

2015, Pineda et al., 2015, Wray and Zilberstein, 20151, L(PO)MDP's can be an inter-

esting alternative to risk-minimizing models such as RS-(PO)MDP. For instance, an

L(PO)MDP with mission risk as the primary objective could exploit its risk slack 61

to improve upon the conservatism of a policy seeking to minimize risk at all costs.

However, in the risk-bounded planning setting of this thesis, L(PO)MDP have two im-

portant shortcomings. First, they leverage the same cost-based measure of risk used

in C-(PO)MDP, therefore inheriting from the latter the same issues from requiring

terminal constraint violations. Second, since slacks are defined relative to (usually)

unknown optimal values of the different objectives, enforcing specific risk bounds on

an L(PO)MDP policy can be difficult. For instance, in order to ensure that a policy

has a risk bound of A, we would have to choose the risk slack to be 61 = A - rmin,

with rmin being the unknown minimum risk value for a specific L(PO)MDP instance.

In order to solve CC-POMDP's, this thesis introduces RAO*, an algorithm that

follows a heuristic forward search strategy in the space of belief states similar to

the originally proposed in [Washington, 1996, Washington, 1997, Hansen, 1998J, and

later revisited within a larger context of contingent and conformant planning methods

in [Bonet and Geffner, 20001. Our RAO* is the first risk-aware member of a family of

search algorithms based on AO* [Nilsson, 1982, Pearl, 19841, the latter an extension

of A* [Hart et al., 19681 to search on AND-OR graphs. Some notorious members

of this family are LAO* [Hansen and Zilberstein, 2001j, an extension of AO* that

can search for infinite-horizon MDP policies by leveraging Value Iteration (VI) in

its value update step; HAO* [Benazera et al., 2005a, Benazera et al., 2005b, Meuleau

et al., 20091, a generalization of AO* that can handle hybrid (continuous and discrete)

state spaces and continuous resources; and MAA* [Szer et al., 20051, a heuristic search

algorithm for computing optimal finite-horizon policies for decentralized POMDP's
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(DEC-POMDPs).

Examples of sampling-based algorithms outside the "AO* family" that can also

be used to solve (PO)MDP's are Real-Time Dynamic Programming (RTDP) [Barto

et al., 19951, Labeled RTDP (LRTDP) [Bonet and Geffner, 2003], UCT [Kocsis and

Szepesvdri, 2006], SARSOP [Kurniawati et al., 20081, and POMCP [Silver and Veness,

2010], among others. Even though none of these incorporate a notion of risk within

their search process, risk-aware extensions using the notion of execution risk for CC-

POMDP's similar to RAO*'s should be possible. In Appendix A, we investigate

the use Hoeffding's inequality [Hoeffding, 1963] to develop risk-aware sampling-based

solvers.

2.2 Scheduling under uncertainty

Generating conditional plans that allow autonomous agents to execute activities un-

der time pressure, while dealing with stochastic activity durations and their associated

scheduling risk, have always been a primary goal of this thesis, and one of its contri-

butions. In this section, we review some of the most important results in the fields

of conditional and unconditional scheduling that inspired the scheduling components

used within CLARK (Chapters 5 and 6).

The work of Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl [Dechter et al., 1991J, which introduces

the Simple Temporal Problem (STP), should arguably be the first stop in any re-

view of temporal reasoning methods. An STP is concerned about the existence of

assignments (also known as a schedule) to temporal events ei such that a conjunction

of linear inequalities (or simple temporal constraints) 1 < ei - e9 < u hold, where

1 and u are given real numbers. An STP is said to be consistent if, and only if, a

schedule respecting all simple temporal constraints exists. A graph representation of

the simple temporal constraints in an STP is usually referred to as a Simple Temporal

Network (STN). An STN can model temporal problems where the activity scheduler

has complete control over temporal assignments. Thus, if the STN is used by an au-

tonomous agent to schedule activities, there is an implicit assumption that the agent
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can exactly control how long each one of the activities is going to take. However, this

might not be reasonable in situations where activity durations are influenced by the

external environment, such as "boil water", "search for rock", or "drive from MIT to

Logan airport during rush hour". In other to address this limitation, the STN with

Uncertainty (STNU) was introduced [Vidal, 1999].

An STNU extends an STN with contingent (also called uncontrollable) constraints

and events. In an STNU, a contingent constraint allows the difference between two

temporal events to be non-deterministic, but bounded by a known interval [1, u]. De-

pending on how much information about contingent durations is made available to

the scheduler during execution, [Vidal, 19991 defines different levels of controllabil-

ity for STNU's: weak controllability assumes all values of contingent durations to

be known to the scheduler before it has to make any decisions; strong controllability

assumes that no such information is ever available to the scheduler; and dynamic con-

trollability assumes that the scheduler can only use information about past contingent

durations when making future scheduling decisions. Over the years, increasingly more

efficient algorithms for STNU scheduling were developed, specially for dynamic con-

trollability [Morris et al., 2001,Morris and Muscettola, 2005,Morris, 2006,Hunsberger,

2009, Hunsberger, 2010, Hunsberger, 2013, Hunsberger, 2014, Morris, 2014].

Modeling contingent durations using STNU's, however, offers no way to incor-

porate probabilistic information into contingent duration models. For instance, an

STNU cannot model the statement "my morning commute takes 32 minutes on av-

erage, with a standard deviation of 10 minutes". Due to this lack of probabilistic

information, STNU scheduling algorithms ensure correctness by resorting to an "all-

or-nothing" approach: either a schedule works for all possible realizations of contin-

gent durations, or no schedule is returned, which tends to lead to strong conservatism,

as shown in the motivating example in Section 1.1.

The Probabilistic STN (PSTN) [Tsamardinos, 20021 improves upon STNU's by

allowing contingent durations to be represented as random variables with known

probability distributions. The notions of controllability for STNU's can be readily

transferred to PSTN's, and have been further extended with a notion of scheduling
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risk: different from STNU algorithms, which generate schedules with no schedul-

ing risk or no solution at all, current PSTN algorithms [Tsamardinos, 2002, Wang,

2013, Fang et al., 2014, Fang, 2014, Wang and Williams, 2015a, Santana et al., 2016c]

allow schedules to consider restricted intervals of contingent durations - a process in-

formally referred to as "squeezing" -, provided that these restricted duration intervals

are observed with high probability. While previous approaches to PSTN scheduling

resorted to nonlinear problem formulations, Chapter 5 describes PARIS, the current

fastest algorithm for strong PSTN scheduling, which leverages linearized models of

temporal uncertainty that are key to CLARK's empirical tractability when dealing

with planning problems with probabilistic temporal uncertainty.

All related work mentioned so far falls into the realm of unconditional scheduling,

in which the set of temporal constraints composing the temporal reasoning problem

is known from the beginning. However, as evidenced by the grounded example in

Section 1.4, the conditional nature of the plans generated by CLARK gives rise to

conditional scheduling problems, in which the set of temporal constraints composing

the scheduling problem can depend on decisions (or controllable choices) made by

the autonomous agent and real-time observations (or uncontrollable choices) collected

during plan execution. Therefore, in the following we review extensions of the previous

unconditional scheduling formalisms to conditional settings involving controllable and

uncontrollable choices.

In addition to STP's, the authors in [Dechter et al., 1991] define the Temporal

Constraint Satisfaction Problem (TCSP), a superclass of STP's in which the sched-

uler can choose to enforce one out of potentially several different simple temporal con-

straints between pairs of events. The Disjunctive Temporal Problem (DTP) [Stergiou

and Koubarakis, 2000] improves upon TCSP's by not requiring that these choices be-

tween temporal constraints be restricted to the same pairs of events. The conditional

temporal network associated with a DTP is called a Disjunctive Temporal Network

(DTN). The first strategy for dynamic execution of DTP's [Tsamardinos et al., 2001],

which generated an exponential number of choice combinations and compiled them

independently, was later improved by incremental and labeled compilation strategies
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presented in [Shah et al., 2007, Shah and Williams, 2008, Shah et al., 2009, Conrad

et al., 2009].

Temporal Plan Networks (TPN's) [Kim et al., 2001, Effinger, 2006] are within the

same group of temporal networks with simple temporal constraints and controllable

choices as TCSP's and DTN's. However, unlike the two previous, TPN's allow pref-

erences to be placed over the choice assignments, therefore extending the notion of

network consistency to optimal network consistency. In terms of structure, TPN's are

a hierarchical subset of DTN's that are particularly useful in representing execution

traces of non-deterministic programs, as shown in Section 1.4 and Chapter 4. Current

dynamic executives for TPN's are Kirk [Kim et al., 2001, Shu et al., 2005, Block et al.,

2006, Effinger, 20061, Drake [Conrad et al., 2009, Conrad, 2010, Conrad and Williams,

20111, and Pike [Levine and Williams, 2014].

Similar to how STNU's extend STN's, a DTN with Uncertainty (DTNU) [Ven-

able and Yorke-Smith, 2005] extends DTN's by allowing choices between both simple

temporal constraints and contingent durations. The concepts of strong [Peintner

et al., 2007], weak [Venable et al., 2010], and dynamic [Venable et al., 2010, Cimatti

et al., 2014, Cimatti et al., 2016b] consistency for DTNU's are directly borrowed from

STNU's, with the added feature that the scheduler, in addition to assigning times

to controllable temporal events, can also choose which members of disjunctions of

temporal constraints to satisfy.

On a complementary side of the conditional scheduling spectrum, the Conditional

Temporal Problem (CTP) [Tsamardinos et al., 20031 was the first to allow the con-

ditioning of the temporal constraints composing a scheduling problem on real-time

observations. Thus, unlike DTP's, the scheduler for a CTP can only observe the out-

come of these uncontrollable choices, instead of being able to directly assign them.

Depending on when information about these observations is available, the authors

in [Tsamardinos et al., 20031 define notions of weak, strong, and dynamic consistency

for CTP's analogous to STNU's: weak consistency assumes all values of observa-

tions to be known beforehand; strong consistency assumes that no such information

is ever available; and dynamic consistency assumes that the scheduler can only use
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information about past observations when making future scheduling decisions.

Taking CTP's one step further, the Conditional STNU (CSTNU) [Hunsberger

et al., 20121 allows both contingent STNU-like durations, as well as the condition-

ing of constraints on real-time observations. Therefore, weak, strong, and dynamic

consistency for CSTNU refer to the availability of information about both contingent

durations and real-time observations. The problem of checking dynamic consistency

of CSTNU's is a topic of very recent research interest [Combi et al., 2013, Cimatti

et al., 2016a], with state-of-the-art methods based on fast algorithms for Timed Game

Automata [Cassez et al., 20051.

Unifying features from all previous formalisms, a TPN with Uncertainty (TPNU)

[Effinger, 2006, Effinger et al., 2009, Effinger, 2012] extends TPN's with STNU-like

contingent durations and real-time observations, while a Probabilistic TPN (PTPN)

[Effinger, 2012, Santana and Williams, 20141 adds another increment of expressiveness

to TPNU's by allowing PSTN-like durations and probabilistic models for observation

nodes. The current algorithm in [Effinger, 2012] for dynamic scheduling of PTPN's is

based on mapping to a risk-minimizing MDP with time discretization, which prevents

it from scaling beyond very small problems over short time horizons. Therefore,

in addition to the PARIS algorithm for risk-aware unconditional scheduling from

Chapter 5, this thesis also proposes the first algorithms for risk-aware strong and

weak scheduling of PTPN's [Santana and Williams, 20141. Chapter 6 describes an

improvement upon the original algorithms proposed in [Santana and Williams, 2014

by replacing the STN scheduler used in [Santana and Williams, 20141 by PARIS, which

can handle any combination of STNU- and PSTN-like uncontrollable durations.

2.3 Temporal and hybrid planning

As pointed out in Chapter 1, the development of CLARK in this thesis is motivated by

temporal planning applications, particularly by situations in which activity scheduling

must be performed under temporal uncertainty. Moreover, in an effort to extend

CLARK to handle state constraints commonly found in robotic applications, such
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obstacle-avoidance constraints in path planning, we incorporate insights from the

hybrid planning community in our introduction of a theory-dependent constraint

violation functions c, in our definition of CC-POMDP's (see Section 1.3 and Chapter

3). Therefore, CLARK is closely related to existing temporal and hybrid planners in

the literature, which we review next.

The advent of the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [McDermott

et al., 19981 was invaluable to the field of classical planning, for it provided a stan-

dardized input language to existing planners that facilitated the assessment of their

relative strengths and weaknesses in subsequent iterations of the International Plan-

ning Competition. However, the original PDDL lacked features that are key for the

appropriate modeling of realistic planning domains, such as robotics and industrial

control applications. Among these features, the ability to handle continuous time, nu-

merical resources, and complex dynamics are key [Fox and Long, 2003, Fox and Long,

2006]. In this context, the PDDL2.1 [Fox and Long, 2003] and PDDL+ [Fox and

Long, 20061 languages were proposed as enhancements to PDDL for the modeling,

respectively, of temporal and hybrid (mixed discrete-continuous) planning domains,

ushering the development of many algorithms that extend beyond the limitations of

classical planning and relate to this thesis.

Temporal planning [Fox and Long, 2003, Cushing et al., 2007] is concerned with

the generation of plans consisting of durative actions, which may or may not be exe-

cuted concurrently. With the introduction of timed initial literals in PDDL2.2 during

the 4 th International Planning Competition [Hoffmann and Edelkamp, 20051, it also

became possible to designate time windows and goal deadlines in temporal plan-

ning domains. Starting with ZENO [Penberthy and Weld, 1994J, a temporal planner

predating PDDL2.1, many different temporal planning algorithms were proposed.

Among some of the most noteworthy, we can mention TGP [Smith and Weld, 1999],

which incrementally expands a compact planning graph representing mutual exclu-

sions between actions of different durations; Sapa [Do and Kambhampati, 2003], a

heuristic forward-chaining planner that can handle durative actions, metric resource

constraints, and goal deadlines; CRIKEY3 [Coles et al., 2008], a forward-chaining
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temporal planner that supports discrete and duration-independent numeric change;

COLIN [Coles et al., 2009, Coles et al., 2012], CRIKEY3's direct successor, which

leverages linear programming to support continuous processes with linear dynamics;

POPF [Coles et al., 20101, also a forward-chaining temporal planner that, rather than

enforcing a strict total order on all steps added to the plan, pursues a partial-order

planning strategy; OPTIC [Benton et al., 20121, which builds upon POPF and sup-

ports a wider variety of temporal and non-temporal preferences; and tBurton [Wang

and Williams, 2015b, Wang, 20151, a temporal planner for complex networked sys-

tems that follows a divide-and-conquer approach for the generation of plans that

meet deadlines and maintain durative goals.

Common to all previously-mentioned temporal planners is the assumption that

time is fully controllable, i.e., the temporal planner can freely choose the start and

stop times for the durative actions in the plan, which may not be reasonable for real-

world planning domains. Therefore, recent efforts have been undertaken to extend

temporal planning to situations in which temporal uncertainty is explicitly taken into

account. Along these lines, conditional [Mausam and Weld, 2008, Effinger, 20121 and

unconditional strategies [Beaudry et al., 2010,Cimatti et al., 2015,Micheli et al., 20151

exist.

In the context of conditional strategies, the authors in [Mausam and Weld, 20081

propose Concurrent MDP (CoMDP) models, in which sets of primitive MDP actions

can be simultaneously triggered, and use them to solve Concurrent Probabilistic Tem-

poral Planning (CPTP) problems, where the durations of primitive MDP actions can

be probabilistic. They map a CPTP into a CoMDP by considering all subsets of

actions that can be executed concurrently and, for those, extend the state space with

interwoven execution states. The latter are obtained by discretizing the duration

intervals of each action being currently executed, and recording the number of time

increments since they were started. A similar approach is used in [Effinger, 2012

for the dynamic execution of temporal plans with probabilistic durations, but only

sequential (rather than concurrent) plans are considered.

Discretized time models are convenient for mapping problems of temporal plan-
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ning under uncertainty directly into standard MDP frameworks, which can then be

solved with existing algorithms. However, this comes at the expense of an exponential

explosion in complexity, given the potentially enormous number of extra states gen-

erated by small deltas of temporal discretization over long planning horizons. In fact,

some of the main contributions in [Mausam and Weld, 2008] are pruning strategies

to mitigate the growth in complexity caused by temporal discretization. CLARK, on

the other hand, avoids time discretization by representing the temporal constraints

and uncertain durations as (conditional) networks of temporal constraints, and us-

ing risk-aware temporal consistency checkers (see Chapters 5 and 6) to verify the

temporal feasibility of partial temporal plans.

With respect to unconditional planning with temporal uncertainty, [Beaudry et al.,

20101 avoids time discretization by performing heuristic forward search in the space

of planning states, while also constructing a Bayesian network that tracks the depen-

dencies between random variables defining the times of events and the durations of

actions. As new actions are added to the plan, samples are drawn from the Bayesian

network to estimate the probability of the plan being temporally feasible, as well as

its expected makespan. The generated plans are risk-bounded, for search terminates

when a plan with high probability of success is found.

Direct sampling from a Bayesian network has the advantage of supporting gen-

eral probabilistic dependencies between random durations, but introduces a signifi-

cant overhead that grows with the size of the network [Cooper, 1990]. The authors

in [Beaudry et al., 2010] address this overhead through a smart caching of samples,

which sometimes causes their algorithm to run out of memory. In any case, their

approach to temporal planning is similar to CLARK's when restricted to the gen-

eration of unconditional plans, with the added distinction that CLARK's scheduler

for unconditional plans with temporal uncertainty (PARIS, Chapter 5) pursues an

analytical approach when handling probabilistic temporal uncertainty.

Still in the field of unconditional planning with temporal uncertainty, there have

also been recent developments for the Strong Planning Problem with Temporal Un-

certainty (SPPTU) [Cimatti et al., 20151. A temporal plan for an SPPTU is valid
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if, for all possible durations of the uncontrollable actions, the plans resulting from

considering such durations as fixed are valid, disregarding temporal uncertainty. Ac-

cording to [Micheli et al., 2015], such strong plans (where "strong" means that the

plan is robust to temporal uncertainty) are simple to execute and check, thus being

suitable for safety-critical systems where guarantees are needed for the uncertainty,

while potentially paying a sub-optimality price.

In order to solve SPPTU's, [Cimatti et al., 20151 replaces the STN scheduler in

COLIN [Coles et al., 2009, Coles et al., 2012] with an STNU strong controllabil-

ity checker, while [Micheli et al., 20151 describes a sound-and-complete compilation

technique from temporal plans with STNU-like durations to temporal plans without

uncertainty, which is applied to a fragment of the ANML [Smith et al., 2008] language.

CLARK differs from these planners by supporting both STNU- and PSTN-like mod-

els of duration uncertainty, and including a notion of scheduling risk in the temporal

plans that it outputs.

This thesis' approach to the generation of conditional plans subject to different

types of hybrid (continuous-discrete) state constraints, e.g., scheduling under uncer-

tainty, path planning, and power supply, is directly influenced by Planning Modulo

Theories (PMT) [Gregory et al., 20121, an extension of concepts from SAT Modulo

Theories (SMT) [Nieuwenhuis et al., 2006] to planning; semantic attachment [Dorn-

hege et al., 20121; and the approach to optimal planning with global numerical state

constraints in [Ivankovic et al., 2014]. The idea is to perform a decomposition of a

planning problem with hybrid state constraints in two parts: a master planning prob-

lem over symbolic operators, whose "high-level" actions usually have a direct impact

on the "low-level" hybrid state of the Plant; and a series of reasoning modules that

verify the feasibility of constraint theories through specialized solvers.

Variations of this decomposition approach can be found in Task And Motion

Planning [Lozano-Perez and Kaelbling, 2014, Srivastava et al., 2014, Toussaint, 2015,

Fernindez-Gonzilez et al., 2015, Lin et al., 2016], usually in the context of activity

planning for mobile robots with path planning and manipulation constraints; the use

of linear programs in COLIN [Coles et al., 2009, Coles et al., 20121, uNICOrn [Bajada
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et al., 2015], and in [Ivankovic et al., 2014 for checking temporal and dynamics con-

straints; the SMT-based nonlinear planning approach in [Bryce et al., 2015] involving

a SAT solver combined with a differential equation solver; the conversion of PDDL+

problems into SAT modulo linear programs in TM-LPSAT [Shin and Davis, 2005];

and the UPMurphi [Della Penna et al., 20121 and DiNo [Piotrowski et al., 20161 hybrid

planners for PDDL+, both based on the discretize and validate approach using the

plan validator VAL [Howey et al., 2004, Della Penna et al., 20121. Kongming [Li and

Williams, 2008, Li, 2010, Li and Williams, 20111, one of the first planners for hybrid

domains, follows a decomposition approach that combines Graphplan's [Blum and

Furst, 1997] planning graph with Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MILP's) for tra-

jectory optimization over continuous states. Our approach in CLARK is different from

these hybrid planners by generating conditional plans that handle state uncertainty;

and leveraging risk-aware constraint checkers for the generation of risk-bounded con-

ditional plans, such as risk-aware path planners with uncertain dynamics [Ono and

Williams, 2008, Ono et al., 2012b, Ono et al., 2012a, Arantes et al., 2016b] and risk-

aware schedulers (Chapters 5 and 6).

2.4 Programming languages for autonomy

In an effort to provide agent designers with a convenient tool to specify risk-aware

autonomous behavior at a high level of abstraction, this thesis draws great inspira-

tion from the Probabilistic Reactive Model-based Programming Language (pRMPL)

in [Effinger, 2012] to develop Chance-constrained RMPL (cRMPL) in Chapter 4.

A key contribution of pRMPL is the inclusion of exception handling and sensing

into the RMPL language [Ingham et al., 2001, Williams et al., 2001, Williams and

Ingham, 2002, Williams et al., 2003, Ingham, 2003]: sensing is crucial when operat-

ing autonomously in an unstructured environment, while exception handling enables

graceful recovery from failures by localizing error identification and recovery, rather

than halting the entire executive.

Our cRMPL differs from and improves upon [Effinger, 2012] in three important
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ways: first, cRMPL enables risk-bounded programming by adding support to chance

constraints, thus moving away from the potential conservatism of risk-minimizing pro-

grams in pRMPL. Second, we define the execution semantics of cRMPL in terms of

CC-POMDP's, and show that RAO* can exploit the language's hierarchical structure

in order to extract optimal, risk-bounded execution policies from user-provided pro-

grams without the need to first "unravel" all possible execution traces. On the other

hand, pRMPL programs are first unraveled into a Probabilistic Temporal Plan Net-

work (PTPN) [Effinger et al., 2009, Effinger, 2012, Santana and Williams, 2014,Levine

and Williams, 2014], an exponentially large representation of all possible program

traces, which is then used to construct an MDP with discretized temporal dura-

tions that is solved through Value Iteration. Since Value Iteration operates on a

complete representation of the state space, which becomes significantly larger due

to time discretization, execution of pRMPL programs suffers from scalability issues.

Finally, from a software engineering standpoint, our choice to implement cRMPL as

an extension of Python, as opposed to pRMPL's implementation as a standalone lan-

guage, makes it easy to integrate cRMPL within current robotics frameworks, e.g.,

the Robot Operating System (ROS) [Quigley et al., 2009], a key capability for modern

agent programming languages [Ziafati et al., 2012].

As the most recent variant of the RMPL language [Ingham et al., 2001, Williams

et al., 2001, Williams and Ingham, 2002, Williams et al., 2003, Ingham, 2003J, cRMPL

inherits from the latter its relationship to several robot execution [Firby, 1990, Gat,

1997, Simmons and Apfelbaum, 1998], concurrent constraint [Gupta et al., 19961,

decision-theoretic [Andre and Russell, 2002,Boutilier et al., 2000, Fritz and McIlraith,

2005, Effinger, 20121, and concurrent reactive [Le Guernic et al., 1986, Harel, 1987,

Halbwachs et al., 1991, Halbwachs, 1998, Berry and Gonthier, 19921 programming

languages for autonomous systems, which are discussed in the following.

With respect to decision-theoretic languages, DTGolog [Boutilier et al., 2000,Fritz

and McIlraith, 20051 extends GOLOG [Levesque et al., 19971 to handle decision-

theoretic choice and stochastic outcomes via an interpreter that views optimal com-

pletion of a GOLOG program as an MDP. DTGolog allows the programmer to sense
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the state of the world, as in an if-then-else construct, and is able to estimate the

likelihood of program success. In the context of reinforcement learning [Sutton and

Barto, 1998], where an autonomous agent observes the outcomes of its actions in the

environment in order to learn a policy, ALisp [Andre and Russell, 2002] augments

the Lisp language with a non-deterministic choice operator and the ability to execute

primitive MDP actions. Similarly to cRMPL, the nondeterministic choice operator

in ALisp improves tractability by restricting the decisions made by an agent to those

explicitly outlined by the programmer. Both DTGolog and ALisp differ from cRMPL

by not supporting concurrency and timing uncertainty, which are key elements for

the temporal planning applications that this thesis is concerned about.

As explained in [Effinger, 2012], synchronous languages adhere to a strict notion

of concurrency, called the synchrony hypothesis, to ensure that safety-critical systems

are capable of responding in real time, and that system behavior is defined in a mathe-

matically precise way. By doing so, synchronous languages provide a strong model for

concurrency and precision in the construction of reactive embedded systems. The syn-

chronous approach originated in France with the sister languages ESTEREL [Berry

and Gonthier, 1992], Lustre IHalbwachs et al., 1991], and Signal [Le Guernic et al.,

1986], and then grew to include other languages such as STATECHARTS [Harel,

1987]. However, unlike cRMPL, synchronous languages do not support decision-

theoretic temporal planning.

Model-based programming and concurrent constraint programming share com-

mon underlying principles, including the notion of computation as deduction over

systems of partial information [Gupta et al., 1996]. The goal of control programs

written in variants of RMPL, including cRMPL, is to specify the desired behavior of

the Plant by means of state trajectory constraints [Williams et al., 2003]. Therefore,

cRMPL's model of interaction is in contrast to the Timed Concurrent Constraint

(TCC) programming language [Gupta et al., 1996], which interacts with "low-level"

program memory, sensors, and control variables directly, not with the Plant state. By

specifying state trajectories at a high level of abstraction, cRMPL releases the pro-

grammer from the responsibility to perform the mapping between intended state and
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the sensors and actuators, a burden that gets transferred to the program executive.

Finally, as all previous versions of RMPL, cRMPL builds upon previous work

on robotic execution languages, such as RAPS [Firby, 1990], ESL [Gat, 1997], and

TDL [Simmons and Apfelbaum, 1998], and their goal-directed tasking and monitor-

ing capabilities. A key distinction is that cRMPL constructs fully cover synchronous

programming, thus providing integrated goal-directed and temporal reasoning capa-

bilities.
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Chapter 3

Generating chance-constrained,

conditional plans

"A key element of risk decision-making is determining if the risk is

justified."

FAA Risk Management Handbook. [Administration, 2009

In this thesis, we argue that an important step towards safe and trustworthy

autonomous agents is their endowment with the ability to execute risk-bounded,

dynamic temporal plans that are conditional on sensing actions. In this chapter,

we lay the foundations for this goal by introducing Chance-Constrained POMDP's

(CC-POMDP's), a formalism that extends POMDP's with a dynamic notion of risk

and risk-bounded execution. As shown in Section 1.4, CC-POMDP's play a central

role in this thesis by serving as inputs to CLARK, and CC-POMDP solutions are

exactly the risk-bounded, conditional plans that this thesis seeks to generate. To

achieve the latter, this chapter also introduces RAO*, a heuristic forward search

algorithm producing optimal, deterministic, finite-horizon policies for CC-POMDP's

that, in addition to a utility heuristic, leverages an admissible execution risk heuristic

to quickly detect and prune overly-risky policy branches.

The experimental results presented in this chapter focus on the performance im-

provements that result from the modeling of risk-sensitive planning domains as CC-
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POMDP's, and RAO*'s usefulness in efficiently generating policies for challenging

CC-POMDP domains of practical interest. In Chapter 7, we make it clear how CC-

POMDP's and RAO* can be combined with the scheduling algorithms presented in

Chapters 5 and 6 to allow CLARK to generate risk-bounded, conditional temporal

plans featuring scheduling uncertainty.

3.1 Introduction

Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP's) [Smallwood and Sondik,

1973] have become one popular framework for optimal planning under actuator and

sensor uncertainty, where POMDP solvers find policies that maximize some measure

of expected utility [Kaelbling et al., 1998, Silver and Veness, 20101.

In many application domains, however, maximum utility is not enough. Critical

missions in real-world scenarios require agents to develop a keen sensitivity to risk,

which needs to be traded-off against utility. For instance, a search and rescue drone

should maximize the value of the information gathered, subject to safety constraints

such as avoiding dangerous areas and keeping sufficient battery levels. In these do-

mains, autonomous agents should seek to optimize expected reward while remain-

ing safe by deliberately keeping the probability of violating one or more constraints

within acceptable levels. A bound on the probability of violating constraints is called

a chance constraint [Birge and Louveaux, 19971. Unsurprisingly, attempting to model

chance constraints as negative rewards leads to models that are over-sensitive to the

particular penalty value chosen, and to policies that are overly risk-averse or overly

risk-taking [Undurti and How, 20101. Therefore, to accommodate the aforementioned

scenarios, new models and algorithms for constrained MDP's have started to emerge,

which handle chance constraints explicitly.

Research has mostly focused on fully observable constrained MDP's, for which

non-trivial theoretical properties are known [Altman, 1999, Feinberg and Shwarz,

1995]. Existing algorithms cover an interesting spectrum of chance constraints over

secondary objectives or even execution paths, e.g., [Dolgov and Durfee, 2005, Hou
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et al., 2014, Teichteil-Kdnigsbuch, 2012]. For constrained POMDP's (C-POMDP's),

the state of the art is less mature. It includes a few suboptimal or approximate meth-

ods based on extensions of dynamic programming [Isom et al., 20081, point-based

value iteration [Kim et al., 2011], approximate linear programming [Poupart et al.,

2015], or on-line search [Undurti and How, 2010]. Moreover, as we later show, the

modeling of chance constraints through unit costs in the C-POMDP literature has a

number of shortcomings.

The first contribution brought by this chapter is a systematic derivation of execu-

tion risk in POMDP domains, which can be used to enforce different types of chance

constraints and improves upon the restrictions of previous cost-based approaches.

A second contribution is Risk-bounded AO* (RAO*), the first algorithm for solving

chance-constrained POMDP's (CC-POMDP's), which harnesses the power of heuris-

tic forward search in belief space [Washington, 1996, Bonet and Geffner, 2000, Szer

et al., 2005, Bonet and Geffner, 2009]. Similar to AO* [Nilsson, 1982], RAO* guides

the search towards promising policies with respect to reward using an admissible

heuristic. In addition, RAO* leverages a second admissible heuristic to propagate

execution risk upper bounds at each search node, allowing it to identify and prune

overly risky paths as the search proceeds. We demonstrate the usefulness of RAO*

in two risk-sensitive domains of practical interest: automated power supply restora-

tion and autonomous science agents. As pointed out in Chapter 1, for computational

tractability reasons and the time-bounded nature of the applications that this thesis

is concerned about, we follow [Dolgov and Durfee, 2005] in deliberately developing an

approach focused on deterministic policies with a finite number of steps, even though

the exact bound on the number of planning steps might not be known beforehand.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 formally present CC-POMDP's,

and details how execution risk for a conditional plan can be dynamically computed.

Next, Section 3.3 discusses shortcomings related to the cost-based treatment of chance

constraints in the C-POMDP literature. Section 3.4 presents the RAO* algorithm,

followed by our experiments in Section 3.5, and chapter conclusions in Section 3.6.
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3.2 Problem formulation

The goal of this section is to formally introduce all the necessary concepts to fully

define and understand CC-POMDP's, expanding upon the brief introduction given in

Section 1.3. We start by presenting fundamental equations involved in the handling

of belief states in Section 3.2.1, followed by a thorough development in Section 3.2.2

of the dynamic mission risk equations that sit at the core of CC-POMDP's (Section

3.2.3) and the RAO* algorithm. We end this section with a discussion about different

types of chance constraints in Section 3.2.4.

3.2.1 Managing belief states

When the true state of the underlying system under control, also referred to as the

Plant, is uncertain and cannot be directly observed, one can only maintain a proba-

bility distribution over possible Plant states at any given point in time. We call this

representation of state uncertainty a belief state, or just belief, and we denote by B

the set of beliefs states over S. For the conditional planning application in this thesis,

we will focus on belief states over a discrete set of states S. As depicted in Figure

3-1, a discrete belief state can be understood as set of N state-probability pairs (s, p),

each pair also referred to as a particle, such that p represents the probability of s

being the true hidden state of the Plant. For notational convenience when dealing

with belief states that evolve over time, we denote a belief state at planning step k

by bk : S-+[0,1], and b(sk) as the probability of state s at step k according to belief

b. Moreover, in order for b to be a proper belief, it must be the case that all particle

probabilities sum to 1, i.e.,

Z b(sk) = 1, Vk E N. (3.1)
Sk

We now distinguish between beliefs based on how much information they incorpo-

rate. For that, let 0 denote a discrete set of possible sensor observations, and let Om:n

denote a sequence of sensor observations between, and including, time steps m and
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4-_ Sk

o b(sk)

Figure 3-1: Depiction of a discrete belief state over a state space S.

n. Similarly, let A and am:n denote, respectively, a discrete set of plan actions and a

sequence of such actions. When a belief state at time k incorporates all sensor and

action information available up to, and including, time k, we call this belief posterior

and will use the notation bk. If, however, the belief state at time k includes action

information up to time k, but does not incorporate the latest observation Ok, we call

this belief prior' and denote it by bk. More precisely, prior and posterior beliefs

represent the following probability distributions:

b(sk) = Pr(sk o1:k-1,ao:k-1),

b(sk) = Pr(sklol:k,ao:k_1). (3.2)

Our goal now is to develop equations that allow us to propagate beliefs forward

in time as the agent executes actions from its conditional plan and collects sensor

observations. In order to do so, we follow the standard practice in the POMDP

literature and assume the availability of a stochastic state transition model T : S x

A x S -+ [0, 1] such that

T(sk, ak, sk+1) = Pr(sk+ljsk,ak); (3.3)

'It is also common to refer to prior and posterior beliefs as a priori an(] a posteriori beliefs,
respectively. We say prior and posterior to highlight the fact that these are belief states before and
after incorporating the last available sensor observation.
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and a stochastic observation model 0 : S x 0 -* [0,1] such that

O(sk, Ok) = Pr(okIsk). (3.4)

The Markovian 2 models (3.3) and (3.4) are directly borrowed from Hidden Markov

Models (HMM's) [Baum and Petrie, 1966J, with the added feature that the state

transition model in (3.3) is parametrized by the action selection.

Suppose that the posterior belief b(sk) is available, and that the agent has chosen

to execute action ak. The process through which information about ak is incorporated

into b(sk) is called prediction and allows us to compute b(sk+1) using (3.3) as follows:

b(sk+1) = Pr(sk+1|o1:k, ao:k) = 1 Pr(sk+1, Sk 10:k, ao:k),

Sk

= Pr(sk+1ISk, o1:k,ao:k) Pr(sk1o1:k, ao:k_1, ak), (3.5)
Sk

= Pr(sk+1|sk, ak) Pr(sk1o1:k, ao:k_1), (3.6)
Sk

= T(sk,ak,sk+1)b(sk). (3.7)
Sk

In the transition from (3.5) to (3.6), we exploit the Markov property of (3.3) to

write Pr(sk+1Isk, 0 1:k, ao:k) = Pr(sk+1|sk, ak) and the fact that executing ak does not

impact our previous belief b(sk) to write Pr(sk o1:k, ao:k_1, ak) = Pr(skIo1:k, ao:k_1).

Next, suppose that the agent also collects observation 0 k+1 after executing ak. The

measurement update, or just update, step uses (3.4) and Bayes' rule to incorporate

Ok+1 into b(sk+1) and generate b(sk+1) as follows:

1
b(sk+1) = Pr(sk+1o1:k+1, ao:k) = - Pr(ok+1 sk+1, 0 1:k, ao:k) Pr(sk+1oI1:k, ao:k), (3.8)

1
- Pr(ok+1|Sk+1)b(sk+1), (3.9)

1
- O(sk+1, ok+1)b(sk+1), (3.10)

2The models are said to be Markovian because the probability distributions for next states and
observations are fully specified through the knowledge of the current state.
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where (3.8) is Bayes' rule; (3.9) is obtained from (3.8) due to the Markov property of

(3.4); and the normalization constant r is given by

r1 = Pr(ok+1 o1:k, ao:k) = 1 O(Sk+i, ok+1)Ib(sk+1). (3.11)
Sk+1

Therefore, given an initial belief bo representing our initial uncertainty about the

state of the Plant, (3.7) and (3.10) can be repeatedly applied to propagate belief

states forward in a process sometimes called filtering.

With a clear understanding of how action and sensor information is continuously

used to refine an agent's belief as it executes a plan, the next section introduces the

concept of execution risk, a dynamic measure of mission safety that sits at the core

of CC-POMDP's and RAO*.

3.2.2 Computing mission risk dynamically

Following [Ono and Williams, 2008, Ono et al., 2012b, Ono et al., 2012a], we define

risk event as a sequence SO:k = sO, sI,. sk of Plant states violating one or more

constraints in a set C c 2c, where C is the set of all conditional plan constraints.

Moreover, let cv : S x 2c - {0, 1} be a constraint violation indicator such that

cV(s, C) = 1 if, and only if, s violates constraints in C E 2C. By restricting cv to be an

indicator function, we implicitly assume that states contain all necessary information

for the deterministic evaluation of constraint satisfaction.

Before we proceed, it is helpful to make a couple of remarks. First, we make

explicit use of the word conditional when referring to constraints to highlight the fact

that we allow constraints in a risk-bounded conditional plan to depend on the plan

execution itself, something particularly useful for risk-bounded missions with sensing

actions specified in cRMPL (Chapter 4). For a grounded example, please refer to

Figures 1-13, 1-14 and 1-15 from Section 1.4, in which we show temporal networks

where constraint activation - active constraints are those that must be satisfied by

the conditional plan - depends on real-time sensor observations.

Second, it is important to note that we make no assumption about constraint
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violations producing observable outcomes, such as causing plan execution to halt,

as it is required in the cost-based handling of chance constraints in C-POMDP's

[Undurti and How, 2010, Poupart et al., 2015]. As we further explain in Section

3.3, assuming that constraint violations cause plan execution to terminate imposes

modeling limitations that can lead to plan conservatism and overconfident behavior

by the autonomous agent.

Last, even though we adopt the same risk semantics of [Ono and Williams,

2008, Ono et al., 2012b, Ono et al., 2012a], we should point out that their mathemat-

ical programming-based approach to risk-bounded unconditional planning resorts to

a static allocation of risk to different segments of the mission, while our HFS-based

approach for generating risk-bounded conditional plans leverages a dynamic risk al-

location strategy developed in the following and later used by RAO*.

Back to the goal of developing a dynamic measure of risk for conditional plans,

let bk be a belief state as defined in Section 3.2.1, and let Sak(C) (for "safe at time

k") be a Bernoulli random variable denoting whether the system has not violated any

constraints in C at time k. Following the previous semantics for risk event, we define

the execution risk of a policy 7 measured from the belief bk as

h

er(bk, C17r) = 1 - Pr ASai(C) bk, r , (3.12)
(i=k

where h is the potentially unknown planning horizon. Since the particular set of

constraints C is not important, we omit the dependence of Sai on C in the following

for notational convenience.

The probability term in (3.12) can be written as

h h

Pr ASaj bk, 7 = Pr ( Sai Sak, bk,7r Pr(Sakjbk, ir), (3.13)
i=k i=k+l

where Pr(Sak Ibk, 7r) is the probability of the system not being in a constraint-violating
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state at the k-th time step. Since bk is given, Pr(Salbk, 7) can be computed as

Pr(Sak bk, wT) = 1 - rb(bk, C), (3.14)

where

rb(bkC) b(sk)c,(Sk, C) (3.15)

SkES

is called the risk at bk, as opposed to the execution risk at bk in (3.12). Note that

cV(sk, C) = 1 if, and only if, sk violates constraints in C.

Once again for notational convenience, we will use the shorthand notation rb(bk)

and er(bkh1r) to refer to rb(bk, C) and er(bk, C 17). With these simplifications, the first

probability term on the RHS of (3.13) can be written as

h h

Pr A Sai Sak, bk, F =E Pr A Saj bk+l, Sak, bk, 7 Pr(bk+l Sak, bk, 7).

(i=k+1 bk+1 (i=k+1

(3.16)

The summation in (3.16) is over posterior belief states at time k + 1, which are

dependent on the current action ak = w(bk) and some corresponding observation

0 k+1. Therefore, we have Pr(bk+l|Sak, b, 7r) = Pr(ok+1ISak, 7r(bk),bk). However, un-

like (3.10) and (3.11), the conditioning on Sak in (3.16) means that its quantities,

including the next belief states bk+1, are computed under the assumption that the

system is in a safe state at time k.

In order to compute Pr(ok+1ISak, ak, bk), it is useful to define safe prior belief

S T(sk, ak, sk+1)b(sk)

bsa(sk+l ak) = Pr(sk+l|Sak, ak, bk) = SkCv(Sk,= (3.17)
1 - rb(bk)

which constructs a prior belief state at time k + 1 according to T, the stochastic

state transition function, by only considering the transitions from states sk such that

cv (Sk, C) = 0 (do not violate constraints) and normalizing the belief by the probability
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mass of safe states at time k. Note, however, that this does not imply rb( k+1) = 0,

since safe states sk at time k can potentially transition to unsafe states sk+1 at time

k + 1 according to T. With (3.17), we can define

Prsa(ok+1Iak, bk) = Pr(ok+1ISak, ak, bk)

= Z Pr(k+1|Sk+1, Sak, ak, bk) Pr(sk+1|Sak, ak, bk),
Sk+1

= O(sk+, ok+1)b"(sk+1 ak), (3.18)
Sk+1

which is the distribution of observations at time k + 1 assuming that the system was

in a non-violating state at time k.

Since the belief state bk+1 in Pr(bk+1lSak, bk,7r) = Pr(ok+1|Sak,7r(bk), bk) is the

same one appearing in Pr/ Sai bk+1, Sak, bk, on the RHS in (3.16), we

conclude that it corresponds to the safe posterior belief

6sa (Sk+1) = Pr(sk+ok+1, Sak, ak, bk),

oc Pr(ok+1|sk+1, Sak, ak, bk) Pr(sk+1|Sak, ak, bk),

Oc O(sk+1, ok+I)bsa(sk+11ak), (3.19)

where the normalization constant is (3.18). Therefore, from (3.12), we can write

h

Pr (A Sai bk+1,Sak, bk, 7r = (1 - er(b a+1 1.r)), (3.20)
i=k+1

where bi+ 1 = k+1. Combining the previous equations, we get

h

er(bkl7r) = 1 - Pr ( Sai bk, 7r)
i=k

h

= 1 - Pr ( Sai Sak,bk,7F Pr(Sakbbk,,),

i=k+1
h

=1-(I - Tb(bk)) Pr i= +1 i a1, Sak, bk, 7r Prsa (Ok+1 Iak, bk),
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= 1 (1 -r(bk)) I(1 - r(bl. kr))Pr"(ok+1|7(bk), bk )

1 - (1 -(bk)) (1 >E Prl"(O+ 17r(bk). b)) r(b " r))

leading to

CTr(bA#7) = r(bk) - (I - r'b(bk.)) E P I. ""(Ok - IITr(bk). bk.)cr (bta YT) (3.2)

which is key to CC-POMDP's and BA-*. If b, is ternmiial. (3.21) simplifies to

cr(bA.7) = rb(bA). Prior to the foiOal definiti of CC-POMDP's in th ie next section.

it is wort hwlhile to imlake a coiple of (oninents regarding (3.21).

mT(bk)

- ----- -------- ----

0.2 1-- p)

0 0

Figure 3-2: Simple graphical example of how safe belief states and oservat ion proba-
1ilities are coiniputed. Black circles represent belief states, and sqares with probabil-
ities shown next to theI are lbelief state particles. Arrows eianating from particles

represelt stochastic transitions triggered by action 7r(bA) at the beliel state bk. Parti-
cles showN in red are those whose states s violate constraints. i.e., cl, (s. C) 1. while

white particles are safe. For this example, assume that the observation oksi shown in

ble is generated with probability 1 by the particles next to it, and1 withi probability

0 everywhere (,Ise.

First, note that the depenldency On the potentially unknown planniing horizon h
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disappeared in (3.21).

Second, by requiring knowledge of er(bi"+1 7r) for the computation of er(bk17r),

(3.21) could be interpreted as a "Bellman backup" [Bellman, 1956] for risk. However,

unlike the Bellman backup equation for plan utility in Section 3.4.2, which requires

(3.11) in its averaging term, the execution risk in (3.21) uses the safe observation

distribution in (3.18), and propagates forward the safe posterior belief in (3.19). In

order to facilitate the understanding of how safe beliefs and observation distributions

are computed, Figure 3-2 shows a simple graphical example. In this figure, particles

composing the safe prior belief from (3.17) are surrounded by the orange line (all

generated by the safe particle in bk). According to (3.11), the probability of the

belief state on the right generating the blue observation 0 k+1 is Pr(ok+1 iw(bk), bk) =

0.75- 0.25p (particles circled by the green ellipse), while the probability for the same

observation according to the safe distribution (3.18) is Pra(ok+1|w(bk), bk) = 0.75

(particles circled by the purple ellipse).

Third, note that (3.21) requires RAO* to keep track of both bk+1, the posterior

belief from (3.10) used for expected value computations, and b + the safe posterior

belief from (3.19) used for execution risk propagation.

3.2.3 Chance-constrained POMDP's

Combining the probabilistic state transition and observation model from Section 3.2.1

with the concept of execution risk from the previous section, we are ready to extend

Section 1.3 and formally define CC-POMDP's in Definition 3.1.

Definition 3.1 (Chance-Constrained POMDP). A CC-POMDP is a tuple H =

(S, A, 0, T, 0, R, bo, C, ce, A), where

* S, A, and 0 are, respectively, discrete sets of planning states, actions, and

observations;

* T : S x A x S -- [0,1] is a stochastic state transition function such that

T(sk,ak, sk+1) = Pr(sk+1|sk,ak);
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" 0 S x 0 -> [0,1] is a stochastic observation function such that

O(sk,ok)= Pr(okIsk);

" R: S x A -> R is a reward function;

" bo is the initial belief state;

" C is a set of conditional constraints defined over S;

* c= [ct,. . . , c] is a vector of constraint violation indicators c, : S x 2c

{0, 1},i = 1, 2,.. . , q, such that cv(s, C') = 1 if, and only if, s violates con-

straints in a subset C' of C;

* A = [A ,..., A] is a vector of q execution risk bounds used to define q chance

constraints

er(bk, Ci 7T) < Ai, i = 1, 2, . . q, k > 0. (3.22)

A solution to a CC-POMDP is an optimal policy (or plan) r* : B - A mapping

belief states in B to actions in A such that

. h

7r* arg max E 1:R(st, at) r 7
t=0

(3.23)

and (3.22) holds.

Chance constraints in [Blackmore, 2007, Ono and Williams, 2008, Undurti and

How, 2010, Ono et al., 2012b, Ono et al., 2012a, Poupart et al., 2015J are used to

bound the probability of constraint violations over complete executions of 7r*. In the

execution risk notation of (3.22), that corresponds to chance constraints

er(bo, C'ir) < A', C' E 2c,i = 1, 2, . . , ,q, (3.24)
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which limit the execution risk from the initial belief state. However, enforcing (3.24)

might entail unanticipated (although correct) "daredevil" behavior by the agent in

the presence of unlikely observations, which might go against the safety expectations

of the mission designer. Therefore, in the next section, we present alternatives forms

of chance constraints in execution risk notation that are guaranteed to entail safer

autonomous behavior than (3.24), while also offering a perspective on how the static

risk allocation of [Ono and Williams, 2008,Ono et al., 2012b, Ono et al., 2012a] relates

to (3.21).

3.2.4 Enforcing safe behavior at all times

The chance constraints in (3.24) ensure that the probability of constraint violation is

bounded over complete executions of the policy. However, that does not mean that

the agent will exhibit the same sensitivity to risk at all execution steps. In fact, as

shown in Section 3.4.1, unlikely policy branches can be allowed risks close or equal to

1 if that will help improve the objective, giving rise to a "daredevil" attitude. Since

this might not be the desired risk-aware behavior, a straightforward way of achieving

higher levels of safety is to depart from the chance constraints in (3.24) and, instead,

impose a set of chance constraints of the form

er(bk, Ci 1r) A', Vi, k, s.t. bk is nonterminal. (3.25)

Intuitively, (3.25) tells the autonomous agent to "remain safe at all times", whereas

the message conveyed by (3.24) is "stay safe overall". It should be clear that (3.25)

implies (3.24), so (3.25) necessarily generates safer policies than (3.24), but also more

conservative in terms of utility. Another possibility is to follow [Ono et al., 2012b]

and impose

h

Zrb(bk , C) < A ,Vz, (3.26)
k=O

which is a sufficient condition for (3.24) based on Boole's inequality. One can show
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that (3.26)*(3.25), so enforcing (3.26) will lead to policies that are at least as con-

servative as (3.25).

3.3 Relation to constrained POMDP's

Alternative approaches for chance-constrained POMDP planning have been presented

in [Undurti and How, 2010, Poupart et al., 2015], where the authors investigate con-

strained POMDP's (C-POMDP's). They argue that chance constraints can be mod-

eled within the C-POMDP framework by assigning unit costs to states violating

constraints, 0 to others, and performing calculations as usual.

,7 _1. 0 g 71. 0 0% ,# %1. 0 1. 0

0.4 0.4 u.
53 S4 55 53 54 55

1.2 0.6 0.60

Si S 2  Si S2

(a) Incorrect execution risks computed (b) Correct execution risks computed ac-
using unit costs. cording to (3.21).

Figure 3-3: Modeling chance constraints via unit costs may yield incorrect results
when constraint-violating states (dashed outline) are not terminal. Numbers within
states are constraint violation probabilities. Numbers over arrows are probabilities
for a non-deterministic action.

There are two main shortcomings associated with the use of unit costs to deal

with chance constraints. First, it only yields correct measures of execution risk in the

particular case where constraint violations cause policy execution to terminate. If that

is not the case, incorrect probability values can be attained, as shown in the simple

example in Figure 3-3. Second, assuming that constraint violations cause execution

to cease has a strong impact on belief state computations, as shown in Figure 3-4.

The key insight here is that, by assuming that constraint violations cause execution

to halt, it provides the system with an invaluable observation: at each non-terminal

belief state, the risk rb(bk, C) in (3.14) must be 0. The reason for that is simple:

constraint violation * termination < execution 4 no violation. (3.27)
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Figure 3-4 illustrates the impact of (3.27) on belief states: an autonomous agent,

starting from an initial belief state without uncertainty (it contains a single particle),

executes a probabilistic operator leading to six possible fiturie states accor-ding to

(3.3). From these six, one of them, whose probalility according to (3.7) is pc, is

miarked red to symbolize that it violates plan constraints. Hence. according to (3.14),

r(Ib) pc. Even if the agent is devoid of any seisors, the assuimiptioi that colistraint

violations caiise execution to halt creates a "viutual" binary sensor shown iii Figure

3-4 outputting "Alive!" or "Dead!". According to (3.11) and (3.27), "Alive!" and

"Dead!" are genuerated with probabilities 1 - Pc and pC, respectively, and give rise to

different post erior belief states b 1 . Since (3.27) requires eoistraint-violatiig states to

generate "Dead!" with prol)bability 1, the belief uip(late step in (3.10) rules out the

possibility of aly particle being in a constraint violating state upon receiving "Alive! .

thus geilerating the belief state b1 at the top, for which rb(bi)= 0. Through a similar

reasoning, the belief update step with observatioi -Dead! generates the posterior b,

at the bottom, which is terminal and has rb(bi) 1.

Probabilistic operator

- -blr- ,1 A De
- PCE

*Ed 1 =l Ali ue)

bo
PC

b1

b1(- 101 = Dead)

Figure 3-4: Impact on belief states of assuming terminal constraint violations, with
squares representing belief state particles. White squares representI particles for which
CT indicates no conistraiint violation, while red squares denote particles on colnstrailit-
violating paths.

Assuming that constraint violations are terminal is reasonalble when they are
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destructive, e.g., when the agent is irrecoverably damaged after falling into a crater

or flying through an obstacle, or forever lost after running out of power. Nevertheless,

it is rather limiting in terms of the expressiveness of risk-aware models, and may have

negative impacts on plan performance in situations where constraint violations are

"benign" or truly unobservable. As an example of "benign" violations, consider the

power supply restoration application referred to in Chapter 1 and further analyzed in

Section 3.5. In this domain, chance constraints can be used to limit the probability of

reconnecting networks faults to generators and causing further blackouts and stress

across the network. As undesirable at it may be, reconnecting faults to generators,

however, does not necessarily destroy the network. In fact, it might be the only way to

"probe" the system in order to significantly reduce the uncertainty about the location

of a fault, which in turn allows for a larger amount of power to be restored to the

consumers. Therefore, as confirmed by the results in Section 3.5, this is a situation

in which assuming terminal constraint violations leads to conservatism.

Related to the previous point about non-terminal constraint violations in CC-

POMDP models, it is important to stress that, apart from having an impact on the

execution risk of a conditional plan, no special treatment is required for the handling

of plan execution after one or more constraints are violated. In fact, any changes in

behavior that one wishes to trigger upon plan constraint violations must be directly

encoded as features in the CC-POMDP model, such as modifications to the objective

function or the actions available to the autonomous agent. For instance, in the power

supply restoration domain from the previous paragraph, belief states before and after

constraint violations (generating further blackouts) are treated in the exact same way,

while the planetary rover domains in Sections 3.5 and 7.3.1 assume that obstacle

collisions are terminal, and enforce this property by restricting the set of available

actions to the autonomous agent upon collision to be the empty set.

Regarding the dangers of assuming terminal constraint violations in situations

where they are unobservable, consider the example of a Mars rover that must limit the

probability of motor overheating as it executes traversals, for that causes components

to degrade faster. In addition, assume that the temperature sensor for one of the
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wheels has already incurred significant dlamage and call 1 longer properly detect

overheating. Through the process ilhist iated in Figure 3-4, the asslnlption in (3.27)

causes the autonomous agent to essentially ignore the possilility of motor overheating

in that wheel, leading to ovecrcofi/(cnt behavior. Handling of chance constraints ill

CC-POMDP's using (3.21) does not suffer from either of these shortcomings.

3.4 Solving CC-POMDP's through RAO*

In this section, we int roduce the Risk-bounded AO* algorithm (RAO*) for construct-

ing risk-bounded policies for CC-POMDP's. RAO* is based on heuristic forwarl

searlch in the space of1 helief states. The motivation for this is simple and shown in

Figure 3-5: giveni an initial 1e1ief state aind limited resources (including tine), the

helief states that are rwachablc fiomn an initial helief bj are usually a small fraction of

the complete set of 1eliefs B.

Explored by HFS

Good heuristic: Bad heuristic:

Figure 3-5: Relationship hetween spaces ex)lored by- hen ristic forwarid sea rch.

Similar to AO* in fully observable domains, RAO* explores its search space from

an initial belief bo hy iiicreinent-allv construct-iing a hvpergraph G, called the explicit

hypergraphi . As shown in Figure 3-6, nodes in G contai post erior 1h)elief states -

hoth (3.10) and (3.19) -, and a hvperedge is a compact representation of the process

of taking an action and receiving several possible observations in and AND-OR tree
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(Figure 3-7). Figure 3-8 shows the hypergraph representation of the AND-OR tree

segment in Figure 3-7.

Discrete belief state
0

0 S0

0"
Node

Figure 3

0
Pr(S = sO1:kI

-.. y.g...... aph .d .......st.......

-6: Hypergraph node containing a bIelief state.

a :k-1)

bk OR node
agent action

a 1  - a2 a

AND node
observation

Possible bk.l's

Figure 3-7: Segment of an AND-OR search tree.

3.4.1 Propagating risk bounds forward

As previously mtentioned in Section 3.2.2, the direction of execution risk computation

in (3.21) is "backwvards", i.e., execution risk propagation happens from child to parent

no0des on the search hypergraphi constructed by RAO*. However, since we propose to
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U

(bk

7C
/7

Figure 3-8: Hypergraph representation of an AND-OR tree.

compute CC-POMDP policies by means of heuristic forward search, one should seek

ways to propagate estimates of (3.21) forward so as to be able to quickly detect that

the current best policy is too risky. For that, let 0 < Ak < 1 be a bound for which

er(bklLr) < Ak inust be enforced. Also, let o' be the observation associated with

child b'k+ 1 of bk and with probability Pr""(o'i r(bk), bk) # 0. From (3.21) and the

condition er(bkl7r) Ak, we get

Ak - rb(bk)

er(b'a ' 7) < 1 - rb(bk)k+I1)<

0
k+~1 00k+1

Prs"(ok+117r (bk), bk)er (b"+ 1 7)

Prs (ok+1 7 (bk), bk)

The existence of (3.28) requires rb(bk) < 1 and Pr""(o'k 1 7r(bk), bk) / 0 whenever

Pr(o'k+ 17r(bk), bk) / 0. Lemma 3.1 shows that these conditions are equivalent.

Lemma 3.1. One observes Prs"(okl 17r(bk), bk) = 0 and Pr(ok+117r (bk), bk) $ 0 if and

only if, rb(bk) = 1.

Proof:

if rb(bk) 1, we conclude from (3.14) that e(Sk, C) = 1, Vsk. Hence, all elements

in (3.17) and, consequently, (3.18) will have probability 0.
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- : from Bayes' rule, we have

Prsa(ok+l ak, bk)(1 - rb(bk)) 0
Pr( Sak~ok+l, ak, bk )= = o 1a,0k

Pr(ok+1 jak , bk )

Hence, we conclude that Pr(-Saklok+l, ak, bk) = 1, i.e., the system is guaranteed

to be in a constraint-violating state at time k, yielding rb(bk) = 1.E

The execution risk of nodes whose parents have rb(bk) = 1 is irrelevant, as shown

by (3.21). Therefore, it only makes sense to propagate risk bounds in cases where

rb(bk) < 1.

One difficulty associated with (3.28) is that it depends on the execution risk of all

siblings of b' which cannot be computed exactly until terminal nodes are reached.

Therefore, one must approximate (3.28) in order to render it computable during

forward search.

We can easily define a necessary condition for feasibility of a chance constraint

at a search node by means of an admissible execution risk heuristic her(bi 17) <

er(b s+ 11ir). An admissible estimate her(b a+1i7) of er(bs 1 17r) can be constructed from

a state heuristic her(S~a 17) by taking the average

h ker (bb+17) bs(sk+l)h,(sk+117r). (3.29)
Sk+1

Combining he,(b i1r) and (3.28) provides us with a necessary condition

(k -Tb(bk) Prsa(ok+ |r (bk), bk)her(b I1|7)
I -- rb(bk) k

er(b'"+1U7)) 5 A/1kb' kI =Pr a(ok+17(bk), bk)

(3.30)

Since her(biF17r) computes a lower bound on the execution risk, we conclude

that (3.30) gives an upper bound for the true execution risk bound in (3.28). The

simplest possible heuristic is he, (baI 1 7r) = 0, which assumes that it is absolutely safe

to continue executing policy 7 beyond bk. Moreover, from the non-negativity of the
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terms in (3.21), we see that another possible choice of a lower bound is her(bsia ) =

rb(bk 1 ), which is still myopic, but guaranteed to be an improvement over the previous

zero risk heuristic, for it incorporates additional information about the risk of failure

at that belief state. All these bounds can be compute forward, starting with A 0 = A.

Figure 3-9 uses different colors to show how the terms of (3.30) relate to the portion

of the hypergraph constructed by RAO* associated with executing action ak = r(bk)

at belief bk.

Ak a-- rb(b saA -= -1 Prsa(0k+Idr(b),bk)her(bij7T)
Prui"(o" In , (bl ) j ) 1 - rb (k) ,+

Ok+i t'0 k+1

bk Ak, rb(bk)

Figure 3-9: Visual relationship between (3.30) and the portion of RAO*'s search
hypergraph associated with executing action ak = 7r(bk) at belief bk.

This section's discussion of execution risk propagation has focused on the partic-

ular case of a single chance constraint. However, as seen in Definition 3.1 (Section

3.2.3), a CC-POMDP may contain multiple chance constraints er(bk, Ci 7) < A, i =

1, 2, . .. , q, k > 0, bounding the probability of violating different subsets of constraints

C c 2C during policy execution. Propagating multiple chance constraints forward

is a simple extension of the procedure used for a single chance constraint: for each

subset of constraints C' and its corresponding execution risk bound A', compute the

risk term r' in (3.15) using the corresponding constraint violation function c,. More-

over, use c, and equations (3.17), (3.18), and (3.19) to compute b' and Pra in

(3.30). Finally, for each subset of constraints C', define a corresponding execution

risk heuristic h'.. An RAO* policy that violates any of the execution risk bounds

given by (3.30) for each constraint subset C' is invalid and should be immediately

pruned.
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3.4.2 Algorithm

Each node in the hypergraph G constructed by RAO* (Algorithm 3.1) is associated

with a Q value

Q(bk, ak)= j R(sk, ak)b(sk)+ZPr(ok+1 ak, bk)Q*(bk+1) (3.31)
Sk 

0
k+1

representing the expected, cumulative reward of taking action ak at some belief state

bk. The first term corresponds to the expected current reward, while the second term

is the expected reward obtained by following the optimal deterministic policy 7r*, i.e.,

Q*(bk+l) = Q(bk+1,7*(bk+l)). Similar to (3.29), an admissible estimate hQ(bk+l) of

Q*(bk+1) can be constructed from a state heuristic hQ(sk+1) by taking the average

hQ(bk+1) = b(sk+1)hQ(sk+1). (3.32)
Sk+1

Given hQ(bk+l), we select actions for the current estimate fr of qr* according to

ft (bk) = arg max (bk, ak), (3.33)

where

Q(bk, ak)= R(sk, ak)b(sk)+EPr(ok+1Iak, bk)hQ(bk+l) (3.34)
Sk 

0
k+1

is the same as (3.31) with Q*(bk+l) replaced by hQ(bk+l). The portion of G corre-

sponding to the current estimate fr of -r* is called the greedy graph, for it uses an

admissible heuristic estimate hQ(bk, ak) of Q*(bk+l) to explore the most promising

areas of G first.

The most important differences between AO* and RAO* lie in Algorithms 3.2 and

3.3. First, since RAO* deals with partially observable domains, node expansion in

Algorithm 3.2 involves full Bayesian prediction and update steps, as opposed to a

simple branching using the state transition function T. In addition, RAO* leverages
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Algorithm 3.1: RAO*
Input: CC-POMDP H, initial belief bo.
Output: Optimal policy 7r mapping beliefs to actions.

1 Function RAO* (H, bo)
2 Explicit graph G and policy 7r initially consist of bo.
3 while 7r has some nonterminal leaf node do
4 n, G. +- expand-policy(G, 7r)

5 _ 7r +- update-policy(n, G, 7r)

6 Lreturn 7.

Algorithm 3.2: expand-policy
Input: Explicit graph G, policy tr.
Output: Expanded explicit G', expanded leaf node n.

1 Function expand-policy(G,7r)
2 G' +- G, n <- choose-promising-leaf(G,7r)
3 for each action a available at n do
4 ch +- use (3.7), (3.10), (3.11) to expand children of (n, a).
5 Vc E ch, use (3.14), (3.18), (3.21), and (3.31) with admissible heuristics

to estimate Q* and er.
6 Vc E ch, use (3.30) to compute execution risk bounds
7 if no c E ch violates its risk bound then
8 L G' +- add hyperedge [(n, a) -+ ch]

9 if no action added to n then
10 L mark n as terminal.

11 return G', n.

the heuristic estimates of execution risk explained in Section 3.4.1 in order to perform

early pruning of actions that introduce child belief nodes that are guaranteed to violate

the chance constraint. The same process is also observed during policy update in

Algorithm 3.3, in which heuristic estimates of the execution risk are used to prevent

RAO* to keep choosing actions that are promising in terms of heuristic value, but

can be proven to violate the chance constraint at an early stage.

The search process explained in Algorithms 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 can be summarized

in three steps:

1. Solution expansion: takes a subset (which could be all) of the nonterminal

nodes in the policy graph g and expands them. A node is expanded by con-
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Algorithm 3.3: update-policy
Input: Expanded n, explicit graph G, policy 7.
Output: Updated policy 7r'.

1 Function update-policy (n, G, 7r)

2 Z +- set containing n and its ancestors reachable by 7r.
3 while Z# 0 do
4 n 4- remove(Z) node n with no descendant in Z.

5 while there are actions to be chosen at n do
6 a <- next best action at n according to (3.33) satisfying execution

risk bound.
7 Propagate execution risk bound of n to the children of the

hyperedge (n, a)
8 if no children violates its exec. risk bound then

9 L 7r(n) &- a; break

10 if no action was selected at n then
11 mark n as terminal

structing hyperedges associated with the actions available at that node, and

using heuristics to estimate both value and execution risk of the child nodes

connected to these hyperedges;

2. Value/risk update: propagate the heuristic estimates of value and execution

risk from newly-expanded nodes "up" the explicit graph G;

3. Policy update: use the updated estimates of value and execution risk in G to

update the policy graph g.

Termination of this three-step process is attained when the policy graph g has

no more nonterminal nodes to be expanded, in which case g is the optimal, chance-

constrained, deterministic policy that solves the CC-POMDP.

When constructing the explicit graph G incrementally, an important subproblem

in RAO* is how to handle duplicate nodes. If one forces all newly-expanded nodes in

G to be treated as unique, G devolves into a hypertree, i.e., a tree with hyperdedges,

instead of remaining as a directed, acyclic hypergraph. Turning G into a hypertree

does not affect RAO*'s soundness and completeness, and eliminates the overhead

involved in checking if a newly-created search node is already part of G. However,
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treating instances of the same node as separate entities may cause RAO* to perform

repeated computations, as it is forced to expand the same hypertree spanning from

different instances of the same node.

Although interesting from a theoretical standpoint, choosing to treat G as a hy-

pergraph or a hypertree can be of little to no relevance in practice, since many CC-

POMDP planning domains, especially those involving state uncertainty and partial

observability, will naturally cause G to become a hypertree even if one spends the ef-

fort to check if newly-expanded nodes have already been added to G. This is because,

in order for two nodes to be deemed the same, it must be the case that

* they share the beliefs bk+1 and bga computed, respectively, with (3.10) and

(3.19);

* they have the same execution risk bound, which is in turn a function of a node's

siblings according to a hyperedge.

An exception to this rule are fully observable CC-POMDP planning domains,

where the task of comparing belief states is simplified by the fact that all beliefs

contain a single particle with probability 1, in which case beliefs can be compared by

just comparing if their single states are the same. However, outside this particular

case, the hashing operations that are usually involved in testing if a node is already

part of G almost never detect duplications, and their overhead can be easily eliminated

by forcing G to be a hypertree.

Seeking to provided a clearer understanding of RAO*'s inner workings, the next

section presents a few iterations of the algorithm on a simple grounded example.

3.4.3 Grounded example

For the sake of focusing our attention on the process of incremental construction of

the explicit graph G and the policy graph g by RAO*, this example directly provides

numbers for hyperedge probabilities and heuristic estimates of value and risk, whose

computation is the topic of previous sections of this chapter. Moreover, this example
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uses negative reward values to represent a CC-POMDP instance in which the goal is

to minimize cost. Finally, Figure 3-10 shows the graphical representation of different

elements involved in RAO*'s search for a policy in this particular grounded example.

Figure 3-10: From left to right: node in g, the greedy graph; node in G, the explicit

graph, but not in g; node with rb = 1 (guaranteed to violate constraints); color used

to represent heuristic estimates. In opposition to nodes with red outlines, we assume

in this particular example that nodes with black outlines have rb = 0.

Let Figure 3-11 represent the initial state of RAO*'s search for a CC-POMDP

policy. It consists of the node representing the initial belief state bo in Definition 3.1,

along with the set of open (nonterminal) policy nodes, and the initial state of the

policy graph g. Since the search has not yet started, the only open node is bo itself,

and the policy g makes no optimal operator assignment to bo. Figure 3-11 also shows

that a chance constraint er(bo, C w) < A = 5% is imposed on this search problem,

where C is some given set of state constraints.

A=5.0% Open nodes: [bo]

bS g={bo: None }

Figure 3-11: Initial state of the search for a CC-POMDP policy featuring a chance

constraint er(bo, C 7r) < A = 5%.

Following the algorithm from the previous section, the first step in RAO* is to

expand a nonterminal node from Figure 3-11. Since the only open node is the one

containing bo, it is selected for expansion, aid the result of this expansion is shown

in Figure 3-12.

In this figure, two hyperedges emanate from the initial belief state bo: action a1 is

associated with the red hyperedge on the left, while action a2 is associated with the

orange hyperedge on the right. The numbers inside the newly-expanded child nodes

are their heuristic value estimates hQ. For the heuristic execution risk estimates

given by her, we assume them to be the simple admissible heuristic he, = rb. Since all
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A=5.0%

Open nodes: [b0] R(b0,aj)=-1 bo (bo,a 2 ) 2
0.7 0.4

g={bo: None } 3 0.6
11

A=7.1% A=16.6% A=8.3% A=12.5%

Figure 3-12: State of the search after expanding the initial belief state and propagating
execution risk bounds forward.

newly-expanded child nodes have black outlines, we conclude from Figure 3-10 that

all nodes have rb = 0. The last step in the expansion step of RAO* is to propagate

execution risk bounds forward according to (3.30). Taking the node with heuristic

value estimate of -10 in Figure 3-12 as an example, its execution risk bound of 8.3%

is obtained as follows:

- Pr"a(oi 7(b),bO)her (b""a7)
I1- r6(bo) 00,

Prsa(o' 1ir(bo), bo)

0.05 -0 - 0.4 x 0

-- 0 0 .6 - 8 .3 % .
0.6

With the solution expansion step concluded, RAO* proceeds to the value/risk

update step. According to Figure 3-12, we have

Q(bo, ai) = -1 + (-10 x 0.7 - 11 x 0.3) = -11.3,

Q(bo, a2 ) = -2 + (-10 x 0.6 - 9 x 0.4) = -11.6,

and the fact that er(bo, ai) = er(bo, a2 ) = 0 < 5% shows that neither a,, nor a2 ,

can be pruned at this point on the grounds of being too risky. Since the goal is to

minimize cost (or, equivalently, maximize the cumulative sum of negative rewards),

action a 1 is marked as the most promising at node bo.

The last step in the iteration is to update the policy graph g in light of the newly-
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expanded nodes and their value and risk estimates. Since the most promising action

to be taken at bo according to Figure 3-12 is a1 and it does not cause the execution

risk bound at bo to be violated, the left portion of G is selected as the new best,

estimate of g, as shown in Figure 3-13.

A=5.0%

1 21 R(bo,al )=-1 bo R(b g )= 2
Open nodes: [bLi, 0.7 0.4

g={bo: al} 0.3 0.6
-1 10 -9

b A=7.1%b A=16.6% A=8.3% A=12.5%

Figure 3-13: Outcome of updating the policy graph based on the numbers shown in
Figure 3-12. The highlighted portion of the explicit graph G corresponds to the best
available estimate of the optimal policy graph g.

With the previous iteration concluded, we are back to the solution expansion

phase. According to Figure 3-13, either b, b2, or even both could be selected for

expansion. In this example, we arbitrarily choose to just expand by, and the result is

shown in Figure 3-14

A=5. 0%

Open nodes: [bl, b ] R(bo,a)=-1 bo R(bo,a 2

0.7 0.4
g={bo: al} A=7.1% 0-- 6

410 11 LA=16.6% -10 -9

2 A=8.3% A=12.5%

0.2 0.8 0. 5 0.5

her0 -12 her 1 her =0 Q her=0

A=-317% A=20.8% A=33.2% A=33.2%

Figure 3-14: Result of expanding node b2 in Figure 3-13. Notice the child node with
red outline and rb = 1, which causes the left hyperedge of b2 to be pruned on the
grounds of being too risky.

Similar to Figure 3-12, heuristic estimates of value and risk are computed during
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the node expansion step in Figure 3-14. Different from Figure 3-12, however, notice

the node with red outline symbolizing a belief state such that rb = 1. Despite this

difference, forward propagation of execution risk bounds according to (3.30) proceeds

as usual. Focusing our attention on the left hyperedge associated with action a,, the

left child receives the execution risk bound

0.166- - 0.XI(/- 0.8x1

2 = 0.2 - 317%,

while the right child is assigned the execution risk bound

0.166- 0 S-0.2 x 0
= 1 0 = 20.8%.2 0.8

Satisfying the negative execution risk bound in Figure 3-14 is clearly impossible,

for execution risks are probabilities and, therefore, must remain within [0, 1]. Since

satisfying the bounds computed by (3.30) is a necessary condition for chance con-

straint feasibility, the fact that one of the children violates their bounds is sufficient

grounds for pruning a, at node b2, yielding the situation shown in Figure 3-15. Note

that the child with A' = 20.8% is also in violation of the execution risk bound, since

its admissible execution risk heuristic is he, = rb = 100% > 20.8%.

With a single hyperedge left at node b , the value/risk update step becomes

Q(b2, a2 ) = -2 + (-13 x 0.5 - 14 x 0.5) = -15.5,

Q(bo, ai) = -1 + (-10 x 0.7 - 15.5 x 0.3) = -12.65,

Q(bo, a2 ) = -2 + (-10 x 0.6 - 9 x 0.4) = -11.6,

and er(b2, a2 ) = 0 < 16.6%, er(bo,ai) = er(bo, a2) = 0 < 5%. Since it is now a2 the

action that looks most promising at bo, the portion of G selected as the new best

estimate of g is the one shown in Figure 3-16. This process is repeated until there

are no more open nodes in g to be expanded, in which case RAO* returns g as the
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40 A-16.6%
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A=33.2%

-4
A=33.2%

Figure 3-15: Result of pruning the search graph in Figure 3-14 due to violations of
execution risk bounds.

optimal mapping from belief states to actions.

Open nodes: [b, b,]
g={so: a 2}

R(bo,

A=5.0%

a, )=-1 b0 Rb,

0.7

0.3 0.6

-10 15 5

0.5

R(hta 0 2

0.5

-13
A=33.2%

-14
A=33.2%

Figure 3-16: Estimate of the best policy g after two full iterations of RAO* on this
simple example.

Before we conclude, it is worthwhile to mention that, had the constraint violation

in Figure 3-14 happened on a hyperedge branch with probability less than 16.6%,

action a1 would not have been pruned at node b .
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3.4.4 Properties

The proofs of soundness, completeness, and optimality for RAO* are given in Lemma

3.2 and Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 3.2. Risk-based pruning of actions in Algorithms 3.2 (line 6) and 3.3 (line

7) is sound.

Proof: The RHS of (3.28) is the true execution risk bound for er(b(a 1
1 w). The ex-

ecution risk bound on the RHS of (3.30) is an upper bound for the bound in (3.28),

since we replace er(bI 1) for the siblings of bsa 1' by admissible estimates (lower

bounds) he,(b'+117). In the aforementioned pruning steps, we compare h b1')

a lower bound on the true value er(bsi'1), to the upper bound (3.30). Verifying

her (bsa 1'b7) > (3.30) is sufficient to establish er(ba 1
1 br) > (3.28), i.e., action a cur-

rently under consideration is guaranteed to violate the chance constraint. L

Theorem 3.1. RAO* is complete and produces the optimal deterministic, finite-

horizon policies meeting the chance constraints.

Proof: a CC-POMDP, as described in Definition 3.1, has a finite number of policy

branches, and Lemma 3.2 shows that RAO* only prunes policy branches that are

guaranteed not to be part of any chance-constrained solution. Therefore, if no chance-

constrained policy exists, RAO* will eventually return an empty policy.

Concerning the optimality of RAO* with respect to the utility function, it follows

from the admissibility of hQ(bk, ak) in (3.33) and the optimality guarantee of AO*. 0

The computational complexity of RAO* (Algorithm 3.1) is strongly dependent

on the quality of hQ and her, the value and execution risk heuristics, the amount of

pruning of the policy graph caused by the risk bounds A, and the specific parameters

of the CC-POMDP given as input. At the same time, most of the effort in Algorithm

3.1 is spent expanding the explicit search graph G in line 4, while the policy update

step in line 5 represents a small overhead on top of each expansion. Therefore,
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seeking to provide an approximate characterization of the worst case computational

complexity of RAO*, here we focus on the largest possible size of the explicit graph

G as a function of the model, and the complexity of performing belief state updates

during the process of expanding G.

Keeping in mind the hypergraph segment shown in Figure 3-8, let ISI, JAI, and

101 denote, respectively, the sizes of the discrete state, action, and observation spaces

of the CC-POMDP given as input to RAO*. Moreover, let h be the finite execution

horizon of the policy generated by RAO*, measured as the maximum depth (distance

from root) of the nodes in G. For each graph node in G, at most |A| hyperedges

representing available actions can emanate from it, each one with at most 101 edges

representing particular observations. Therefore, for each expanded node, there are at

most |A||0| new children, and a maximum of

(JI |01)h (3.35)

nodes in G for a planning horizon h.

Moreover, since RAO* operates over belief states, each newly-expanded child re-

quires belief states to be propagated as described in Section 3.2.1. The largest size

of a belief state in G is ISI, and the belief prediction step in (3.7) is O(ISI2). This

computational cost, however, is shared among all children of the same hyperedge,

i.e., each child can be seen as incurring a belief prediction cost of O 10 Next, the

belief state update in (3.10) has a cost of O(ISI) for each child, yielding a total belief

state cost of

o(i+ s (3.36)

per child node. By multiplying (3.35) and (3.36), we get

O (IS| 2 Ah0Ih-1 + IS||A|h Mh ) (3.37)

as the worst case computational complexity for RAO*, as approximated by the com-
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putational cost of expanding G.

3.5 Experiments

This section provides empirical evidence of the usefulness and general applicability

of CC-POMDP's as a modeling tool for risk-sensitive applications, and shows how

RAO* performs when computing risk-bounded policies in two challenging domains

of practical interest: automated planning for science agents (SA) [Benazera et al.,

2005b]; and power supply restoration (PSR) [Thiebaux and Cordier, 2001]. All models

and RAO* were implemented in Python and ran on an Intel Core i7-2630QM CPU

with 8GB of RAM.

Our SA domain is based on the planetary rover scenario described in [Benazera

et al., 2005b]. Starting from some initial position in a map with obstacles, the sci-

ence agent may visit four different sites on the map, each of which could contain new

discoveries with probability based on a prior belief. If the agent visits a location that

contains new discoveries, we assume that it will find it with high probability. The

agent's position is uncertain, and position uncertainty is unbounded, hence there is

always a non-zero risk of collision when the agent is traveling between locations. The

agent is required to finish its mission at a relay station, where it can communicate

with an orbiting satellite and transmit its findings. Since the relay satellite periodi-

cally moves below the horizon, there is a limited time window for the agent to gather

as much information as possible and arrive at the relay station in order to commu-

nicate with the satellite. Moreover, we assume the duration of each traversal to be

uncontrollable, but bounded. In this domain, we use a single chance constraint to

ensure that the event "arrives at the relay location on time" happens with probability

at least 1 - A. The SA domain has size SI = 6144; JAI = 34, 01 = 10.

In the PSR domain [Thi6baux and Cordier, 2001], the objective is to reconfigure a

faulty power network by switching lines on or off so as to resupply as many customers

as possible. One of the safety constraints is to keep faults isolated at all times, to avoid

endangering people and enlarging the set of areas left without power. However, fault
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locations are hidden, and more information cannot be obtained without taking the risk

of resupplying a fault. Therefore, the chance constraint is used to limit the probability

of connecting power generators to faulty buses. Our experiments focused on the semi-

rural network from [Thi6baux and Cordier, 2001], which was significantly beyond the

reach of [Bonet and Thiebaux, 2003] even for single faults. In our experiments, there

were always circuit breakers at each generator, plus different numbers of additional

circuit breakers depending on the experiment. Observations correspond to circuit

breakers being open or closed, and actions to opening and closing switches. The PSR

domain is strongly combinatorial, with |S| = 261; |A = 68, |0| = 32.

We evaluated the performance of RAO* in both domains under various condi-

tions, and the results are summarized in Tables 3.1 (higher utility is better) and 3.2

(lower cost is better). The runtime for RAO* is always displayed in the Time col-

umn; Nodes is the number of hypergraph nodes expanded during search, each one of

them containing a belief state with one or more particles; and States is the number of

evaluated belief state particles. It is worthwhile to mention that constraint violations

in PSR do not cause execution to terminate, and the same is true for scheduling vio-

lations in SA. The only type of terminal constraint violation are collisions in SA, and

RAO* makes proper use of this extra bit of information to update its beliefs. There-

fore, PSR and SA are examples of risk-sensitive domains which can be appropriately

modeled as CC-POMDP's, but not as C-POMDP's with unit costs. The heuristics

used were straightforward: for the execution risk, we used the admissible heuristic

her(bk 1r) = rb(bk) in both domains. For Q values, the heuristic for each state in PSR

consisted in the final penalty incurred if only its faulty nodes were not resupplied,

while in SA it was the sum of the utilities of all non-visited discoveries.

As expected, both tables show that increasing the maximum amount of risk A

allowed during execution can only improve the policy's objective. The improvement

is not monotonic, though. The impact of the chance constraint on the objective is

discontinuous on A when only deterministic policies are considered, since one cannot

randomly select between two actions in order to achieve a continuous interpolation

between risk levels. Being able to compute increasingly better approximations of a
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policy's execution risk, combined with forward propagation of risk bounds, also allow

RAO* to converge faster by quickly pruning candidate policies that are guaranteed

to violate the chance constraint. This can be clearly observed in Table 3.2 when we

move from A = 0.5 to A = 1.0 (no chance constraint).

Another important aspect is the impact of sensor information on the performance

of RAO*. Adding more sources of sensing information increases the branching on

the search hypergraph used by RAO*, so one could expect performance to degrade.

However, that is not necessarily the case, as shown by the left and right numbers in

the cells of Table 3.2. By adding more sensors to the power network, RAO* can more

quickly reduce the size of its belief states, therefore leading to a reduced number of

states evaluated during search. Another benefit of reduced belief states is that RAO*

can more effectively reroute energy in the network within the given risk bound, leading

to lower execution costs.

Finally, we wanted to investigate how well a C-POMDP approach would perform

in these domains relative to a CC-POMDP. Following the literature, we made the

additional assumption that execution halts at all constraint violations, and assigned

unit terminal costs to those search nodes. Results on two example instances of PSR

and SA domains were the following: I) in SA, C-POMDP and CC-POMDP both

attained an utility of 29.454; II) in PSR, C-POMDP reached a final cost of 53.330,

while CC-POMDP attained 36.509. The chance constraints were -always identical

for C-POMDP and CC-POMDP. First, one should notice that both models had the

same performance in the SA domain, which is in agreement with the claim that they

coincide in the particular case were all constraint violations are terminal. The same,

however, clearly does not hold in the PSR domain, where the C-POMDP model had

significantly worse performance than its corresponding CC-POMDP with the exact

same parameters. In cost-based C-POMDP approaches, assuming that constraint

violations are terminal greatly restricts the space of potential solution policies in

domains with non-destructive constraint violations, leading to conservatism. A CC-

POMDP formulation, on the other hand, can potentially attain significantly better

performance while offering the same safety guarantee.
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Window[s] A Time[s] Nodes States Utility
20 0.05 1.30 1 32 0.000
30 0.01 1.32 1 32 0.000
30 0.05 49.35 83 578 29.168
40 0.002 9.92 15 164 21.958
40 0.01 44.86 75 551 29.433
40 0.05 38.79 65 443 29.433
100 0.002 95.23 127 1220 24.970
100 0.01 184.80 161 1247 29.454
100 0.05 174.90 151 1151 29.454

Table 3.1: SA results for various time windows and risk levels. The Window column
refers to the time window for the SA agent to gather information, not a runtime limit
for RAO*.

A Time[s] Nodes States Cost
0 0.025/0.013 1.57/1.29 5.86/2.71 45.0/30.0
.5 0.059/0.014 3.43/1.29 10.71/2.71 44.18/30.0
1 2.256/0.165 69.3/11.14 260.4/23.43 30.54/22.89
0 0.078/0.043 2.0/1.67 18.0/8.3 84.0/63.0
.5 0.157/0.014 3.0/1.29 27.0/2.71 84,0/30.0
1 32.78/0.28 248.7/5.67 1340/32.33 77.12/57.03
0 1.122/0.093 7.0/2.0 189.0/12.0 126.0/94.50
.5 0.613/0.26 4.5/4.5 121.5/34.5 126.0/94.50
1 123.9/51.36 481.5/480 8590.5/2648 117.6/80.89

Table 3.2: PSR results for various numbers of faults (#) and risk levels. Top: avg.
of 7 single faults. Middle: avg. of 3 double faults. Bottom: avg. of 2 triple faults.
Left (right) numbers correspond to 12 (16) network sensors.

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter formally introduces CC-POMDP's and their associated dynamic mea-

sure of execution risk. It also presents RAO*, an HFS-based algorithm for solving

CC-POMDP's that not only incorporates execution risk in its computations, but

also propagates it forward in order to perform early pruning of overly risky policy

branches. The experiments in this chapter provide experimental evidence of two im-

portant facts: first, that CC-POMDP's are effective in addressing shortcomings in

previous cost-based handlings of chance constraints; and second, that RAO* is able

to solve challenging risk-sensitive planning problems of practical interest and size by

combining insights of AO* with forward propagation of risk upper bounds.
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With CC-POMDP's and RAO* as two fundamental building blocks of CLARK,

the next chapter introduces cRMPL, a programming language that can serve as a

higher level, more abstract option for the specification of risk-aware planning problems

by mission operators. After motivating the usefulness of the language and presenting

its syntax, we show how CC-POMDP's and RAO* play a key role in the problem

of extracting optimal, chance-constrained execution policies from a cRMPL program

specification.
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Chapter 4

Programming risk-aware missions

with cRMPL

"A programming language is low level when its programs require

attention to the irrelevant."

Alan Perlis.

The previous chapter introduces CC-POMDP's as a means to describe risk-sensitive

domains of planning under uncertainty. Simply put, a CC-POMDP establishes which

actions are available for an autonomous agent to choose from; the "value" associated

with their execution; and the observations that the agent can collect from its sensors

as it executes its policy dynamically. Concomitantly, safe behavior corresponds to the

agent's state remaining within feasibility regions defined by state constraints, which

may as well include temporal constraints restricting the scheduling of plan actions.

Related to this thesis' goal of generating risk-bounded plans for agents that make

decisions based on sensor observations, it is important that mission operators be given

a tool for specifying such risk-aware mission at a high level of abstraction, as if by

means of a programming language. For that purpose, this chapter introduces the

Chance-constrained Reactive Model-based Programming Language (cRMPL), and

its relationship with CC-POMDP models from Chapter 3. Our cRMPL extends

the RMPL variant from [Effinger, 20121, itself a variant of previous versions of RMPL
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[Ingham et al., 2001,Williams et al., 2001,Williams and Ingham, 2002,Williams et al.,

2003,Ingham, 2003], by adding support to probabilistic sensing actions and the ability

to impose chance constraints over any cRMPL (sub)expression. By doing so, cRMPL

allows the high-level specification of control programs for autonomous agents that

must operate under uncertainty and bounded risk.

4.1 Introduction

As all previous variants of RMPL [Ingham et al., 2001,Williams et al., 2001,Williams

and Ingham, 2002, Williams et al., 2003, Ingham, 2003, Effinger, 2012J, a key feature

of cRMPL is that it is particularly useful when mission operators desire to exert tight

control over the decisions available to an autonomous agent and how it reacts to

its sensors, while offloading the burden of lower level plan dispatching to a program

executive. Similar to DTGolog [Boutilier et al., 2000J, a cRMPL program could

be seen as "advice" from an expert mission operator that constraints the space of

decisions and sensor observations that should be taken into account by a decision-

theoretic executive for that program. In doing so, we implicitly assume that the

mission operator is capable of providing an accurate approximation of the solution

to a complex conditional planning problem in the form of a cRMPL program, but is

unwilling to commit to specific decisions in the plan due to the difficulty of reasoning

about the underlying constraints.

As in the original RMPL, mission specifications in cRMPL offer flexibility in the

choice of action sequences used to reach goals, which are exploited during execution

to achieve robustness. In cRMPL, like traditional reactive programs, time-evolved be-

havior can be specified using standard concurrent programming constructs, including

parallel and sequential execution; conditional execution; iteration; contingencies (if-

like statements); and timed execution. Programs in cRMPL can also specify temporal

bounds in time-critical missions.

Unlike traditional languages and previous versions of RMPL, cRMPL can bound

the risk of execution failure through the incorporation of chance constraints. In timed
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cRMPL programs, chance constraints can, among other uses, specify upper bounds

on the probability of violating temporal constraints within an episode, which are

explained in Section 4.4.1. Similar to previous versions of RMPL, cRMPL improves

robustness by including choice constructs that can either represent decisions (also

referred to as controllable choices) between functionally-equivalent procedures, which

the program executive can assign at runtime in order to adapt to the execution

at hand; or potentially noisy sensor observations (also referred to as uncontrollable

choices) that the agent collects during execution, such as the presence of an object

in the scene or the last action failing to accomplish its intended goals.

An important concept presented in this chapter is the framing of cRMPL exe-

cution as a CC-POMDP, and the use of RAO* for incremental, heuristically-guided

generation of optimal execution policies for cRMPL programs. This strategy is in

contrast with previous approaches to decision-theoretic RMPL execution [Kim et al.,

2001, Conrad and Williams, 2011, Effinger, 2012, Levine and Williams, 20141, which

require an exponentially large unraveling of all possible execution traces for the pro-

gram before starting the search for an optimal execution policy. Also related to the

framing of cRMPL execution as a CC-POMDP, it allows us to depart from the time

discretization approach in [Effinger, 20121 and, similar to state-of-the-art temporal

planners [Coles et al., 2009, Coles et al., 2012, Cimatti et al., 2015, Wang, 2015], de-

termine the existence of a feasible schedule by reasoning over temporal constraint

networks featuring continuous time.

This chapter starts by motivating the need for risk-bounded model-based pro-

gramming in Section 4.2, where we use cRMPL to specify a simple risk-bounded

Mars survey that must be completed under time pressure by an autonomous rover.

Next, Section 4.3 presents a short review of the most important design desiderata of

cRMPL, followed by a description of episodes in Section 4.4.1, the fundamental build-

ing blocks in our implementation. Next, Section 4.4.2 presents the different types of

constraints that can imposed on cRMPL episodes, and Section 4.4.3 shows how these

episodes can be composed together in order to form larger, hierarchical programs.

The execution semantics of cRMPL in terms of a mapping to CC-POMDP's is given
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in Section 4.5, followed by concluding remarks in Section 4.6.

4.2 Motivation: programming high level missions

Figure 4-1 depicts a planetary exploration scenario on the MobileSim [Adept MobileR-

obots, 20051 simulator, with names of interesting sites overlaid on the map. Spirit, an

intrepid rover, must navigate around terrain obstacles in order to visit several of these

sites, while also making sure to arrive at the "relay" location in time to communicate

with an orbiting satellite.

Figure 4-1: Mars rover scenario where a robotic scout must explore different regions of
the map before driving back to a relay location and communicating with an orbiting
satellite.

After conferencing with the team of scientists with interest in exploring this region,

the mission operator wants to communicate the following to the rover:

"From your current location, initiate the mission by traveling to the 'min-

erals'location, followed by a traversal to funny rock'. At that point, decide

whether to visit a potential alien lair, where choosing to visit 'alien lair'
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is preferred over not visiting it. If you decide to visit 'alien lair', go to

'relay' next. Otherwise, go directly to 'relay'. Each traversal should have

a risk of collision no greater than 1%. The mission should be completed

in no more than 1000 seconds."

The fact that this mission description is written as a short English paragraph sug-

gests that it communicates goals, constraints, and preferences at a level of abstraction

natural for human interaction, except for maybe the portion about bounded risk of

collision. However, even the latter could be intuitively understood by someone famil-

iar with vehicle dynamics: "do not travel too fast and in close proximity to obstacles".

Nevertheless, while convenient for human specification and understanding, there are

a number of fundamental mission aspects that have not been specified by the para-

graph: how should the rover navigate its environment in order to limit the risk of

collision? How should it dispatch activities, particularly when traversals exhibit ran-

dom variations in their durations? How can it decide whether to visit "alien lair" or

not? Are 1000 seconds sufficient time? All of these are crucial details for the success-

ful execution of the mission, but they require careful, and often laborious, reasoning

over models, goals, and mission constraints. Instead of forcing mission operators to go

through the arduous and error-prone process of eliciting all of these details, cRMPL,

inheriting the model-based programming paradigm of RMPL, allows this burden to

be transferred to the program executive (the CLARK executive in Figure 1-10), while

also adding support to risk-bounded execution.

The cRMPL control program corresponding to the English description of the rover

mission is shown in Figure 4-2. Since this thesis' implementation of cRMPL is done

as an extension of Python', the cRMPL program is an instance of the RMPyL class.

The meaning of the sequence and decide constructs should be evident from their

names: sequence imposes the constraint that its arguments must be executed one

after the other, while decide allows the program executive to nondeterministically

choose different program execution threads, while potentially assigning different re-

'More specifically, CPython, the standard implementation of the Python interpreter done in the
C programming language.
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Figure 4-2: Siiple ()er c( l( prograin expressed in (R MI PL.

wards to each one of theni. The cuniniand at i he b) tom (A' Figure 4-2 is syntactic

sligar I () i ilpose a t('ip1o1ral co)st raint restrictilig thIle tenlipral exec ion f( the ])Ir-

grai to 1000 seconds. Those and miany ther cmiIDL (1nstructs are explained in

detail thIroghlt this chapter.

The go-to operator in Figure 4-2 represents risk-bo nded traversals with prob)-

1ilistic durations. an examiple of cR IPL's ability to specif( chlce-c1istrained pn)-

granim execition. Its encoding within cR MPL leverages pSuln [()no and Willianms.

2008. Blackniore e al.. 2011.()no et al.. 20121 .O)no et al., 2012a, Ono et al., 2013]. a

chance-c(nst ra imlled pathIi planner, a111d is explained ili detail in Section 7.1.4. Howevel.

for the sake of providing an intinitive understanding ()f the encoding. consider the fic-

titions traversal sIomwNi ill Figure 4-3. When pSulu plan1s a trajectory betw(Teh1 tw(

distalit loeations ol the ilap. it deterlles a set of interuiediate wayp)oint's along the

way, shown as little 1Mack circles in Figure 4-3. Since these interillediate wavipoints

are chse to each 0lher an d by c(llision-fhee segineits. the io ver is ca pable

of dispatching waypoilit-Iollowing tasks that seek t) iove it fr(1n (in waypo in to

anlother oi a straight lie, while av(oiding siall rcks and ther iino r terrain fea-

fures. Tlerefore. wa\pilt-following are directly executable activitics (also referred
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Figure 4-3: Example route bet ween two arbitrary locations A and B on a map. The

interllediat e dots connecting path segments are intermediate waypoint's that the robot

should visit in its traversal in order to maintain a safe distance froimi obstacles.

to as primiti-ve) for the rover, whose temporal duratiois are a ifiniction of the distalice

between wayploints anld the rover's physical limitatioiis. Silice a traversal from A to B

colisists on the sequentjial execuition of these wayp)oint-following primitives, the wh lie

traversal is represented as a sequence of waypoint-following activities.

Figure 4-4 shows the result of the CLARK executive dispatching the cRMPL

program in Figure 4-2 which is connected to MobileSim through the Enterprise

architecture [Burke et al., 2014, Tinmnons et, al., 2015], as explained in Section 7.1.3.

Since there is enough time an(d a higher rewarl is associated with the execution thread

that visits "alien lair". Spirit chooses to visit that site.

4.3 Design desiderata for cRMPL

According to [Williams and Igham, 2002], a model-based progran is comprised of

two components. The first is a control program, which uses stanldard programnuing

constructs to codify specifications of desired systemfl behavior. Ill addition, to execute
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Figure 4-4: Result of the CLARK executive dispatching the cRMPL program in
Figure 4-2.

the control program, the execution kernel (e.g.. the CLARK executive in Figure 1-

10) needs a model of the underlying system it, must control. Hence, the second

component is a Plant model that, includes nominal behavior and common failure

modes. In this thesis, the first component corresponds to cRMPL control programs,

whose syntax and execution semantics are explained in this chapter. The second

component, the Plant model, is implicitly defined by the constraint-checking operators

in a CC-POMDP (Chapter 3).

The first two important features of cRMPL are its ability to generate risk-bounded

control policies, improving upon the conservatism of previous risk-minimizing ap-

proaches [Effinger, 2012]; and the incorporation of probabilistic sensing actions into

the program execution semantics, therefore allowing for a principled handling of belief

states.

The third important feature of the cR.MPL version developed in this thesis is re-

lated to its ease of use within current robotics frameworks, e.g., the Robot Operating

System (ROS) [Quigley et al., 2009], a key capability for modern agent programming
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languages [Ziafati et al., 20121. Recent efforts to integrate the original standalone

version of RMPL into robotic applications led the core features of the language

to be made available through extensions of existing general-purpose programming

languages, such as Common Lisp and Python. In particular, this thesis developed

RMPyL, as we refer to our Python-based implementation of the cRMPL constructs.

Our choice for Python was not fortuitous: first, as pointed out in [Millman and

Aivazis, 20111, Python and its scientific tools [Jones et al., 01 ] have arguably become

a de facto standard for computation-driven scientific research, with popular libraries

for matrix manipulation Ivan der Walt et al., 2011], mathematical and constraint

programming [Hart et al., 2012, Hebrard et al., 20101, machine learning [Pedregosa

et al., 20111, among many others; second, it is one of the standard programming

languages used in ROS; third, the popularity of Python and its simple 2 integration

with high-performance C/C++ code makes it particularly well-suited for interacting

with external constraint solvers used to assess risk in CC-POMDP models.

4.4 Syntax

This section explains in detail the different elements of the cRMPL syntax shown in

the Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) grammar of Figure 4-5.

4.4.1 Episodes

The core building block of cRMPL is the episode (see Definition 4.2), a pictorial

example of which is shown in Figure 4-6. Intuitively, an episode marks a period

of time during which an activity must be performed while observing zero or more

constraints over relevant system variables, generally referred to as state. Special

attention is given to two particular types of constraints: temporal constraints place

limitations on the relationships between temporal events, while chance constraints

place limits on the probability of violating constraints within an episode. Episode

2 For virtually seamless integration, see [Behnel et al., 2011].
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(Episode)

(Primitive episode)

(Composite Episode)

(Sequence episode)

(Parallel episode)

(Choice episode)

(Choice)

(Choice Type)

(Action)

(Duration dict.)

(Constraint)

(Temporal const.)

(Temp. type)

(Event)

(Chance const.)

(Probability)

(State const.)

(Assignment const.)

(Linear const.)

(State var.)

(Domain)

(Discrete dom.)

(Continuous dom.)

(Linear expression)

(Primitive episode) I (Composite episode)

Episode(action=(Action),duration=(Duration dict.))

(Sequence episode) I (Parallel episode) I (Choice episode)

sequence((Episode){, (Episode)})

parallel((Episode){, (Episode)})

choose((Choice) , (Episode){, (Episode)})

Choice (domain=(Discrete dom.) , ctype=(Choice Type))

"controllable" | "set-bounded" I "probabilistic"

String describing the action to be executed

Dictionary of duration properties.

(Temporal const.) I (Chance const.) | (State const.)
TemporalConstraint (start=(Event), end=(Event),
ctype=(Temp. type))
"controllable" I "uncontrollable bounded" I "uncon-
trollable _probabilistic"

Event ()

ChanceConstraint(scope={(Constraint)},

risk=(Probability))

Probability value between 0 and 1.

(Assignment const.) I (Linear const.)

AssignmentStateConstraint(scope={(State

var.)}, values=(Domain))
LinearStateConstraint(scope={(State var.)},

expr=(Linear expression))

StateVariable (domain= (Domain))

(Discrete dom.) I (Continuous dom.)

Discrete list of symbols.

Continuous range of values.

Coefficients and relationship of a linear expression.

Figure 4-5: Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) grammar for cRMPL.
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cOlistrainlts that are 1hot teiliporal or chaiice colst railits are gellerally referl'ed to as

Activity State constraint

Start event [1. 10I End event r",-

Duration (b) Represeintatioi in (RMIPL.

(a) Graphical (lepictioli.

Figure 4-6: Episode specifviiig that an lilnianined aerial vebicle (UAV) should scan

aii area for a period between 1 ad 10 time units, while makiig sure that it maintains

itself in a healthy state through the state constraint Healthy=True. If uav-scan can

be directlv execut(d by tle UAV. this wouild be a primitive epis)de. Otherwise. if

uav-scan requnires a coMbiiation of more fuiidaimeiital episodes, t hen this episode

would be (( )impo(s)ite.

Akin to mainstream prograuming languages and followiig the origiinal priniciples

in B IPL, an inmportanit coicepi related to epis les in cRIPL is their hierarchical

c(mI1position, the topic of Sectio n 4.4.3. Hierarchy is a findaniental tool to e able

to describe complex behavior in terms of well-defined combinatioiis of iiicreasinigly

siin)ler funeti(ilality up to the level that cal 1e directly uiinderstod hy the oddlerlying

hardware executiig tle activities. For instance. coiisider the process through which

a print-like statement in the programming language of your choice is repeatedly

refiuied ilito comibinations of more basic, lower level coininaids that eventually cause

the pixels on the screen to display a message such as "Hello, world!". If the activity

specifh(d for an episode cal be directly executed by the system under control, we call

tle episode primitwe. Alt ernatively, if tle activity to be peifolmid within aii episode

consists of a comibiiat ion of ot lier episodes, w( call the episode comiposite.

Definition 4.2 (Episode). .An epi(isode is a [np/c E = (rei. I/, t, C. A). where

Seil: Boolcani var/iab/c that iS true if. and/ wlly if. the cpisode is e'niabledi /0f

ex(elltion:

/ tt : rcspectlc/y. temlporal events ma-1,rkin iq the start and (1nd of E. such that

tS.te - R+. I < t,;
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* C: set of constraints that should hold during the period [ts, te] provided that

the episode is enabled. It is partitioned into temporal constraints Ct, chance

constraints Cc, and state constraints C,;

" A: activity to be performed during the period [t, te] while observing C provided

that the episode is enabled. For primitive episodes, A is a function that can

be directly executed by the underlying system. For composite episodes, A is a

function that governs the enabling of E 's components.

4.4.2 Episode constraints

True to the spirit of previous RMPL variants and the agent programming languages

that inspired them, cRMPL seeks to control autonomous agents by a temporal succes-

sion of constraints that specify how the (hidden) state of the Plant should evolve across

time, rather than describing the steps to achieve such evolution as in general-purpose

programming languages. Moreover, by allowing the specification of chance constraints

that bound the probability of constraint violations within episodes, cRMPL departs

from the conservatism of risk-minimal execution strategies by accepting the possi-

bility that state and environmental uncertainty, including model imperfections, may

cause execution to deviate from its "nominal" path. In this section, we present the

different types of constraints that cRMPL can currently impose on episodes, such as

the one shown in Figure 4-6.

Temporal constraints

Three basic types of simple temporal constraints are supported in cRMPL: Sim-

ple Temporal Constraints (STC's) [Dechter et al., 1991]; STCs with Uncertainty

(STCU's) [Vidal and Ghallab, 1996, Vidal, 19991; and Probabilistic STCs (PSTC's)

[Tsamardinos, 2002, Fang et al., 2014, Wang and Williams, 2015a, Yu et al., 2015]. A

temporal network allowing any combination of such simple temporal constraints is

called a Probabilistic Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty (PSTNU) [Santana

et al., 2016c]. Disjunctive and conditional temporal networks can be represented as
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combinations of these different types of simple temporal constraints with the choice

operators from Section 4.4.3. Example of such networks are Conditional Temporal

Plans (CTPs) [Tsamardinos et al., 2003]; Temporal Plan Networks with Uncertainty

(TPNU's) [Effinger et al., 2009, Effinger, 2012]; Disjunctive Temporal Problems with

Uncertainty (DTPU) [Venable et al., 2010]; Conditional Simple Temporal Network

with Uncertainty (CSTNU) [Hunsberger et al., 2012]; and the Probabilistic Temporal

Plan Networks (PTPN's) [Levine and Williams, 2014, Santana and Williams, 2014].

An STC over two temporal events el and e2 is a tuple (el, e2, 1, u) representing the

constraint 1 < e 2 - eI < u, 1 < u, 1, u E R U {--O, oo}. An STC simply places metric

limits on the temporal distance between two arbitrary temporal events, regardless of

how their temporal assignments, also called a schedule, is chosen.

An STCU resembles an STC and is given by a tuple (eI, e2, 1, U), < u, I, u E R>O.

However, instead of simply imposing limits on the temporal distance between two

arbitrary events, and STCU expresses the relationship e 2 = e1 + d, l < d K a, where

d is a set-bounded, non-deterministic, non-negative duration whose value is chosen

by an external agent, usually referred to as the "environment" or "Nature". Therefore,

different from an STC, an STCU imposes the additional constraint that e2 must be a

contingent (or uncontrollable) event: its schedule will be chosen by the environment

during execution so that e2 - el E [1, u], but its specific value cannot be determined

beforehand.

Similar to an STCU, a PSTC is a tuple (ei, e2, d) defining the relationship e 2

e1+d, where d is also assumed to be a non-deterministic duration whose value is chosen

by the environment. Nevertheless, different from an STCU, a PSTC incorporates

information about the relative frequency of different values of d in the form of a

known probability distribution with positive support.

A detailed presentation of all these types of temporal constraints, along with an

efficient algorithm for risk-aware scheduling, are given in Chapter 5.
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State constraints

Let X be a vector of state variables, which can be either discrete state variables over

finite domains; or numerical state variables over continuous ranges of values. For

those types of state variables, two types of constraints are available:

" general linear constraints of the form AX,, b, where A, b are constant matrices

of appropriate dimensions and X, is the subset of X composed of numerical

state variables;

* and assignment constraints X = c, where c is a vector of constants.

Inspired by PDDL2.1 [Fox and Long, 2003], it is possible to specify more precisely

when such state constraints must hold within an episode:

" at start: state constraints that must hold by the time the start event of an

episode is executed;

" at end: same as at start, but for the end event of an episode;

" during: state constraints that must hold during the whole period between the

start and end events, but not necessarily at the extrema;

* overall: state constraints that must hold at all previously-mentioned periods.

Chance constraints

The ability to impose chance constraints on episodes is one of the most important

features of cRMPL. In essence, a chance constraint provides a bound A on the proba-

bility of a set of constraints C, C C from an episode E being violated during execution.

Therefore, a chance constraint is a tuple (Cc, A).

4.4.3 Composing episodes in cRMPL

Following previous work on RMPL [Kim et al., 2001, Effinger, 20121, cRMPL subrou-

tines can be hierarchically combined using three fundamental operators: sequence,
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parallel, and choose. The choose operator can be further subdivided into control-

lable choices, which can be assigned by the agent; and uncontrollable choices, which

are assigned by Nature and can only he observed by the agent, at runtime. These

fundamental operators, in turn, can be combined to generate more complex behavior,

such as iteration and exception-hanldling.

The outcome of applying the sequence, parallel, or choose operators to a list

LE of two or more episodes will be a composite episode Ecomp with components

Components(Ecom.r.p) = LE. As in Figure 4-6, the activity associated with an episode

is graphically represented as a, red box.

Sequence composition

In a sequence composition of episodes Eseq, component episodes are executed one

after the other, as enforced by the [0, oc] STC's shown in Figure 4-7 and belonging

to Ct(Eseq). In cRMPL, a list of episodes can be composed in sequence through the

operator sequence.

0 1, [,01- to I

Figure 4-7: Composite episode generated by the sequence operator, which enforces

sequential temporal execution by means of [0, oc] STC's.

The activity function A of a, sequence episode is such that

en(Eseq) <> en(E), VEj c Components(Eseq). (4.1)

In other words, enabling a sequential composite episode Eseq is equivalent to en-

abling all of its components episodes. Notice that the STC's in Figure 4-7, which

must be satisfied whenever en(Eseq) holds, make sure that the components of Eseq

are dispatched in the correct order.
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I.

Parallel composition

In the parallel composition of episodes Ep,, from Figure 4-8, component episodes

can be scheduled to be executed at the same time. In cRMPL, a list of episodes can

be composed in parallel through the operator parallel.

'Cb

10

Figure 4-8: Composite episode generated by the parallel operator. Different from
sequence, component episodes in a parallel composition can be scheduled to happen
at the same time.

The activity function A of a parallel episode is given by (4.1) with Eseq replaced

by Epar.

Choice composition

A choose composition is similar to parallel in terms of structure, but only one of

the branches is ever executed. Therefore, constraints from only one of the options

must be enforced by the program. Moreover, the start event t of a choose episode

will ahvays be a (Choice) element, as defined by the grammar in Figure 4-5.

Choices are pictorially represented as double circles, as shown in Figure 4-9.

Choices are either controllable (assigned by the control program) or uncontrollable

(assigned by Nature). Uncontrollable choices can be either set-bounded, when there

is no probability distribution associated with the different outcomes; or probabilistic,

when such a, probability distribution is available. Since controllable choices are often

used to represent decisions by the program executive, while uncontrollable choices usu-

ally represent sensor readings and other types of environmental observations, cRMPL
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/

Qi2s te '
Ud v N

Figure 4-9: Composite episodes generated by tw~o instances of the choose operator.

The coiposite episode on the left corresponds to a controllable choice (decision) Ud,

while the one on the right corresponds to an uncontrollable choice (observation) 'a.

also incorporates syntactic-sugar constructs decide and observe to represent, re-

spectively, controllable and uncontrollable choices.

Different from sequence and parallel compositions, where enabling the outer

composite episode entails the enabling of all of its components, only a single compo-

nent of a choose composition Ech, will ever be enabled. This "branch selection" is

represented as an assignment to a discrete (Choice) element associated with Ech's

start event, ts. Let. u denote this choice element and let {Vi ,'V2,. , -.n} .. be its dis-

crete domain. Also, let Ej he the component episode associated with the assignment

u = vi. The activity function A of a choose episode is given by

en(Echo) A u -vi -> en(E1),VEj c Components(Echo). (4.2)

Iteration composition

Different flavors of iteration are implemented in cRMPL on top of the sequence and

choose operators. These are

while (Test ,El) = observe(Test,

sequence (Ei, while (Test, E)) ,

Episode (act ion=None)), (4.3)
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for (n, E) = observe(n > 0,

sequence (Ei,for(n - 1,El)),

Episode (action=None)), (4.4)

loop(D,E) = decide(D,

sequence (El,loop(D, El)),

Episode (action=None)). (4.5)

In (4.3)-(4.5), E, is an episode executed on each loop of the iteration and Episode (

action = None)) is a primitive episode that executes no operation (no-op). A while

iteration takes a Boolean uncontrollable choice Test and will keep executing the

iteration until Test evaluates to False, as it is usual in most programming languages.

Similarly, a f or iteration is based on a Boolean uncontrollable choice that executes

El exactly n times. Finally, and different from the previous two, a loop iteration

allows the control program to pick whether to execute another iteration based on a

controllable choice D, which could, for example, assign a reward for every time the

loop is executed.

4.5 Execution semantics

This section defines the execution semantics of cRMPL programs in terms of CC-

POMDP models, and shows how RAO* can be used to generate optimal, chance-

constrained execution policies for cRMPL programs that must terminate in finite

time. The key idea behind our approach is to construct a CC-POMDP model that

simulates valid executions of the cRMPL program, and use RAO* to incrementally

unravel the program's hierarchical structure, make optimal assignments to control-

lable choice nodes, and ensure that episode constraints activated during program

unraveling are jointly feasible with high probability.

In order to establish a parallel with previous work on RMPL [Williams and In-
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gham, 2002, Williams et al., 2003, Effinger, 2012 and define the semantics of valid

executions of cRMPL programs, Section 4.5.1 starts by showing the relationship be-

tween cRMPL constructs, Hierarchical Constraint Automata (HCA), and Probabilis-

tic Temporal Plan Networks (PTPN's). Next, Section 4.5.2 develops the CC-POMDP

model that simulates valid executions of cRMPL programs, and shows how RAO* can

generate optimal executions for these cRMPL programs by solving its CC-POMDP

simulation using heuristic forward search.

4.5.1 Valid executions of a cRMPL program

Before presenting the details involved in the formal definition of valid cRMPL program

executions, it is worthwhile to develop an intuitive understanding of the concept by

making a parallel with existing general-purpose programming languages.

From a conceptual standpoint, valid executions of cRMPL programs are not very

different from valid executions of programs written in any common programming

language. First, any valid execution of a cRMPL program must start at its outermost

"main" episode, which is at the top of the hierarchical composition of episodes that

form the cRMPL program. This is directly analogous to the "main" function used

as the entry point for programming languages such as C/C++ and Java, from which

all other subprocedures are invoked. Second, the hierarchy of composite episodes in

cRMPL must be recursively unraveled until they can be completely expressed in terms

of primitive episodes, since these represent activities that can be directly executed by

the underlying system that the cRMPL program is trying to control. In traditional

programming languages such as C++, this would correspond to the compiler crawling

the structure of function calls in the program to make sure that they can be eventually

expressed as low-level instructions that the underlying processor can execute. Third,

episodes in a cRMPL program must be dispatched according to the temporal and

branching structure defined by its episode composition constructs, much in the same

way that a program in C++ must strictly adhere to the execution flow imposed by

language constructs such as if-else, as well as the ordering in which instructions

appear in the program. Finally, a valid execution of a cRMPL program terminates at
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a state where there are no more composite episodes to be unraveled, and all episode

constraints activated during the unraveling of the program are jointly feasible with

high probability. For a traditional programming language, that would correspond to

reaching the end of the "main" function without any uncaiight. exceptions.

p1 RMPL [Effinger, 2012]

primitive(dur)

sequence{A1, A 2, ... }

parallel{A,, A 2, ...

[1,ul (name){A1}

if(obsv){A1}else{A2}

cRMPL

Episode(action=primitivE

duration=dur)

sequence (Al, A 2,..)

parallel(A,, A 2,...)

A1 .duration= [1,u]

observe(obsv,A, ,A 2 )

choose{A,A2,...} 1 decide(ui,A1,A 2 ,...)

Table 4.1: Relationship between the pRMPL variant
HCA [Williams et al., 2003].

HCA

primitive(dur)

A1 [lul

obv A,

,'obsv
A

uiva-

ur'vaI A2

of [Effinger, 2012], cRMPL, and

Hierarchical Constraint Automata (HCA) have been used to define the execution

semantics of previous variants of RMPL [Williams et al., 2003]. Therefore, seeking to

place this thesis' cRIMPL within the context of prior work on the RMPL language, we

begin this section by introducing HCA in Definition 4.3, and a parallel between HCA,

pR.MPL [Effinger, 2012] - on which cRMPL is based -, and cR.MPL constructs in Ta-

ble 4.1. By presenting Definition 4.3 and Table 4.1, our goal is twofold: first, we seek
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to indicate that HCA and cRMPL episodes (Definition 4.2) are closely-related con-

cepts, since both are hierarchical representations of conditional constraint networks

that become active the moment an HCA location is marked, or a cRMPL episode is

enabled; and second, we wish to draw a parallel between valid executions of cRMPL

programs, which are defined in terms of the unraveling of cRMPL episodes, and valid

executions of RMPL programs in [Williams et al., 2003], which are defined in terms of

valid executions of an HCA. A possible mapping between an HCA H and an episode

E is given below:

" Constraints: G and M, respectively the goal and maintenance constraints of H,

can be combined to form the constraints C of episode E;

* State variables: the state variables V of HCA H can be obtained from the scope

of constraints in C;

" Locations: Boolean HCA locations L correspond to enabling variables en in

episodes;

" Initial marking: the initial marking LO corresponds to the enabling of the

episode representing the complete cRMPL program;

" Transitions: the HCA transition function T is implemented by the episode

activity functions explained in Section 4.4.3. Appropriate assignments to V in

each T(li) can be represented as cRMPL Boolean choices enabled by l.

Definition 4.3 (Hierarchical Constraint Automaton (HCA) [Williams et al., 2003]).

An HCA is a tuple ( L, V, G, M, T) where

* L: set of locations, partitioned into primitive locations L, and composite loca-

tions L,. Each composite location denotes a hierarchical constraint automaton;

* Lo C L: set of start locations (also called the initial marking);

" V: set of plant state variables, with each vi G V ranging over a finite domain

D[v]. C[V] denotes the set of all finite domain constraints over V;
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*G :I -+ 4C[V]: function that associates with each location 1 E L a finite

domain constraint G(li) that the plant progresses towards whenever l1 is marked.

G(l ) is called the goal constraint of 1. Goal constraints G(l ) may be thought

of as "set points", representing a set of states that the plant must evolve towards

when lp is marked;

" M : L - C [V]: function that associates with each location Ii E L a finite domain

constraint M(li) that must hold at the current instant for 1i to be marked. M(li)

is called the maintenance constraint of li. Maintenance constraints M(li) may

be viewed as representing monitored constraints that must be maintained in order

for execution to progress towards achieving any goal constraints specified within

li;

" T : L x C [V] - 2L: function that associates with each location li E L a transition

function T(li). Each T(li) : C[V] -+ 2' specifies a set of locations to be marked

at time t + 1, given appropriate assignments to V at time t.

As explained in [Williams et al., 20031, HCA are used to symbolize the different

execution stages of an RMPL program by a control sequencer, and how transitions

between different execution states occur. A state in the execution of an HCA is called

a marking, and denotes all marked HCA locations. Starting at the initial marking

LO, the control sequencer creates a set consisting of each marked location whose

maintenance constraint is satisfied by the current Plant state3 . Next, it conjoins all

goal constraints of this set to produce a configuration goal, towards which the Plant

state must be driven by the mode reconfiguration module. After the latter executes

a single command that makes progress towards achieving the goal constraints, the

control sequencer receives an update of the Plant state, which is used by the HCA to

advance to a new marking. This is achieved by taking all enabled transitions from

marked primitive locations whose goal constraints are achieved or whose maintenance

constraints have been violated, and from marked composite locations that no longer
3In [Williams et al., 2003], the current Plant state is replaced by its maximum a posteriori (MAP)

estimate in the presence of uncertainty.
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contain any marked subautomata. This cycle repeats until an empty marking is

achieved, at which point program execution is deemed completed.

A similar process defined in terms of the unraveling of cRMPL episodes is used in

Definition 4.4 to describe the properties of valid executions of cRMPL programs.

Definition 4.4 (Valid execution of a cRMPL program). A valid execution of a

cRMPL program must have the following properties:

1. It must enable the episode at the top of the episode composition hierarchy;

2. It must unravel all enabled episodes;

3. Unraveling sequence and parallel composite episodes enables all of its com-

ponent episodes and constraints;

4. Unraveling controllable choice episodes only enables a single choice branch cor-

responding to the choice assignment (decision);

5. Unraveling uncontrollable choice episodes enables all choice branches (obser-

vation);

6. It ends when there are no more episodes to unravel, and the conditional con-

straints enabled by the program execution are jointly feasible with high probabil-

ity.

Representing plan constraints by means of hierarchical compositions of cRMPL

episodes is a useful tool from a modeling standpoint, for it allows the programmer to

design the mission at a high level of abstraction while relying on the program executive

to reason about lower level actions that drive the Plant towards the fulfillment of

these constraints. However, as first introduced in [Kim et al., 2001] and explained in

Definition 4.4, executing a cRMPL program requires the unraveling of this hierarchical

program structure in order to expose its essential elements: controllable choices, which

represent decisions that the program executive must make at runtime; uncontrollable

choices, which model runtime observations that may affect the way the program is
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executed (A la the ubiquitous if-then-else construct); primitive activities, which

are the ones that the can be directly executed to control the Plant; and conditional

constraints, which stem from the enabling of their container episodes by means of

sequences of assignments to choice variables, as defined in (4.2). As first mentioned

in Section 1.4, we refer to this unraveling of cRMPL programs as a Probabilistic

Temporal Plan Network (PTPN) [Levine and Williams, 2014, Santana and Williams,

2014], an extension of previous TPN's and TPNU's [Kim et al., 2001, Walcott, 2004,

Effinger et al., 2009] (Table 4.2). Definition 4.5 presents a labeled representation

of PTPN's based on [Tsamardinos et al., 2003, Santana and Williams, 20141, so as

to provide a smoother transition into the next section, where we show that RAO*

can compute optimal, chance-constrained execution policies for cRMPL programs by

framing cRMPL execution as a CC-POMDP instance.

Definition 4.5 (Probabilistic Temporal Plan Network (PTPN)). A PTPN is a tuple

P = (L, D, U, S,, C, R,O), where

* D: set of labeled controllable choices (decisions) with finite, discrete domains;

* U: set of labeled uncontrollable choices (observations) ranging over a finite,

discrete universe;

e L: set of Boolean labels (also referred to as guard conditions) of the form

L =a1 A a2 A ... A an, (4.6)

where ai is an assignment ci = v, v E Domain(ci), ci E (D U U). We use the

notation L -=> e to denote that L enables an element e;

e Sp: set of labeled primitive episodes;

* C: set of labeled episode constraints;

* R: D -+ R: function mapping decisions to numerical rewards;

* 0 2" -+ [0, 1]: joint probability distribution of uncontrollable choices.
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cRA\PL

Episode (action=primitive,

duration=dur)

sequence (A,, A 2...)

parallel (A,, A2, ...

A1 .duration=[1,u]

observe (obsv, A1 , A 2 )

PTPN

t du rd u r

0

1 

7.

20

A

* /

A. [0,

A

([lu]

'.[0,0

0

\tI / A,

de c ide (uI , A, A2, - - -)

Table 4.2: Relationship between cRMPL and PTPN constructs.

Intuitively, a PTPN is a graph representation of possible executions of a cRMPL

program, with labels denoting "choice paths" (regardless of whether they are con-

trollable or not) that cause episodes E to be enabled. For instance, in Figure 4-

10, let Transp E {Bike,Car,Stay} be the controllable choice that selects a, type of

transportation and Crash E {True,False} be the uncontrollable choice that governs
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Figure 4-10: PTPN examnple (repeated fr-om Figure 1-12 on page 43)

whether there will be an accident if one chooses to drive to work. In this case, the

I-I

label for the episode with activityl "(stay)" is Transp = Stay, while the episode with

activity "(cab-ride)" has label Transp = Car A Crash = True. With that said, lot E,

be a F component of a coposite episode Ep and uo be a, Choice) element. From (4.1)

and (4.2), we have

L(Ec) { L(Ep), for sequence or parallel composition,

L(Ep) A (up = v), for choose and E, associated with up = v.
(4.7)

The termination condition L(Eprog) = True for the episode representing the complete

cRMPL program allows episode labels to be recursively computed by (4.7).

The apparent simplicity of PTPN's may deceive the reader into not noticing the

world of intractability that they hide, given that their size grows exponentially with

the number of choices. In complex applications where the cRMPL program executive

must reason over a space of hundreds, thousands, or potentially even an infinite 4

4A PTPN with an infinite number of choices could he generated by an iteration operator from

Section 4.4.3.
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number of choices, there might not even be enough space and time to finish writing

the PTPN before we start analyzing it. This is the reason why previous methods that

require a fully unraveled PTPN as input [Conrad and Williams, 2011, Santana and

Williams, 2014, Levine and Williams, 20141 tend to not scale well even for modest

size problems. Seeking to address this problem, the next section presents a mapping

from cRMPL execution to CC-POMDP that allows RAO* to exploit the hierarchical

structure of cRMPL programs and focus its unraveling on program traces that look

promising, as guided by RAO*'s heuristics.

4.5.2 Execution of cRMPL programs as CC-POMDP

In previous approaches to decision-theoretic 5 RMPL execution [Kim et al., 2001,Effin-

ger, 2012, Levine and Williams, 2014, Santana and Williams, 2014J, explicit represen-

tations of all possible program execution states, e.g., a PTPN-like structure [Kim

et al., 2001, Levine and Williams, 2014, Santana and Williams, 20141 or the complete

state space of an MDP with discretized activity durations [Effinger, 2012], are used

to compute optimal, or just feasible, program execution policies. However, as pointed

out in Sections 2.2 and 4.5.1, the exponential growth in the size of these explicit

representations as a function of the number of choices in the program limits the com-

plexity of the problems that can be effectively solved in practice. In order to see that,

consider the simple decision-making scenario described in the following, along with

its cRMPL6 description in Figure 4-11:

"Peter and his friends went to an amusement park on. a beautiful summer

weekend, and he is set on riding the roller coasters as many times as

possible. However, he has only two hours left, and every round through

the queue takes between 45 minutes to an hour. What should Peter do?"

5Decision-theoretic programming languages are those that contain controllable choice (decision)
constructs that can be assigned by the program executive.

6In case the reader is wondering, the lambda function is needed to make sure that roller coaster-
riding episodes in the loop are represented as distinct instances.
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Figure 4-12: Incremental unraveling of the cRMPL program from Figure 4-11. Tem-

poral coiisistency is checked by PARIS, the probabilistic scheduling algorithm de-

scribed in Chapter 5.

cRMPL execution to CC-POMDP is formally explained in Definition 4.6.

Definition 4.6 (cRMPL execution as CC-POMDP). The following CC-POMDP is

used to compute chance-constrained, optimal executions of a cRMPL program pg.

e C: universe of all possible labeled constraints in pg;
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e S: states s E S are tuples s = (en, de, cs), where en is a list of enabled

episodes that must be unraveled; de is a list of assignments to controllable choices

(decisions); and cs C C is a reference to a global constraint store, which records

labeled constraints that have been enabled during the search process;

9 bo: deterministic belief state with initial state so = ([ep,], 0, Constraints(ep,)),

where epg is the top, "main" episode in pg's hierarchy, and Constraints(epg) is

the set of labeled constraints of epg. Notice that, since eP9 must be enabled in any

valid execution of pg, the constraints in the set Constraints(epg) must necessarily

have empty labels, i.e., they are always enabled;

* 0, 0: the model is fully observable, so these are respectively S and the identity

function;

* A: there are four available actions:

- Assign (a=(D) = v): assigns a value v to a controllable choice episode

(decision) D;

- Observe (ao(O)): observes an uncontrollable choice episode (observation)

0;

- Expand (aA(E)): unravels an episode E;

- Halt (ah): halts execution.

9 T: there are four types of transitions:

- T(si, a=(D) = v, S2) = 1.0 is a deterministic transition, where the en-

abled list en in S2 is the same as in s1 , except that the controllable choice

episode D is replaced by its internal component episode associated with the

assignment D = v; the decisions de for S2 are the same as in s1 , plus the

assignment D = v; and the labeled constraints from the controllable choice

episode D are added to the global constraint store cs;

- T(s1, a,(O), S2(0)) = p is a stochastic transition with probability p corre-

sponding to the observation 0 = o; the enabled list en in S2(0) is the same
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as in s1, except that the uncontrollable choice episode 0 is replaced by its

internal component episode associated with the observation 0 = o; the de-

cisions de for s2(o) are the same as in s1; and the labeled constraints from

the uncontrollable choice episode 0 are added to the global constraint store

cs;

T(sI, au(E), S2) = 1.0 is a deterministic transition, where the enabled list

en in s2 is the same as in s1, except that E is replaced by its components

if it is a sequence or parallel episode, or nothing if it is a primitive

episode; the decisions de for s2 are the same as in s1; and the labeled

constraints from the episode E are added to the global constraint store cs;

T(si, ah, sev) Pcv is a stochastic transition, where s1 must be a state with

an empty enabled list en; and seV is a terminal state with an empty enabled

list and the same list of decisions de as s1 . In this transition, nothing is

added to the global constraint store cs. The state sc, represents the exe-

cution of the cRMPL program ending in a state that violates constraints,

and the probability pcv of this event happening depends on the semantic

interpretation of C(s1 ) C cs, the subset of labeled constraints in the con-

straint store that is consistent with the decisions de in s1 . For instance,

if C(s1 ) forms a Probabilistic Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty

(PSTNU), the PARIS algorithm in Chapter 5 can check if a strong schedule

for C(si) exists for different levels of scheduling risk, and the probability

pcv would correspond to the scheduling risk bound returned by PARIS. On

the other hand, if the temporal constraints in C(si) are dependent on as-

signments to both uncontrollable and controllable choices, the extension of

PARIS to PTPN scheduling in Chapter 6 can be used to check if C(si) is

strongly consistent, and again the probability pcv would correspond to the

scheduling risk bound. The remaining transition probability is associated

with T(si, ah, sa) =1 -- pcv, where ssa is identical to Sev, except for the

fact that it marks that the program ends in a state that does not violate

constraints.
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" R(s, a=(D) = v) = r, where r is the utility value associated with a=(D) = v,

and 0 otherwise;

* cv: in this model, we have c(sv, = 1 for the terminal state sev representing

constraint violations, and c, = 0 everywhere else.

* A: vector of execution risk bounds for the violation of C(s) C cs.

In the CC-POMDP model explained in Definition 4.6, it is important to point

out that, even though the constraint violation function cv only returns 1 at terminal

execution states, that does not mean that RAO* can only assess (or estimate) the

execution risk arising from temporal uncertainty (or any other type of constraint

involved in the cRMPL program) at the very end of its policy expansion. As seen

in Chapter 3, RAO* leverages an admissible (lower bound) heuristic estimate of the

execution risk her(s) at non-terminal states s in the hopes of performing early pruning

of policy nodes that are guaranteed to violate chance constraints. For instance, in

the case where C(s) C cs, the subset of labeled constraints in the constraint store

that is consistent with the decisions de in s, form a PSTNU, an admissible estimate

her(s) is given by the minimum risk formulation of PARIS (see Section 5.4).

Next, Lemma 4.3 shows that the CC-POMDP model in Definition 4.6 simulates

valid executions of its corresponding cRMPL program.

Lemma 4.3. The CC-POMDP in Definition 4.6 simulates valid executions of its

corresponding cRMPL program.

Proof: We show this property by verifying that program executions simulated by the

CC-POMDP in Definition 4.6 satisfy all properties in Definition 4.4.

As required by properties 1 and 2 of valid executions of cRMPL programs, the

execution simulated by the CC-POMDP in Definition 4.6 starts at the "main" pro-

gram episode, proceeding until all episodes have been unraveled into their primitive

components and the latter have been all taken out of the list enabled episodes. Prop-

erties 3, 4, and 5 are implemented, respectively, by the state transition function T
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with the expansion (an), assignment (a=), and observation (s,) actions. Finally, prop-

erty 6 is enforced by the halting action ah and the constraint violation functions c,. E

With the result from Lemma 4.3, Lemma 4.4 shows that RAO* can be used to

generate optimal execution policies for the class of cRMPL programs that this thesis

focuses on.

Lemma 4.4. RAO* can compute optimal, chance-constrained, deterministic, valid

execution policies for cRMPL programs with finite-duration activities that must even-

tually terminate.

Proof: Lemma 4.3 shows that valid executions of a cRMPL program can be simulated

as a CC-POMDP. For cRMPL programs representing temporal planning problems

that must eventually terminate and with finite-duration primitive actions, there is a

finite (although potentially unknown) execution horizon h = [tmax/dminl, where tmax

is the maximum continuous temporal plan length, and dmin is the shortest primitive

episode duration. Therefore, an optimal, chance-constrained, deterministic, and valid

execution policy for the cRMPL program can be obtained by formulating its execu-

tion as CC-POMDP shown in Definition 4.6, and computing an execution policy that

terminates within a finite number of steps with RAO*. E

Seeking to provide an intuitive understanding of how the CC-POMDP in Defini-

tion 4.6 is used to generate optimal, chance-constrained, valid executions of cRMPL

programs, the next section provides further details on the coupling between RAO*

and PARIS used to compute the execution policy in Figure 4-12.

Walk-through of the roller coaster example

The recursive nature of the roller coaster example from the beginning of Section 4.5.2

is illustrated in Figure 4-13, which shows a fully unraveled PTPN for the cRMPL

program in Figure 4-11 when the number of loop iterations is limited to be no more

than 5. By developing the mapping from cRMPL execution to CC-POMDP in Def-
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Figure 4-13: Fully unraveled PTPN for the cRMPL program in Figure 4-11 when the
number of loop iterations is limited to be no more than 5.

inition 4.6, and using RA(i)* to incrementally compute optimal, valid executions of

a cRMPL program such as the one shown in Figure 4-12, our goal is to avoid the

inherent intractability of previous approaches to RMPL execution, which operate on
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explicit representations of all possible executions of the program, such as the PTPN

in Figure 4-13.

1 0, -

Figure 4-14: Elements of the constraint store at bo, the initial (deterministic) belief
state for the execution of the cRMPL program in Figure 4-11.

The unraveling of the cRMPL program in Figure 4-11 starts at the initial belief

state bo from Definition 4.6, where the outermost loop episode is enabled, no assign-

ments to controllable choices have been made, and the constraint store contains the

two temporal constraints shown in Figure 4-14 (a thorough presentation of temporal

constraints and scheduling under uncertainty is given in Chapter 5, along with the

PARIS algorithm). In this figure, the double circle represents the decision of whether

to run the loop or not, as defined in (4.5), and the circle to the right is the tempo-

ral event representing the end of program execution. The simple temporal constraint

[0, oo] is automatically added by cRMPL and means that the time of the first decision

about running the loop must not come after the end of the program. The additional

[0, 120] comes from the user requirement in Figure 4-11 that limits program execution

to take no more than 120 minutes (or any other unit of time being used in the pro-

gram). These two constraints are exactly the elements returned by Constraints (epg)

in Definition 4.6. Since the cRMPL program in Figure 4-11 specifies no execution

risk bound for temporal consistency, a bound er(boj7r) < A = 0 (no scheduling risk)

is automatically assumed. Since the root node in Figure 4-12 is not terminal, the

minimum risk formulation of PARIS from Section 5.4 is used to compute a lower

bound on the scheduling risk for the program. Since the temporal constraints shown

in Figure 4-14 are trivially satisfiable, PARIS returns a lower bound of 0, which is

consistent with A = 0, and the unraveling proceeds.

Figure 4-15 shows the constraints C(sir) ; cs at the unraveling state si, after

the first (ride) primitive is unraveled and taken off the list of enabled episodes.

In this figure, we see that several additional temporal constraints and events have

been inserted between the events marking the first loop decision (double circle on
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Figure 4-15: Temporal constraints tested for consistency with PARIS after the first
(ride) primitive is unraveled.
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Figure 4-16: Temporal constraints tested for consistency with PARIS after the second
(ride) primitive is unraveled.

the bottom left) and the end of the program (circle on the bottom right), which are

still connected by the [0,120] simple temporal constraint. At this intermediate, non-

terminal state, the minimum risk formulation of PARIS is again used to estimate a

lower bound on the probability of program execution violating temporal requirements

and, since the constraints in Figure 4-15 are guaranteed to be jointly feasible, it

returns a lower bound of 0 (the program is guaranteed to be temporally feasible

so far). A similar situation is depicted in Figure 4-16, which shows the constraints

C(s2r) C cs at the unraveling state S2r after the second (ride) primitive is unraveled

and taken off the list of enabled episodes. At this point, RAO* is required to assign a

value ("RUN" or "STOP") to the loop decision variable shown as the rightmost double

circle in Figure 4-16.

Since assigning "RUN" to loop decisions is preferred over "STOP" (Peter is trying

to ride the roller coaster as many times as possible), RAO* first considers the most

promising option of running the loop a third time, thus entailing the constraints

C(s3r) C cs shown in Figure 4-17. Since this is a non-terminal state, minimum risk

PARIS is once again used to estimate a lower bound on the scheduling risk for this
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Figure 4-17: Temporal constraints tested for consistency with PARIS after the third
(ride) primitive is unraveled. Unlike the previous cases, here PARIS returns that

no strongly consistent schedule exists.

program. However, unlike the previous cases, the temporal constraints in Figure

4-17 are guaranteed not to be jointly feasible, i.e., PARIS returns a scheduling risk

lower bound of 100%. Even though the specificities of the algorithm are only given

in Chapter 5, the intuitive understanding of why that. is the case is the same one

given at the beginning of Section 4.5.2: since no probability distribution is specified

for the uncontrollable duration [45,60] of each roller coaster ride, PARIS resorts to

an analysis of the extrema of this interval and concludes that, even if every roller

coaster ride takes its minimum duration of 45 minutes, this would still be in violation

of the overall time window of 120 minutes to complete the execution of the program.

Since an execution risk lower bound of 100% is certainly in violation of the chance

constraint A = 0, RAO* is able to prune this policy branch that executes the loop

three times even before reaching terminal belief states, thus providing evidence of the

importance of estimating the execution risk of partial CC-POMDP policies as the

search for a solution unfolds.

--------------- -~ ---

-00 -

Figure 4-18: Temporal constraints tested for consistency at the halting state in the

RAO* policy shown in Figure 4-12. It corresponds to two runs of the loop, followed

by the decision to stop the iteration. As required by valid cRMPL executions in

Definition 4.4, these constraints are jointly feasible with high probability (100%, in

this example).
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After pruning the policy branch that runs the roller coaster loop three times, the

remaining most promising option is to assign "STOP" to the third loop decision, in

which case the decision episode is replaced by a no-op activity with controllable [0, 00]

duration marking the end of the iteration, as shown in Figure 4-18. Since this is a

state with no more enabled episodes to unravel, a halting action ah is generated by

the CC-POMDP model in Definition 4.6, and the probability of constraint violation

pc is obtained by running minimum risk PARIS on the temporal constraints shown

in Figure 4-18. Since these temporal constraints are guaranteed to be jointly feasi-

ble, PARIS returns a probability pcv = 0, which means that the cRMPL execution

transitions to a terminal state that is guaranteed to fulfill its temporal requirements,

therefore satisfying the chance constraint er(bolb) < 0. The total utility for this

program is 2, corresponding to the two roller coaster rides, and the execution risk

measuring the probability of violating temporal constraints is 0. This is exactly the

result shown in Figure 4-12.

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter introduces cRMPL, a programming language for autonomous systems

that is innovative in its support to chance-constrained planning, and that allows

risk-aware missions to be specified at a high level of abstraction. As all previous

variants of RMPL [Ingham et al., 2001, Williams et al., 2001, Williams and Ingham,

2002,Williams et al., 2003,Ingham, 2003,Effinger, 20121, cRMPL is particularly useful

in situations where mission operators desire to exert tight control over the decisions

available to an autonomous agent and how it reacts to its sensors, while offloading

the burden of lower level plan dispatching to a program executive.

In addition to supporting chance constraints, another important concept presented

in this chapter is the framing of cRMPL execution as a CC-POMDP that simulates the

process of stepping through program states. Since RAO* in Chapter 3 is an algorithm

that allows solutions to a CC-POMDP to be incrementally constructed, our approach

to the generation of optimal execution policies for cRMPL programs in Section 4.5.2 is
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in contrast to [Kim et al., 2001,Conrad and Williams, 2011,Effinger, 2012,Levine and

Williams, 20141, which require a complete, exponentially large unraveling of a PTPN

representing all traces of a cRMPL prior to the selection of an optimal execution

policy.

Also related to the framing of cRMPL execution as a CC-POMDP, it allows us to

depart from the time discretization approach in [Effinger, 2012 and, similar to state-

of-the-art temporal planners [Coles et al., 2009, Coles et al., 2012, Cimatti et al., 2015,

Wang, 20151, determine the existence of a feasible schedule by reasoning over temporal

constraint networks featuring continuous time. In fact, the last statement is valid for

any CC-POMDP model featuring temporal constraints, not only those resulting from

executing cRMPL programs. There are, however, three important observations to

be made about the scheduling of cRMPL programs: first, it must support a rich

combination of different types of controllable and uncontrollable temporal constraint

representations, as described in Section 4.4.2; second, determining the existence of a

schedule must be done quickly, for RAO* performs several constraint feasibility checks

as it constructs a policy; and third, the scheduling of events may be conditional on

probabilistic observations collected during plan execution. The first and second points

are addressed in Chapter 5, while the third point is the topic of Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Risk-sensitive unconditional

scheduling under uncertainty

"Tempus fugit."

Virgil.

This thesis' title reads "Dynamic Execution of Temporal Plans with Sensing Ac-

tions and Bounded Risk". In its development of CC-POMDP's and RAO*, Chapter

3 focuses on "Dynamic Execution of Plans with Sensing Actions and Bounded Risk"

without paying particular attention to any specific type of constraints, but justifying

our decision to focus on finite horizon policies as being motivated by agents that must

execute plans under time pressure. Next, cRMPL in Chapter 4 gives mission operators

the ability to specify risk-bounded planning problems with any mix of controllable

(STN-like), set-bounded (STNU-like), and probabilistic (PSTN-like) temporal con-

straints, whose impact on the mission schedule might depend on real-time sensor

observations.

In this chapter and the next, our goal is to insert the temporal aspect into poli-

cies generated by CLARK, by providing novel and efficient algorithms that can check

the feasibility of a (conditional) temporal network featuring duration uncertainty. In-

spired by risk-sensitive robust scheduling for planetary rovers, this chapter introduces

the Probabilistic Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty (PSTNU), a temporal
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constraint formalism that unifies the set-bounded and probabilistic temporal uncer-

tainty models from the STNU and PSTN literature, and describes PARIS, a novel

sound and provably polynomial-time algorithm for risk-sensitive strong scheduling of

PSTNU's.

Due to its linear encoding of typical temporal uncertainty models, PARIS is shown

to outperform the current fastest algorithm for risk-sensitive strong PSTN schedul-

ing by nearly four orders of magnitude in some instances of a popular probabilistic

scheduling dataset [Fang et al., 2014], often reducing the time to verify schedule fea-

sibility from hours to fractions of a second. The speed at which PARIS can verify

the existence of a strong schedule for a PSTNU is key for this thesis' practical use,

for it allows CLARK to generate risk-bounded temporal plans featuring duration

uncertainty within reasonable amounts of time.

5.1 Introduction

Endowing autonomous agents with a keen sensitivity to temporal uncertainty is key

in enabling them to reliably complete time-critical missions in the real-world. This

requirement has been the subject of recent research initiatives to incorporate duration

uncertainty into temporal planning frameworks [Beaudry et al., 2010, Cimatti et al.,

2015, Micheli et al., 20151. A dominant effort has been to extend the set-bounded

uncertainty model from Simple Temporal Networks with Uncertainty (STNU's) [Vi-

dal, 1999] to a probabilistic setting, in which the risk of violating deadlines and other

temporal requirements can be quantified [Tsamardinos, 2002, Fang et al., 2014, Wang

and Williams, 2015a].

Three essential questions about Probabilistic Simple Temporal Networks (PSTN's)

have been previously addressed. Tsamardinos in [Tsamardinos, 2002] showed that a

risk-minimizing schedule of a PSTN could be derived analytically based on the proba-

bility density function (p.d.f) for the different stochastic durations. In his derivation,

he reduced the PSTN to an STNU with variable bounds, and effectively solved for the

bounds that would guarantee strong controllability. This reduction was further de-
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veloped in the context of chance constraints, where one seeks a schedule whose risk of

violating temporal requirements is guaranteed to be bound by a user-defined thresh-

old. Operating in a general nonlinear optimization setting, Fang et al. [Fang et al.,

2014] applied the STNU strong controllability reductions from [Vidal, 1999] to propose

Picard, a chance-constrained strong scheduler for PSTN's capable of optimizing any

schedule-related objective function. Wang and Williams [Wang and Williams, 2015a],

on the other hand, present Rubato, an efficient algorithm for verifying the existence of

strong chance-constrained schedules that leverages a conflict-directed generate-and-

test architecture to propose candidate STNU's that meet the chance constraints and

discover temporal conflicts.

Although the aforementioned previous work introduces effective methods for deal-

ing with temporal uncertainty and scheduling risk, two main challenges remain. First,

neither STNU's, nor PSTN's, accurately capture the varying levels of knowledge that

a mission operator might have about the sources of temporal uncertainty that can

have an impact on a mission. While set-bounded uncertainty in STNU's fails to rep-

resent frequency models for random quantities captured by probability distributions,

the fully probabilistic models in a PSTN assumes a potentially unreasonable level of

understanding of the natural phenomena that give rise to uncertain temporal behav-

ior. Therefore, a first contribution of this chapter is to unify STNU and PSTN models

by introducing Probabilistic Simple Temporal Networks with Uncertainty (PSTNU's).

Our second and most important contribution is related to the complexity of scal-

ing current probabilistic scheduling methods, especially if one has in mind the goal of

running such algorithms on embedded robotic hardware, where on-board computa-

tion and energy is scarce. While the state of the art to date employs general-purpose

nonlinear solvers to implement probabilistic scheduling methods, this chapter intro-

duces the Polynomial-time Algorithm for RIsk-aware Scheduling (PARIS), a new

and provably polynomial-time algorithm for strong scheduling of PSTNU's. Inspired

by linear approximation techniques used to reduce the complexity of AC power flow

analysis [Coffrin and Van Hentenryck, 2014J, PARIS leverages a fully linear encoding

of the risk-aware probabilistic scheduling problem that allows it to drastically reduce
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(a) Probabilistic Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty (PSTNU).
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(b) Activity schedule computed by the Polynomial-time Algorithm for RIsk-aware Schedul-
ing (PARIS).

Figure 5-1: Rover coordination under temporal uncertainty. (a) Scenario representa-
tion as PSTNU. (b) Strong activity schedule for the PSTNU in (a) with scheduling
risk bound of 6.7% (i.e., all temporal requirements met with probability of at least
93.3%X).

runtime and memory requirements. Empirical evaluation on a probabilistic schedul-

ing dataset first introduced in [Fang et al., 20141 shows a several-order-of-magnitude

improvement over the current fastest algorithm for PSTN scheduling, while our new

planetary rover-inspired PSTNU dataset indicates that, PARIS is, indeed, amenable

for deployment on embedded hardware.

5.1.1 Motivation: planetary rover coordination

Future planetary exploration missions will require an increased level of coordination

between multiple spacecrafts under temporal uncertainty. Figure 5-1 depicts a plan-

etary exploration scenario illustrating important requirements for such missions: two
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autonomous rovers, Spirit and Opportunity, should explore three sites on a region of

Mars (gully, slope streak, and rock outcrop). After exploring all sites, both rovers

must travel to a relay site and transmit their findings to an orbiting satellite within

a limited time window.

There are several complicating temporal factors. First, traversal times between

locations are uncertain. However, rover mobility has been extensively studied, both

from experience on Mars and in simulated environments. Therefore, these times can

be modeled probabilistically based on the distance between sites and terrain features.

Second, the science-gathering activities at each site have uncertain durations. Due

to lack of real and simulated data, there are no uncertainty models to aid in the

prediction of how long these activities will last, but lower and upper bounds are built

into the rover firmware to prevent deadlocks. Finally, at the relay site, there is an

absolute time window in which the satellite is in field-of-view. Seeking to maximize

throughput, both rovers should transmit at approximately the same time, but their

transmissions should not overlap.

Due to power and communication limitations, the rovers cannot coordinate during

plan execution. Therefore, one needs to precompute a schedule that satisfies all

temporal requirements, while being robust to the uncertainty in activity durations. In

other words, this is a strong temporal planning problem, which the authors of [Micheli

et al., 2015j note is applicable to many safety-critical autonomous missions. The

work [Cimatti et al., 2015] approaches strong temporal planning by replacing the STN

scheduler in COLIN [Coles et al., 20121 with an STNU strong controllability solver.

In our scenario, we would like a risk-aware strong controllability solver that handles

both probabilistic and set-bounded uncertain durations, which could be incorporated

into a planner in a similar manner.

5.2 Background & PSTNU's

Motivated by the aforementioned rover coordination scenario, our risk-aware schedul-

ing methods operate on Probabilistic Simple Temporal Networks with Uncertainty
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(PSTNU's), a novel temporal modeling formalism unifying features from Simple

Temporal Networks (STN's) [Dechter et aL, 1991], Simple Temporal Networks with

Uncertainty (STNU's) [Vidal, 19991, and Probabilistic Simple Temporal Networks

(PSTN's) [Tsamardinos, 2002]. For the sake of completeness, we briefly review these

concepts. Figure 5-2 shows the different elements in a PSTNU.

[1,u] d G [,u] d f
0 1 ---- ------------ *

Figure 5-2: Elements of a, PSTNU, where [1, u] is a given interval and f is a known
probability density function (pdf). From left to right: controllable event; contingent

(uncontrollable) event; Simple Temporal Constraint (STC); STC with Uncertainty
(STCU); Probabilistic STC (PSTC).

An STN (Definition 5.7) can model scheduling problems where the agent has

control over the temporal assignments (a.k.a. the schedule) to all events. Possible

assignments are restricted by simple temporal constraints (STC's), which limit the

distance between the timing of two events. If there exists at least one schedule fulfilling

all STC's, we say that the STN is consistent. Otherwise, it is inconsistent.

Definition 5.7 (STN [Decliter et al., 1991]). An STN is a tuple (E,, C,), where

- S, : set of controllable temporal events, all of which must be assigned by the

scheduler;

- C, : set of requirement STC's of the form 1 < e 2 - e 1  u, 1, u E R U {--0o, oo},

where el, e 2 E 1c.

An STN is capable of modeling externally-imposed temporal requirements (e.g.,

"return to base in less than 30 minutes") and durations of agent-controlled activities

(e.g., "hibernate for 1 hour"), but is unable to model activities with uncertain dura-

tions (e.g., "drill a 2 cm hole in a rock" or "travel between two sites"). An STNU

(Definition 5.8) addresses this limitation by extending STN's with contingent (also

called uncontrollable) constraints and events. In an STNU, a contingent constraint is

represented as an STC with uncertainty (STCU), which allows the difference between
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two temporal events to be specified as non-deterministic, but bounded by a known

interval [l, u].

Depending on how much information about contingent durations is made avail-

able to the scheduler during execution, different levels of controllability for STNU's

are defined in [Vidal, 19991: weak controllability assumes all values of contingent

durations to be known to the scheduler before it has to make any decisions; strong

controllability assumes that no such information is ever available to the scheduler; and

dynamic controllability assumes that the scheduler can only use information about

past contingent durations when making future scheduling decisions.

Definition 5.8 (STNU [Vidal, 19991). An STNU is a tuple (Ec, Su, Cr, Cu) that extends

STN's by adding:

- E, : set of contingent temporal events, which are assigned by an uncontrollable

external agent ("Nature');

- C, : set of contingent simple temporal constraints with uncertainty (STCU's) of

the form

e2 = el + d, 1 < d < u,1, u E R>O, (5.1)

where d is an interval-bounded, non-deterministic duration; e1 E Ec U Su; and

e2 E Su.

- C, : same as in Definition 5.7, but we allow e 1, e2 E Sc U Eu.

Modeling contingent durations using STCU's is rather restrictive, for they do not

incorporate information about the relative frequency of the different values for d in

(5.1). For instance, they cannot model the statement "the rover requires 20 minutes

to complete the traversal on average, with a standard deviation of 5 minutes". To ad-

dress this need, a PSTN (Definition 5.9) allows contingent durations to be represented

as random variables with known probability distributions. The notions of controlla-

bility for STNU's can be readily transferred to PSTN's. Moreover, controllability for
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PSTN's have been further extended with a notion of scheduling risk [Tsamardinos,

2002, Fang et al., 2014, Wang and Williams, 2015a].

Definition 5.9 (PSTN [Tsamardinos, 20021). Similar to STNU's, a PSTN is a tuple

(Sc, Su, Cr, C), where Cu contains probabilistic simple temporal constraints (PSTC's).

A PSTC is also of the form e2 = e1 + d, with the additional assumption that d is

a continuous random variable following a known probability distribution with positive

support.

While STNU's ignore extra knowledge that one might have about temporal uncer-

tainty, PSTN's can err on the side of requiring too much knowledge to be available. As

exemplified in Section 5.1.1, probabilistic models may not be known for every source

of uncertainty affecting a mission. In most practical applications, these models are

obtained through statistical analysis of experimental data, and "guessing" a model in

the absence of data can lead to unquantifiable levels of mission risk. A PSTNU (Def-

inition 5.10) addresses these issues by simply allowing the uncertainty models from

STNU's and PSTN's to co-exist, so that mission operators can leverage probabilistic

models for temporal uncertainty if, and only if, there is evidence to support them.

Definition 5.10 (PSTNU). Same as a PSTN, but C, may contain any combination

of STCU's and PSTC's.

5.3 Problem formulation

Following [Vidal, 1999], given two sets of events A C 86 and B C S, we denote

a control sequence by 6 : A -- I R and a situation by w : B -+ R. Intuitively, 6

represents a partial assignment to controllable events in a PSTNU, while W is a partial

assignment to contingent events made by Nature. If 6 and w assign values to every

controllable and contingent event in a PSTNU, we call them complete control sequence

and situation. Consider now the set of control sequences S = {66 : A C Sc - R } and

the set of situations ( = {w 1w : B C E -+ R }. A scheduling policy 7r : SxOx, - R

defines a strategy to schedule controllable events based on an adopted control sequence
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and the resulting situation. Due to uncertain durations, there might be a non-zero

probability of a scheduling policy 7r violating requirement constraints in a PSTNU,

giving rise to the notion of scheduling risk (Definition 5.11).

Definition 5.11 (Scheduling risk). Let -x be a scheduling policy for a PSTNU N,

and C C C,. The scheduling risk for the pair (w, C) maps each schedule generated by

,F to the probability that the schedule violates one or more constraints in C.

One should notice that Definition 5.11 considers violations of subsets of Cr, the

requirement constraints, but not C,. This is because contingent durations violating

their corresponding STCU or PSTC are instances of modeling errors, a source of

uncertainty outside the scope of PSTNU's.1 For that reason, we henceforth assume

that all contingent durations take place according to their modeled behavior in a

PSTNU.

5.3.1 Computing strong schedules

Following [Tsamardinos, 2002, Fang et al., 2014, Wang and Williams, 2015a, Cimatti

et al., 2015, Micheli et al., 2015], we focus our attention on strong controllability in

Definition 5.12.

Definition 5.12 (Strongly controllable PSTNU). A PSTNU N is strongly control-

lable (SC) if, and only if, there exists a complete control sequence 6 such that, for all

complete situations w, all requirement constraints C, in N are satisfied.

Consistent with strong controllability for STNU's and PSTN's, a PSTNU N is

strongly controllable if one can compute a complete assignment to controllable events

regardless of the contingent duration values during execution, and still be guaranteed

to fulfill all requirement constraints in N. We shall call such a schedule a strong policy

7rS. Vidal [Vidal, 1999] introduces rules for checking strong controllability of STNU's

for the particular case where el E 4, in (5.1), which were later applied to PSTN's

in [Fang et al., 2014]. In support of the scheduling risk discussion in Section 5.3.2

'Considering modeling errors can be useful, should one want to model uncertainty about the
uncertainty models themselves.
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and our polynomial-time scheduling algorithm in Section 5.4, we now derive linear

programming-based necessary and sufficient conditions for PSTNU strong controlla-

bility for the general case where el in (5.1) can be controllable or contingent. For

that, let e2 - el u, e2 - el 1, represent a generic requirement constraint c, in a

PSTNU N, where el and e2 can be either controllable or contingent events. A strong

policy 7r, assigns values to elements of Sc, therefore rendering the satisfaction of c, a

function only of the contingent durations. Let Q be the set of all possible complete

situations, and Qj be the subset of a complete situation affecting event ei (directly or

indirectly). From Definition 5.12, a PSTNU N is strongly controllable if, and only if,

Vc, E Cr, max(e 2 - e1) U, min(e 2 - ei) > 1, (5.2)

where el and e2 are taken from cr. To compute (5.2), use (5.1) to write

ei = e + di, e2= e' + 1di, (5.3)
Q1 Q2

where e E Sc is a controllable event fixed by the strong schedule, and Qj is the

"contingent path" of ej (for controllable ej, Qj = 0 and ei = e'). In the difference

e2 - e1 , common contingent durations di cancel out, leaving

max(e 2-el) = e-e+ 1 max(di)- 1 min(di),
Q2\f01 f01\Q2

min(e2-ej) = -+ min(d)- E max(di). (5.4)
Q2\Q1 f01\Q2

5.3.2 Computing scheduling risk

For unbounded distributions such as Gaussians, or even bounded distributions on

wide intervals, we would expect (5.2) to almost never hold for non-trivial require-

ments. However, as was previously done in the context of PSTN's [Tsamardinos,

2002, Fang et al., 2014, Wang and Williams, 2015a], one might be able to "restore"

strong controllability to a PSTNU by "squeezing" probabilistic durations, therefore
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incurring non-zero amounts of scheduling risk (Definition 5.13).

Definition 5.13 (Scheduling risk for strong policies). For a PSTNU N, let C C C,

Also, let [li, ui] be an externally-imposed bounding interval for the i-th contingent

duration di in Cu, so that (5.2) holds for every requirement constraint in C for a

particular strong policy 7s. We define the scheduling risk SR(r,, C) of 7, with respect

to C as
ICUI

SR(7r,, C) = 1 - Pr Adi C E [li, ] (5.5)

The joint distribution in (5.5) can be difficult to compute, or even completely

unknown. In the next section, we present a scheduling algorithm that can not only

minimize a guaranteed upper bound on (5.5), but also optimize other objectives while

ensuring a chance constraint SR(7,, C) < 0 for a given 0 E [0, 1].

5.4 Polynomial-time, risk-aware scheduling

We now introduce PARIS, an algorithm leveraging a linear program (LP) formulation

to extract (or determine the nonexistence of) risk-sensitive strong scheduling policies

for PSTNU's. Different from the nonlinear approaches of [Tsamardinos, 2002, Fang

et al., 2014, Wang and Williams, 2015a], PARIS' linear formulation allows it to achieve

not only dramatic speedups compared to the state of the art in risk-sensitive strong

scheduling, but also, to the best of our knowledge, be the first scheduler guaranteed

to run in polynomial time.

5.4.1 Assumptions and walk-through

PARIS assumes that all events e E E, in a PSTNU are the endpoints of exactly

one element of C,. If an event e' E &S is not associated with an uncontrollable

duration, we make this event the endpoint of an STCU [0, oc) starting at the time

reference (t = 0). Also, if e' C E is the endpoint of two distinct elements of Cu,
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we deem this a modeling error. This is because contingent constraints correspond

to random continuous durations, and having them share an endpoint is equivalent to

forcing random durations to be consistent with each other. Loops involving contingent

durations are another modeling error: contingent durations are constrained to be

positive, so a loop represents the inconsistent case of an event happening before

itself.

Algorithm 5.1: THE PARIS ALGORITHM.

Input: PSTNU N
Output: Strong policy 7r, and scheduling risk bound ASR.

1 Function PARIS (N)
2 Obj +- 0, Cts - 0
3 for c, E C, do
4 el, e 2 +- StartOf (Cr), End0f (cr)

5 di, d2 <- CtgPath(N, ei), CtgPath(N, e 2 )
6 dfmn, dfmx +- Dif f MinMax(N, d2 , di)
7 Cts +- Cts U (dfmn > Lb(cr), dfm < Ub(cr))
8 for c, E C. do
9 Obj +- Obj + SqueezeRisk(cs)

10 Cts - Cts U SqueezeCtrs(cu)

11 sol +- Minimize Obj s . t. Cts

12 7r, +- ControllableEventValues(sol)
13 ASR +- Objective(sol)
14 return wr, ASR

Algorithm 5.2: EVENT'S CONTINGENT PATH.

Input: PSTNU N, event e.
Output: List of duration variables dv.

1 Function CtgPath(N, e)
2 dv +- 0
3 while e E 8S do
4 c,, +- CtgDurationByEnd(N, e)
5 if c, E dv then
6 L return ERROR

7 else
8 L dv, e +- dv U c, Startof (c,)

9 return dv U e
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Algorithm 5.3: MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM IN (5.2).
Input: PSTNU N, duration variables dvl and dv 2 as in (5.3).
Output: Minimum and maximum in (5.2)

1 Function Dif f MinMax (N, dv 2 , dvi)
2 mX 1 <- mX 2  - mni - mn2 +- 0
3 for i 0, 1 do
4 for (c, E dv(i+1))&&(ca 0 dv(2-i)) do
5 mn(i+l) < mn(i+1) + CtgLb(cu)
6 mx(i+1) - mx(i+1) + CtgUb(cu)

7 dfpn <- Last(dv 2) - Last(dvi) + mn 2 - mX 1
8 dfmx +- Last (dv2) - Last (dvi) + mX 2 - mni

9 L return dfmn, dfmx

The pseudo-code for PARIS is shown in Algorithm 5.1. For each requirement con-

straint in the PSTNU, line 5 uses Algorithm 5.2 to extract the set of events involved

in (5.3) (contingent loops are detected in line 5 of Algorithm 5.2). The maximums and

minimums in (5.4) are computed in line 6 by Algorithm 5.3, which are used in line 7 to

enforce the necessary and sufficient conditions for strong controllability in (5.2). The

functions CtgLb and CtgUb in Algorithm 5.3 return, respectively, externally-imposed

lower and upper bounds for contingent constraints in terms of "squeezing variables",

which are also used by function SqueezeRisk in Algorithm 5.1 (line 9) to compute a

linear upper bound on (5.5). Line 11 of Algorithm 5.1 solves an LP to determine a

risk-bounded strong scheduling policy 7r, and both ir8 and an upper bound ASR for

(5.5) are returned. One should notice that Algorithm 5.2 will always return sequences

ending in a controllable event (the e' terms in (5.3)), which are retuirned by Last in

lines 7 and 8 of Algorithm 5.3. Details on how these quantities are computed are

given next.

5.4.2 A linear scheduling risk bound

Here we present the risk bound used as the objective in Algorithm 5.1 (line 9), allowing

us to determine, from all available options, the strong scheduling policy -r minimizing

this bound. Section 5.4.5 shows how PARIS can be extended to handle other types of
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linear objectives as well.

In order to obtain a linear risk objective, we apply Boole's inequality to (5.5) and

obtain the upper bound

ASR(7rs, C) = 3 (1i) + (1 - Di(ui)) > SR(rs, C), (5.6)
i=1

where 1 i is the cumulative density function (cdf) associated with di. Notice that (5.6)

holds regardless of whether contingent durations are independent or not, since it is

obtained from Boole's inequality. As it stands, (5.6) is a combination of potentially

nonlinear functions. Hence, we now develop efficient linear approximations of 4J(li)

and 1 - 4(ui) for several common models of contingent durations.

5.4.3 The risk of "squeezing" contingent durations

The [li, ui] bounds in (5.6) are externally imposed on contingent durations to cause

(5.2) (strong controllability) to hold. If [1, u] are the true bounds of a contingent

duration, we see that imposing 1i > 1 (squeeze lower bound) causes J(li) > 0 in

(5.6). Analogously, choosing ui < u yields (1 - (I(ui)) > 0. Therefore, squeezing

contingent duration bounds causes (5.6) to grow. In the following, we show how we

can quantify this risk as linear combinations of "squeezing variables" for common

types of contingent durations.

Uniform durations

Let cu C Cu be a PSTC representing a random uniform duration d ~ U(l, u). Also,

let si and su be, respectively, the amount by which one squeezes d's lower and upper

bounds. In this case, we have

CtgLb(cs) = 1 + sl, CtgUb(cu) = U - Su,
____ Su

SqueezeRisk(cu) = +
Us 1 -i

Squeezeftrs(cu) = Sils SU [0, u-l], Si+Su < u-i. (5.7)
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The terms <D(li) and (1-D(ui)) from (5.6) correspond, respectively, to the first and

second terms of SqueezeRisk(cu) in (5.7). Fortunately, these are already linear func-

tions of the squeeze variables for uniform distributions, so no approximations are

required.

Set-bounded durations

Since PSTN's were first introduced, STCU's have sometimes been treated as a par-

ticular type of PSTC, such as in [Tsamardinos, 20021. Unfortunately, with respect to

scheduling risk, the latter might not be true. In order to see this, let c"' E Cu be an

STCU with bounds [1, u]. For any nonzero amount of squeezing s, of its lower bound,

the true probability distribution of cu could concentrate all probability mass in the

interval [1, l+s/2], and an analogous statement holds for the upper bound. This, in

turn, would cause (5.6) to become a trivial bound ASR ;> 1. Therefore, if (5.6) is to

be a guaranteed non-trivial scheduling risk upper bound, one must constrain STCU

squeezing to be zero, yielding the risk model

CtgLb(cu) = 1, CtgUb(cu) = U,

SqueezeRisk(cu)=O, SqueezeCtrs(cu)=0. (5.8)

When Cu in a PSTNU only contains STCU's, (5.8) turns PARIS into a strong con-

trollability checker for STNU's extending that of [Vidal, 1999] to the case where start

events of contingent durations are not necessarily controllable.

Gaussians and other unimodal contingent durations

A key distinction between PARIS and previous methods lies in its linear handling of

common unimodal distributions for contingent durations, Gaussians being arguably

the most common example. Instead of resorting to a nonlinear solver, here we develop

piecewise-linear upper bounds (see Figure 5-3) for the risk terms in (5.6) involving <D.

Moreover, we exploit the fact that the pdf's of such distributions are monotonic on

either side of the mode to derive piecewise-linear approximations of the cdf without
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integer variables, therefore yielding a purely linear formiulation.

P-4 P-3 P-2 P-1 Po Pi P2 P3 P4
Figure 5-3: Piecewise-constant approximation of a Gaussian pdf allowing P(,) and
(1 - 1(u )) in (5.6) to be upper bounded by a piecewise-linear finiction. The p1's are
given partition points.

Let f(x) be the p(f of a unimodal distribution, and let ,o be its llode. Also,

let p=p- ... p-1, Poi.p ,, } be a partition around p) with m segments to the

left, of the mode anId n segments to the right (see Figure 5-3).

-in < j -1. one can write

(I1 )< (P-M)+
j-1

- f(Pk+1)(Pk+1-Pk)
k=-m

Similarly, for 'a E [pj_1, pj], I < j < n. we have

- <b~,i) 1
1-4b(a1 ) < f ( P)(Pk+1-Pk )) + f (pj)(pj - (")

The terms within parentheses in (5.9)-(5.10) are constants, as are all pi's. Hence,

these are, respectively, piecewise-binear upper bounds for <b(l) and 1 - +(u4). Seeking

to incorporate (5.9)-(5.10) into (5.6), let sc [0, pij+-p] he the anount of squeezing

in the interval [p, [Ppi+], - < < i ' n - 1. The squeezing risk model for unimodal
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distributions is given by

-1 n-1

CtgLb(c)=p-m+ Z si, Ct gUb(c)=pn - si,
i=-M i=O

SqueezeRisk(cU)=<b(p-m) + (1 - D(pn))

-1 n-1

+ S f(pi+)siF+ f(j)si,
i=-m j=0

Squeezeftrs(cu)=si E [O, pi+1-pi], -m<i<n-1, (5.11)

The si in (5.11) must consistently implement the piecewise-linear behavior from (5.9)-

(5.10), i.e., for i<O, one must have si_1<pi-pii=sSi=O; and, for i > 0, si<Pi+1-Pi =.

si-1=0. In general, these rules would have to be enforced through binary variables

representing the "activation" of piecewise-linear segments. However, since I) si's in

(5.11) only affect duration bounds through their sum; II) the coefficients of the si in

SqueezeRisk are monotonic on either side of the mode; and III) PARIS minimizes

(5.6), an optimal solution found by Algorithm 5.1 must necessarily fulfill the afore-

mentioned rules, therefore correctly "squeezing" the distribution. Hence, no binary

variables are needed!

5.4.4 Improving piecewise approximations

The previous section does not discuss how the partition p should be chosen. In

principle, the specific pi's should not matter, as long as the "box" between pi-1 and pi

is chosen so that it always overestimates the pdf (and, thus, the area under the curve).

However, Figure 5-3 shows that these boxes can yield a rather crude approximation

of the cdf, depending on where partition points are placed. Therefore, given a fixed

number of partitions, we now focus on choosing p so that it approximates the cdf

well. For that, let

-1 n-1

g(p)= (pi+1-pi)f (Pi+1)+ (Pj+1-pj)f (pj) (5.12)
i=-m j=0
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be the total area of the piecewise approximation. Since (5.12) is an upper bound, one

might seek to

minimize g(p) subject to Pi+1>Pi, Vi, p-n, Po, pfixed. (5.13)
P

The objective in (5.13) is not linear or convex in general (e.g., it is neither for Gaus-

sians). Due to the inequalities, one could resort to SUMT [Fiacco and McCormick,

19641, a.k.a. barrier methods, to solve a sequence of unconstrained minimization prob-

lems that provide increasingly better estimates of a local solution to (5.13). However,

these intermediate steps are costly and, as pointed out in [Boyd and Vandenberghe,

2004], computing them exactly is not necessary. Therefore, seeking to keep computa-

tional requirements manageable, we resort to a simpler approach based on gradient

descent. Starting with p0=po, we compute

Pt+1 = Q (Pt - PVg P=Pt (5.14)

until JVg(p t )|r~0 or a maximum number of iterations is reached. In (5.14), the

components of Vg are

=g f'( Pk )Pk -Pk _1%f ( Pk)-f (Pk+1), -m<k<O,

=f'(Pk)(Pk+1 - Pk)+f (Pk-1)-f (Pk), O<k<n, (5.15)

and 0 for kE{-m, 0, n}; p is a positive constant; and Q(.) is a projection ensuring

(5.14) remains in the feasible region of (5.13). In our implementation, Q(-) is the

identity if its argument is feasible, and otherwise outputs a random feasible perturba-

tion around pt. Thus, at any t, (5.14) is feasible and, for small enough ti, will improve

the upper bound (5.12) at every iteration. For a Gaussian N(p, o 2 ), we have

1 e(_ -)) X
.f (x) = P 'X) = f (W . (5.16)

N/27o- ( -
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5.4.5 From minimum risk to other linear objectives

The description of PARIS in Algorithm 5.1 computes 7r, minimizing the scheduling

risk bound (5.6). However, as pointed out in [Fang et al., 2014, Wang and Williams,

2015a], there might be situations where other types of linear objectives (e.g., the

schedule's makespan) might be preferred over minimizing risk. Thus, let

minimize h(x) subject to Cts(x) (5.17)
x

be the target problem, where h(x) is the desired objective (e.g., the makespan) for

PARIS; x is the vector of problem variables (schedule of controllable events, squeez-

ing variables, etc.); and Cts are the same as in line 11 of Algorithm 5.1, plus any

additional (linear) constraints required by h(x). In this section, we analyze two risk-

motivated settings for solving (5.17): I) a chance-constrained setting, in which we

solve (5.17) without caring for the actual value of the scheduling risk SR(x), as long

as one can ensure that it is bounded by a user-specified tolerable risk level 0; and II)

a tight risk gap setting, in which we would like to solve (5.17) while ensuring that our

estimate of SR(x) is as good as possible.

Chance-constrained

In the chance-constrained setting, (5.17) must be solved while ensuring SR(x) < 0

for a given 0 E [0, 1]. Following Section 5.4.2, we achieve SR(x) 5 0 through the

sufficient condition

AsR(x) 0, (5.18)

which should be added as an element of Cts(x) in (5.17). It is worthwhile to notice

that (5.18) is sufficient to enforce SR(x) < 0 even in the absence of binary values to

ensure that the "squeezings" in (5.11) are performed correctly. The reasons are the

same as presented in Section 5.4.3: squeeze variables have monotonic coefficients and

can only affect bounds through their sums, so a bound A'SR(x) resulting from "po-

tentially incorrectly squeezed" distributions can only overestimate the bound AsR(x)
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generated by the same amount of squeezing, but performed in the correct order.

Therefore, since A'SR(x) 6 is sufficient for (5.18), a solution of (5.17) is guaranteed

to be chance constrained no matter how the squeezings are performed.

Tight risk gap

Assume now that, in addition to solving (5.17), we require that the scheduling risk

bound given by (5.6) is tight. This is useful, for instance, when no knowledge about

the joint distribution of durations is available, so that (5.5) cannot be computed even

if all bounds [li, ui] for the contingent durations are given. In this case, (5.6) becomes

our best estimate of the scheduling risk for the mission, and we would like to make it

as good as possible.

A natural way of achieving this goal would be to introduce binary variables in

(5.17), so that the piecewise-linear approximations in Section 5.4.3 are correctly im-

plemented. However, that would turn (5.17) into a significantly harder problem to

solve, since it would become a Mixed-Integer LP (MILP). Therefore, we propose to

replace (5.17) by the surrogate

minimize AsR(x) + Mh(x) subject to Cts(x), (5.19)
x

where AsR(x) is the risk bound (5.6) and M is a finite positive constant. Unlike

(5.17), (5.19) does not require binary variables due to the introduction of AsR(x) in

the objective. On the other hand, (5.19) no longer optimizes our desired objective

h(x). Despite the latter, we now show that M can be chosen so that a solution to

(5.19) approximates that of (5.17) with arbitrary precision while requiring no integer

variables.

Let x* be the optimal solution found by (5.17), and let h* = h(x*) be the corre-

sponding minimal value of h(.) over the convex region defined by Cts(x). Also, let

x' be the solution found by (5.19) over the same convex region, with corresponding

desired objective h(x') = h* + Ah. The Ah term is the objective degradation, and

must be such that Ah > 0, given that h* is the minimum of h(.) over Cts(x). Any
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such degradation in h(x) must be a result of a corresponding decrease AASR(X) of

the risk bound, and the minimality of (5.19) implies AAsR(x) + MAh < 0. The last

step is to notice that the risk bound improvement is such that -AAsR(x) ICU,

which is the difference between the maximum (ASR = JCJ) and minimum (ASR = 0)

values of ASR in (5.6). Therefore, we arrive at the degradation bound

Ah < 1Ca (5.20)
M

For instance, if h(x) is the schedule's makespan measured in seconds and one chooses

M = 1000ICul, (5.20) guarantees that the fully linear surrogate (5.19) approximates

the true minimal makespan h* with millisecond precision. Also, nothing prevents us

from imposing (5.18) on (5.19) to enforce SR(x) < 0. In Section 5.5, this will be

referred to as the tight, chance-constrained (TCC) setting.

5.4.6 Algorithm properties

This section presents soundness, completeness, and complexity properties for the

different formulations of PARIS.

Lemma 5.5. PARIS is sound.

Proof: PARIS enforces (5.4), which are necessary and sufficient for strong controlla-

bility. Therefore, any schedule found must be a strong scheduling policy. L

Lemma 5.6. PARIS runs in polynomial time.

Proof: the loops in lines 3 and 8 of Algorithm 5.1 run a polynomial number of itera-

tions, and both Algorithms 5.2 and 5.3 run in polynomial time. Also, the scheduling

risk models in (5.7), (5.8), and (5.11) create a polynomially-large number of variables

and constraints relative to the number of contingent durations, and Karmarkar [Kar-

markar, 19841 showed that the LP in line 11 of Algorithm 5.1 can be solved in polyno-

mial time. Finally, the cap on the number of iterations for the partition optimization

step (5.14) introduces a maximum overhead that grows linearly with the number of

contingent durations. 0
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Lemma 5.7. PARIS is complete when contingent durations are restricted to STCU's

or uniform PSTC's.

Proof: the squeezing models (5.7) and (5.8) consider the whole range of possible

externally-imposed upper and lower bounds for contingent durations. Therefore, if

there are squeezings for which a strong policy exists, PARIS will find it. Otherwise,

it will return no solution. E

Lemma 5.8. The squeezing model (5.11) for unimodal PSTC's renders PARIS in-

complete.

Proof: the model (5.11) will fail to return strong schedules requiring upper and lower

bounds to be squeezed beyond the extrema of the interval, or not containing the

mode. 0

Lemma 5.9. Chance-constrained PARIS is sound, but incomplete.

Proof: Soundness of (5.18) follows from SR(x) < AsR(x) < 9. Incompleteness follows

from the fact that enforcing (5.18) to ensure SR(x) < 0 may discard valid solutions

when 0 is placed in the gap between the minimum of AsR(x) and the true value of

SR(x). E

5.5 Experiments

The CAR-SHARING and ROVERS datasets available at

http://mers.csail.mit.edu/datasets/scheduling,

along with several other examples, where used in the empirical evaluation of PARIS.

The CAR-SHARING dataset, first made available in [Fang et al., 2014j and later

used in [Wang and Williams, 2015a, served the purpose of evaluating PARIS against

the state of the art in PSTN scheduling. Experiments from [Wang and Williams,

2015a] on this dataset show that Rubato's conflict-directed, chance-constrained strong

controllability checker for PSTN's outperforms the approach in [Tsamardinos, 20021
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and the Picard system presented in [Fang et al., 2014] by nearly an order of magnitude.

Therefore, here we compare Rubato's performance relative to that of PARIS on CAR-

SHARING. Rubato is implemented in Common Lisp and uses Ipopt [Wdchter and

Biegler, 2006] as the nonlinear solver, while PARIS is implemented in Python and

uses Gurobi 6.0.4.

The ROVERS dataset consists of 4380 randomly-generated PSTNU instances

modeling planetary rover coordination scenarios similar to the one depicted in Figure

5-la. ROVERS instances feature the coordination between two to ten rovers, which

have to complete between one to ten sequential exploration tasks (drive, drill, collect,

and process) in parallel before reconvening at a relay location and transmitting their

data to a satellite within a given visibility window. ROVERS contains all combina-

tions of uncontrollable temporal durations discussed in this chapter and, to the best

of the author's knowledge, cannot be handled by existing scheduling algorithms.

Our first test consisted of running the risk-bound minimization version of PARIS

explained in Algorithm 5.1 against Rubato on CAR-SHARING, with results shown in

Figures 5-4a and 5-4b (vertical axes in log scale). Out of 1800 instances, PARIS found

strong policies for 186 in Figure 5-4a (same number as in [Fang et al., 20141), while

Rubato found 142. Unsurprisingly, we see that strong schedules tend to exist for

networks with fewer uncontrollable durations. PARIS handled Gaussian durations

using 8 equally-spaced partitions (length equal to -) on either side of the mean.

Notice that Figures 5-4a and 5-4b shows PARIS outperforming Rubato by about 1

or 2 orders of magnitude in most test instances, and up to three or four orders in

some of the most difficult problems. Also, while PARIS computes the strong policy,

Rubato solves the strictly easier problem of checking if one such policy exists.

For the 186 instances for which PARIS found a strong policy, our next test on

CAR-SHARING evaluated how the partition optimization procedure from Section

5.4.4 impacts the gap between the risk bound in (5.6) and the true scheduling risk

in (5.5). Since (5.5) is hard to compute in general, we assume, for this particular

experiment only, that all contingent durations were independent, in which case (5.5)
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becomes
icu I

SR(7r, C) = 1 - J Pr(di E [li, u2]). (5.21)
i=1

Gradient descent was allowed a maximum of 12, 000 iterations with gradient norm

tolerance 10- and fixed p = 0.03. Figure 5-4d shows the elapsed time as a function of

the number of uncontrollable duration, while Figure 5-4c shows the risk gap between

(5.6) and (5.21) for different instances with and without partition optimization. Par-

tition optimization caused the risk gap to improve on all instances, with an average

gap improvement of 4.8% (absolute value, not relative). Also, the linear trend in Fig-

ure 5-4d confirms that partition optimization does not affect PARIS' polynomial-time

complexity.

Our last test on CAR-SHARING evaluated the effectiveness of PARIS in optimiz-

ing general linear objectives, as explained in Section 5.4.5. For this test, the schedule

makespan was used as the desired objective in (5.19), with a chance constraint 6=30%

imposed through (5.18). It was compared against the risk-bound minimization version

in Algorithm 5.1, and the results are shown in Figures 5-4e and 5-4f. As expected,

using (5.19) with makespan as the desired objective improved the makespan for all

test instances, with an average reduction of 8.5 seconds. Also, Figure 5-4f shows that

both formulations have similar runtimes.

On the ROVERS dataset, from a total of 4380 PSTNU instances, PARIS found

strong policies for 2840 of them. From those, 911 had probabilistic durations squeezed

to a single value, i.e., even though a strong policy exists, it is almost guaranteed to fail.

Different from CAR-SHARING, Figures 5-5a and 5-5b show that there are instances

of ROVERS featuring both strong policies and a large number of uncontrollable du-

rations. Moreover, we observe from these figures the small amount of time required

by PARIS to solve instances with and without strong policies, reinforcing the claim

that PARIS is suitable for hardware with computational and energy constraints. Fi-

nally, the same conclusions from CAR-SHARING regarding partition optimization

and makespan optimization hold on ROVERS. For instance, as shown in Figure 5-5c,

makespan optimization with a chance constraint 6=20% improved the makespan for
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all problem instances, with an average reduction of 37.36 seconds.

5.6 Conclusions

This chapter introduces PSTNU's, a formalism subsuming STNU's and PSTN's, and

PARIS, a polynomial-time and sound algorithm for risk-sensitive strong scheduling

of PSTNU's that outperforms the current fastest equivalent algorithm for PSTN's

by several orders of magnitude. Due to its significantly reduced computational re-

quirements, PARIS endows CLARK with a keen sensitivity to scheduling risk for

temporal plans with duration uncertainty. However, PARIS is limited to uncondi-

tional scheduling problems, i.e., those for which the constraints that compose the

temporal network do not depend on real-time observations. Since this thesis' goal is

to generate risk-bounded conditional temporal plans, the next chapter extends PARIS

to strong scheduling of Probabilistic Temporal Plan Networks (PTPN's) containing

probabilistic observations.
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Chapter 6

Risk-sensitive scheduling of PTPN's

"There cannot be a crisis next week. My schedule is already full."

Henry A. Kissinger.

The PARIS algorithm in Chapter 5 allows a PSTNU, a temporal network with

a mix of set-bounded and various types of probabilistic temporal durations, to be

efficiently tested for the existence of a strong schedule. However, PSTNU's can only

be used for unconditional scheduling problems, i.e., situations in which all temporal

constraints affecting a schedule are known beforehand and with complete certainty.

Since this thesis is concerned with risk-bounded conditional temporal plans, Chapter

4 introduces Probabilistic Temporal Plan Networks (PTPN's), a graph-based repre-

sentation of a conditional temporal network that can extend PSTNU's by allowing

temporal constraints to be conditional on controllable (agent decisions) and uncon-

trollable (real-time observations) choice variables.

When CLARK is given a temporal CC-POMDP model or a cRMPL program to

execute, the temporal constraints in RAO*'s policy estimate will often - unless the

planning problem is unconditional - form a particular type of PTPN where there are

only probabilistic uncontrollable choices representing real-time observations. In order

to verify the temporal feasibility of this particular type of PTPN, this chapter extends

the notions of strong scheduling for PSTNU's from Chapter 5 to strong consistency of

PTPN's featuring probabilistic observations and uncontrollable temporal durations.
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6.1 Introduction

There has been significant effort in the scientific community to help answer the ques-

tion of whether a feasible schedule exists in the presence of uncontrollable contingen-

cies in a temporal network. Among the most important contributions, {Tsamardinos

et al., 2003, Effinger et al., 2009, Venable et al., 2010, Hunsberger et al., 2012, Combi

et al., 2013, Cimatti et al., 2014, Cimatti et al., 2016b, Cimatti et al., 2016a] extend

the notions of strong, dynamic, and weak controllability (also referred as consistency)

originally used in the context of temporal uncertainty [Vidal and Ghallab, 1996, Vi-

dal, 1999, Morris et al., 2001, Morris and Muscettola, 2005, Morris, 2006, Hunsberger,

2009, Hunsberger, 2010, Hunsberger, 2013, Hunsberger, 2014, Morris, 20141 to uncon-

trollable contingencies. They also present tests that guarantee the existence of feasi-

ble solutions under different levels of information about the uncertainty in the plan.

These consistency tests, however, all have the caveat of representing uncertainty as

set-bounded quantities, i.e., as intervals of values with no associated probability distri-

bution. In other to guarantee feasibility in all possible scenarios, consistency-checking

algorithms based on set-bounded uncertainty end up performing a worst-case anal-

ysis. When considering situations where uncertainty causes small plan deviations

around otherwise "nominal" values, these set-bounded consistency criteria work well

and output robust, albeit conservative, schedules. Nevertheless, they have difficulties

handling problem instances where uncertainty can potentially lead to infeasible sce-

narios, often returning that no robust scheduling policy exists. This is most certainly

undesirable, since reasonable amounts of risk can usually be tolerated for the sake of

not having the autonomous agent sit idly due to its absolute "fear" of the worst.

Given a description of a contingent temporal plan in the form of a PTPN, this

chapter improves upon the previously mentioned results on conditional scheduling

by extending the notions of weak and strong plan consistency to a risk-bounded set-

ting, and providing efficient algorithms for determining (or refuting) them. Weak

and strong consistency are useful concepts when planning missions for agents whose

embedded hardware has very limited computation and telecommunication power,
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making it hard for them to come up with solutions "on the fly" or for remote opera-

tors to intervene in a timely fashion. Chance-constrained weak consistency (CCWC)

is a useful concept for missions where agents operate in static or slow changing

environments after an initial scouting mission aimed at reducing plan uncertainty.

Chance-constrained strong consistency (CCSC), on the other hand, removes the need

for a scouting mission and tries to determine the existence of a solution that, with

probability greater than some threshold, will succeed irrespective of the outcomes

of uncertainty in the plan. Strong consistency is clearly more conservative, but it

is appealing to mission managers because strongly consistent policies require little

to no onboard sensing and decision making, greatly reducing the agents' complexity

and costs. They also reduce or completely eliminate the need to coordinate between

multiple agents. Finally, the robustness of a strongly consistent policy makes it easier

to check by human operators before it is approved for upload to the remote agent.

The PTPN representation of contingent temporal plans from Chapter 4 is similar

to Temporal Plan Networks with Uncertainty (TPNU's) [Effinger et al., 2009, Effin-

ger, 2012], Conditional Temporal Plans (CTPs) [Tsamardinos et al., 2003], Disjunctive

Temporal Problems with Uncertainty (DTPU's) [Venable et al., 2010], and the Con-

ditional Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty (CSTNU) [Hunsberger et al.,

2012], but extends them in two important ways. First, PTPN's support probabilis-

tic choice nodes, as opposed to a purely set-bounded uncertainty representation in

DTPU's and CTP's. Second, PTPN's can contain any combination of PSTNU-like

temporal constraints, i.e., set-bounded, as well as different types of probabilistic tem-

poral durations. In this thesis, PTPN's arise both as representations of cRMPL exe-

cution traces, and as the conditional temporal constraints in temporal CC-POMDP

models.

The algorithms in this chapter reason quantitatively about the probability of dif-

ferent random scenarios and explore the space of feasible solutions efficiently while

bounding the risk of failure of a conditional schedule below a user-defined admissi-

ble threshold. While state-of-the-art methods in the conditional and stochastic CSP

literature rely on a combination of chronological (depth-first) search and inference in
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the space of contingencies in order to quickly find satisficing solutions [Fargier et al.,

1995,Fargier et al., 1996, Stergiou and Koubarakis, 2000, Gelle and Sabin, 2006, Tarim

et al., 2006, in this chapter we introduce a "diagnostic" approach based on Conflict-

Directed A* (CDA*) [Williams and Ragno, 2007]. By continuously learning subsets of

conflicting constraints and generalizing them to a potentially much larger set of patho-

logical scenarios, our algorithms can effectively explore the space of robust schedules

in best-first order of risk while ensuring that it is within the user-specified bound. For

the problem of extracting a strongly consistent policy from a contingent plan descrip-

tion, our numerical results showed significant gains in scalability for our approach.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 revisits the simple PTPN schedul-

ing example presented in Section 1.4 to motivate our methods, followed by a formal

definition of the notions of chance-constrained consistency in Section 6.3. Next, Sec-

tion 6.4 presents algorithms for determining chance-constrained weak and strong con-

sistency of PTPN's. The numerical results in Section 6.5 indicate that our framing of

the problem of determining CCSC outperforms the current practice of using chrono-

logical search, followed by our final conclusions in Section 6.6.

6.2 Approach in a nutshell

Here we motivate the usefulness of chance-constrained consistency by revisiting the

simple commute example from Section 1.4, whose PTPN is shown in Figure 6-1. In

this example, we start at home and our goal is to be at work for a meeting in at

most 30 minutes. Circles represent temporal events, and temporal constraints are

represented by arcs connecting temporal events. For simplicity, we assume that we

are given only three possible choices in this PTPN: we can either ride a bike to work,

drive a car, or stay home and telecommute. The rewards (R values) model preferences

associated with each one of the options. Uncontrollable choices are depicted in Figure

6-1 by double circles with dashed lines. These are random, discrete events that affect

our plan and whose probability model is also given in Figure 6-1.

In this example, the uncontrollable choices model what might "go wrong" during
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Figure 6-1: A PTPN for a simple plan to got to wvork (repeated fromi Figure 1-12 oil

page 43).

plan execution and the imnpact of these unexpected events on the overall duration of

the plan. For example, if we decide to ride a bike to work (the most preferred option),

there is the possibility that we mnight slip and fall. This event has a mninor effect on the

duration of the ride, but would force us to change clothes at our workplace because

we cannot spend the day in a dirty suit. Since we only have 30 minutes before the

mneeting starts, the uncontrollable event of slipping would cause the overall plan to

be infeasible. A simiflar situation happens if wve choose to drive our car and happen

to be involved in an accident.

By ignoring probabilities and] using a consistency checker for the PTPN in Figure

6-1 based on a set-bounded representation of uncertainty, we would realize that the

PTPN is guaranteed to be consistent. Unfortunately, unless e had a way of telling

ahead of time whether we would slip fromn the bike or be in a car accident, the plan

would be to always choose the least, preferred option of staying at home. This is

because, for the choice of riding a bike or driving to work, there are uncontrollable

scenarios that cause the plan to fail, causing the set-bounded consistency checker
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to fall back to the safe, albeit undesirable, choice of staying at home. Since this

may seem to disagrees with common sense, since people try to achieve their goals

while acknowledging the uncontrollable nature of their environment, in the following

we show how a chance-constrained approach would produce a plan that agrees with

what we would expect a "reasonable" agent to do.

Let us consider the case where we accept that our plan might fail, as long as the

risk A is no more than 2%. Given that riding a bike is the option with the highest

reward, our algorithm would deem bike ridding the most promising and would start

by checking if choosing to ride a bike meets the chance constraint A < 2%. If

there existed a feasible activity schedule satisfying the temporal constraints for both

values of Slip, we could pick this schedule and our risk of failure would be zero,

which is clearly less than our risk bound. However, our algorithm concludes that the

scenario Slip = True is inconsistent with the overall temporal constraint of arriving

at the meeting in less than 30 minutes, so there must exist a nonzero risk of failure

in this case. According to the model in Figure 6-1, the probability of slipping is

Pr(Slip) = 5.1%, so riding a bike does not meet the chance constraint A < 2%. The

next best option is riding a car, where now we are subject to the uncontrollable event

of being in a car accident. Following a similar analysis, we conclude that the risk

of our plan being infeasible in this case is Pr(Accident) = 1.3%, which meets the

chance constraint. Therefore, our algorithm would advise to drive to work within the

temporal bounds shown in Figure 6-1 for the case where no accident happens. It is

worthwhile to notice that choosing A < 1.3 would have made staying at home the

only feasible alternative. Hence, as in the set bounded approach, a chance constraint

may still be too conservative to allow for a feasible solution. Moreover, if the overall

temporal constraint of 30 minutes in Figure 6-1 were relaxed to 35 minutes, our

algorithm would have been capable of finding a risk free scheduling policy for its first

choice of riding a bike. This is because, in this case, there would exist a feasible

schedule satisfying all temporal constraints on the upper side of the PTPN, i.e.,

temporal constraints activated by both Slip = True and Slip = False.

Within CLARK, the conditional temporal constraints generated by RAO*'s policy
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estimates form a PTPN containing only probabilistic uncontrollable choices, which

must be tested for chance-constrained temporal consistency. Since testing feasibility

of a chance constraint is a fundamental task, in which estimating risk is costly, our

approach frames risk estimation for a PTPN as a process of enumerating the most

likely sets of scenarios that incur and do not incur risk (called conflicts and ker-

nels, respectively). We observe that this can be formulated as a symptom-directed,

"diagnostic" process, allowing us to leverage an efficient, conflict-directed best-first

enumeration algorithm, Conflict-Directed A* (CDA*) [Williams and Ragno, 20071, to

generate kernels and conflicts, and hence feasible and infeasible scenarios.

6.3 Problem statement

This section extends the "risk-averse" notions of weak and strong consistency from

[Vidal and Ghallab, 1996, Tsamardinos et al., 2003, Effinger et al., 2009] to a setting

where solutions involving some level of risk are accepted. As previously mentioned,

allowing plans to contain reasonable levels of risk is usually required for systems

operating under uncertainty. If no risk is allowed, a robust scheduling strategy will

hardly ever exist.

The combination of assignments to controllable and uncontrollable choices in a

PTPN defines "paths" that go through temporal constraints that must be satisfied by

the schedule. These paths are encoded in the PTPN by the activation of labels, also

referred to as guard conditions, of PTPN elements. This motivates our definition of

controllable and uncontrollable scenarios.

Definition 6.14 (Controllable (Uncontrollable) scenario). A controllable (uncontrol-

lable) scenario CS E CS (US E US) corresponds to a full assignment D = d (U = u)

to the controllable (uncontrollable) choices in the PTPN.

Intuitively, a chance-constrained weakly consistent PTPN is one that, for every

possible uncontrollable scenario within a set US', there exists at least one controllable

scenario CS so that a feasible schedule exists. Therefore, given knowledge about
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which uncontrollable scenario is true, we can always choose CS such that a schedule

exists. In our chance-constrained formulation, we guarantee that the risk of the true

uncontrollable scenario being outside of the feasible set US' is less or equal to A.

Strong consistency, on the other hand, requires that at least one controllable scenario

CS exists such that there exists at least one common schedule satisfying the temporal

constraints generated by all uncontrollable scenarios US E US'. Once again, our

chance-constrained formulation guarantees that our strongly consistent schedule will

be feasible with probability at least 1-A. While weak consistency requires complete

prior knowledge of the true uncontrollable scenario prior to choosing CS, strong

consistency requires none: we could just "close our eyes" and pick a schedule while

completely disregarding the uncontrollable scenario being unfolded.

Let TC <- Ac(PTPN, CS, US) be a function that returns all active (i.e., with

labels evaluating to True) temporal constraints in a PTPN given controllable and

uncontrollable scenarios CS and US. Also, let sched +- Sol( TC) be an algorithm

(such as PARIS in Chapter 5) that is able to test for the existence of a schedule sched

for TC, where the absence of a schedule is denoted by sched = 0. We are now ready

to define the notions of chance-constrained weak and strong consistency.

Definition 6.15 (Chance-constrained weak consistency (CCWC)). A PTPN is said

to be CCWC with risk A iff there exists a set of uncontrollable scenarios US'CUS,

where Pr(US')>1-A, such that VUS E US', there exists a controllable scenario CS

such that Sol(Ac(PTPN, CS, US)) f 0.

Definition 6.16 (Chance-constrained strong consistency (CCSC)). A PTPN is said

to be CCSC with risk A iff there exists a controllable scenario CS and a set of un-

controllable scenarios US'CUS, where Pr(US')>1-A, such that

f Sol(Ac(PTPN, CS, USi)) # 0.
Us1 eUS'

Definitions 6.15 and 6.16 become equivalent to the standard definitions of weak

and strong consistency if we choose A = 0, i.e., no risk. Moreover, they formally
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define the concepts of weak and strong chance-constrained consistency in terms of a

subset of uncontrollable scenarios US' C US with appropriate probability and feasible

assignments to the controllable choices in the plan. Determining those assignments

is the topic of the subsequent sections.

6.4 Chance-constrained consistency of PTPN's

The conditional nature of temporal constraints on a PTPN, which might be acti-

vated by different combinations of assignments to controllable and uncontrollable

choices, makes the evaluation of chance constraints challenging: chance-constrained

weak consistency with risk A requires the enumeration of enough uncontrollable sce-

narios admitting a schedule to cover a probability mass of at least 1 - A, while

chance-constrained strong consistency demands that fixed controllable choices yield

a feasible schedule with at least that same probability.

Evaluating the feasibility of the chance constraint is a key step for risk-bounded

conditional scheduling, specially for chance-constrained strong consistency. In fact,

one important contribution of our approach is the framing of chance constraint evalua-

tion for strongly consistent plans as a discrete "diagnostic" process, where "symptoms"

correspond to inconsistencies in temporal constraints and "diagnoses" are pathological

uncontrollable scenarios. Recalling our example in Section 6.2, the pathological sce-

narios for an overall temporal constraint of 30 minutes were Slip = True if we chose to

ride a bike to work, or Accident = True if we chose to drive a car. Evaluating chance

constraints is performed differently in weak and strong consistency, as detailed in the

following. Throughout the algorithms in this section, the function NextBest(cnfs) is

implemented using CDA* in order to enumerate candidate solutions in best-first order

while taking previously discovered conflicts cnfs into account. A detailed discussion

of how to perform this enumeration can be found in [Williams and Ragno, 20071.

Definition 4.5 in Section 4.5.1 introduces a labeled constraint representation of

PTPN's that makes explicit the connection between each temporal constraint and

the choices that activate it. In the following, Section 6.4.1 presents an algorithm for
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checking chance-constrained weak consistency of a PTPN, followed by our formulation

of chance-constrained strong consistency, a more useful concept within CLARK, as a

"diagnosis" problem solved by CDA* in Section 6.4.2.

6.4.1 Chance-constrained weak consistency

Determining weak consistency is special in the sense that we are allowed to assume

that the true uncontrollable scenario will be revealed to the agent before it has to

make any decisions. This is what happens, for example, when we use a smart phone to

determine the state of traffic before committing to a specific route to some destination.

By doing so, we implicitly assume that the state of the roads will not change during

the trip. Since the agent knows which uncontrollable scenario is the true one, the

problem is no longer stochastic and the agent can pick the best possible assignment

to the controllable choices in terms of reward for that specific uncontrollable scenario.

This is exactly the process that Algorithm 6.1 reproduces.

For each possible uncontrollable scenario (US), Algorithm 6.1 searches for assign-

ments to the controllable choices (candCS) that maximize reward while yielding a

feasible set of constraints. If it is able to find it, it adds US to the set of consistent

scenarios (Line 12) and marks CS as the optimal assignment to controllable choices

given US (Line 13). However, if the search algorithm runs out of candidate assign-

ments to controllable choices, it marks US as being inconsistent (Line 7). If the

probability of inconsistent scenarios ever violates the overall chance constraint A, we

are guaranteed that the plan is not weakly consistent within the given risk bound.

Similarly, if the probability of consistent scenarios surpasses 1-A, we can return the

optimal mapping from uncontrollable to controllable scenarios. It is worthwhile to

notice that uncontrollable scenarios are always disjoint, so computing probabilities in

Lines 8 and 14 consists of just adding together the probability for each scenario.

Revealing all uncertainty associated with a plan might be as hard and costly as

the plan itself, so determining CCWC might be of limited use in some cases. In

situations where the cost of sensing and coordination between agents is considerable,

it might be better to extract a policy from the plan description that is robust to a
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Algorithm 6.1: Chance-constrained weak consistency.
Input: PTPN N, risk threshold A.
Output: Mapping UtoC from uncontrollable to controllable scenarios.

1 Function CCWC (N, A)
2 UtoC+-0, conUS<-0, incUS <- 0
3 for US E US do
4 cConf <-- 0, next US<-False
5 while not nextUS do
6 if (candCS - NextBest(cConf))==0 then
7 inc US <- incUS U US, nextUS+-True
8 if Pr(incUS)>A then
9 return FAIL

10 else
11 if Ac(PTPN, candCS, US) is consistent then
12 conUS+-conUSUUS, nextUS+-True
13 UtoC[US] <- candCS
14 if Pr(conUS)>1-A then
15 L return UtoC

16 else
17 L cConf+- LearnConflict (cConf , candCS)

18 L return UtoC

large enough fraction of the uncertainty in the plan. This is the topic of the next

section.

6.4.2 Chance-constrained strong consistency

Differently from weak consistency, which considers the feasibility of each uncontrol-

lable scenario separately, Definition 6.16 for strong consistency connects all uncontrol-

lable scenarios US C US' together by requiring that they share a common schedule.

Thus, evaluating the chance constraint for a strongly consistent policy becomes a

challenging and key subproblem, since we now have to consider how different subsets

of constraints become active and interact across many possible different realizations

of the uncontrollable choices. In weak consistency, the given uncontrollable scenario

clearly revealed which temporal constraints dependent on uncontrollable choices could
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be active in the plan. In the case of strong consistency, the subset of temporal con-

straints that, must be satisfied to meet. the chance constraint is not known a priori,

and finding it. is computationally difficult.

Recall that, within CLARK, the conditional temporal constraints forming a PTPN

in RAO*'s policy estimate have all controllable choices assigned their (heuristically

estimated) optimal values, and let this assignment to controllable choices be denoted

by CS. In this case, the labeled constraints in the PTPN can be split into three

mutually exclusive groups, defined in terms of the probability of activation of their

labels:

- Necessarily Active (NA): all constraints such that Pr(Lj CS)=1, which includes

empty labels (an empty label is always active). This is the set of all labels Li

ma~de True by CS:

- Necessarily Inactive (NI): all constraints such that Pr(Lj CS)=O. This is the

set, of all labels Li made False by CS. These constraints are all inactive and do

not influence plan feasibility.

- Potentially Active (PA): remaining constraints, for which 0< Pr(Lj CS)<1.

This is the set of all labels Li containing assignments to uncontrollable choices

that have not been made False by CS.

NA PANA PA

NI XNI

Figure 6-2: Partition of the constraints induced by an assignment to the controllable
choices.

This split of the labeled constraints is schematically depicted on the left side of

Figure 6-2. Given this partition, the subsequent evaluation of the chance constraint

call be graphically represented by the right side of Figure 6-2. In this figure, our
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algorithm is trying to find a subset of the temporal constraints in NA U PA that is

consistent and has probability greater than 1 - A of containing the true set of active

constraints for any possible uncontrollable scenario. If it succeeds, the strongly con-

sistent schedule for the PTPN can be computed by form the conjunction of temporal

constraints contained in this subset. The chance constraint becomes important in

this computation, for it allows temporal infeasibility to be resolved by dropping con-

straints activated by uncontrollable choices. This is done at the expense of increasing

the risk of the resulting schedule being inconsistent. The larger the admissible risk

bound A, the more constraints can be dropped. It is easy to see that this subset of

constraints must always cover all of NA in order for a strongly consistent schedule to

exist. Also, no effort should be spent trying to cover any portion of NI.

It is usually the case that infeasibility with respect to the constraints in NA U PA

only manifests itself in a handful of scenarios that activate constraints that are hard

to satisfy. Hence, one key contribution from this chapter is to frame the evaluation

of the chance constraint as a diagnostic process. The key insight behind the use

of a conflict-directed method is to be able to quickly isolate temporal constraints

causing infeasibility and evaluate whether they incur a significant amount of risk.

The numerical results in Section 6.5 show that our conflict-directed approach is able

to detect violation of the chance constraint A more efficiently than prior art based

on chronological search methods.

We frame the problem of finding a subset of PA that allows the chance constraint

to be satisfied as the following Optimal Satisfiability (OpSAT) [Williams and Ragno,

2007] problem:

1. Decision variables: Binary BiE{True, False} for each labeled constraints in

PA;

2. Objective function: min Pr(LB=Fa1se), where LB=False is the set of all labels

of constraints such that Bi=False;

3. Constraints: Pr(LB=Fase)<A and CB=True A NA is consistent, where CB=True

is the set of all constraints such that Bi=True.
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The Boolean variable Bi represents whether the labeled constraints Lj=CW in the

constraint region PA is covered or not. In this formulation, a schedule extracted from

a consistent set of temporal constraints CB=TrueANA has risk given by

Pr(LB=False) = Pr ( Li . (6.1)
\i:Bj=False/

The probability (6.1) is computed using the Inclusion-Exclusion principle. How-

ever, since we are only concerned about the risk being below A, it is possible to

compute simpler upper and lower bounds for Pr(LB=False) using the Bonferroni in-

equalities [Comtet, 19741, as shown in Algorithm 6.2. A particular case of the Bon-

ferroni inequalities is the upper bound Pr(LB=False) < Zi:Bij=Fase Pr(Li), known as

Boole's inequality.

Algorithm 6.2: Sequential probability approximations.
Input: Set of labels LB=Fase, prob. model P, risk threshold A.
Output: Whether Pr(LB=False) is below, above, or is equal to A.

1 Function Bonferroni (LB=False, Pi A)
2 bound +- 0
3 for i = 1 to |LB=Falsel do

4 [ei, ... , em] +- All subsets of LB=False with i elements.

5 probInc <- Em, Pr(ej)
6 if i is odd then
7 bound +- bound + probInc
8 if bound < A then
9 L return BELOW

10 else
11 bound +- bound - probInc

12 if bound > A then
13 L return ABOVE

14 return EQUAL

The worst case performance of Algorithm 6.2 is equivalent to computing (6.1) and

comparing it with A. The procedure for determining CCSC of PTPN's in Algorithm

6.3 is explained below.

Lines 2,3 : partitions constraints as described in this section. If NA is inconsistent,
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terminates with failure;

Lines 5-7 : creates an OpSAT instance for risk minimization as described in this

section. Risk bounds are computed with Algorithm 6.2. If the chance constraint

is violated, terminates with failure;

Lines 9-12 : if the chance constraint is satisfied with a consistent PSTNU, returns

the PSTNU from which the strongly consistent schedule can be extracted. Oth-

erwise, learns a new conflict in terms of infeasible constraints.

Algorithm 6.3: Chance-constrained strong consistency.
Input: PTPN N, controllable scenario CS, risk threshold A.
Output: Feasible PSTNU.

1 Function CCSC(N, CS, A)
2 { NA, NI, PA}<-Partition( CS, N)
3 if NA is inconsistent then

4 L return FAIL

5 bConf - 0
6 while (candB <- NextBest(bConf))#0 do
7 if Pr(LB=False(candB)) > A then
8 L return FAIL

9 if CB=True(candB) A NA is consistent then
10 L return CB=True(candB) A NA

11 else
12 L bConf +- LearnConf lict(bConf , candB)

13 L return FAIL

6.5 Numerical chance constraint evaluation

The results in this section concern Algorithm 6.3, which is used within CLARK

to establish if PTPN's are strongly consistent. Figure 6-3 compares the relative

average performance of our conflict-directed approach versus the current practice

using chronological search (CS) when evaluating the chance constraint for strongly

consistent policies on a set of randomly generated PTPN's. Conflict-directed methods
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have the additional overhead of learning conflicts whenever infeasibility is detected,

so it was not clear whether they would perform better when trying to evaluate the

chance constraint.

When dealing with hand-written examples, searching for a CCSC policy using CS

or CDA* yielded the same performance. For small instances, there is no practical

value on learning conflicts, since CS is able to explore all solutions in a matter of

milliseconds. Thus, no useful conclusions could be drawn. Therefore, we randomly

generated labeled temporal constraints conditioned on controllable and uncontrollable

choices with moderately-sized domains (about 10 elements each). Probability models

were also randomly generated. Simple temporal constraints were created between

random pairs of nodes with varying bounds. The goal was to either find a CCSC

schedule or return that no solution existed. Our implementation of CDA* searches

for a strongly consistent policy as explained in Section 6.4.2, while CS tries to find a

feasible STN by relaxing temporal constraints in best-first order of risk.

A problem with N conditional constraints induces a search space of size 2 N possible

solutions. Both algorithms were run until the first candidate satisfying the risk bound

A was found or no more solutions were available. Whenever more than one solution

existed, CDA* returned the one incurring minimum risk. For relatively small plans

with no more than 10 conditional constraints, we see that CS and CDA* showed very

similar performances. However, if one increases the size of the problem by a few more

constraints, we see a strong exponential growth in the time required by CS to either

find a solution or return that no solution exists. Our approach using CDA*, on the

other hand, kept its performance virtually unchanged. Despite the exponential trend

in Figure 6-4 for CDA*, we see that it happens at a much smaller rate than for CS.

It is worthwhile to mention that CS was able to find feasible schedules quickly

when the "hard" temporal constraints causing infeasibility had low probabilities as-

signed to them. In this cases, it was easy to restore feasibility by relaxing these

low probability constraints while meeting the chance constraint. It ran into trou-

bles, however, whenever temporal constraints causing infeasibility were assigned high

probabilities. In these cases, CS preferred to explore numerous lower risk alternatives
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Number of conditional constraints

Figure 6-3: Average time to solution for CDA* versus CS.
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before realizing that the source of infeasibility had high probability and, therefore,

violated the chance constraint. In these situations, the conflict extraction overhead

paid off by quickly revealing the problematic constraints with high probabilities and

determining that the chance constraint was infeasible.

6.6 Conclusions

In support of this thesis' goal of generating risk-bounded conditional temporal plans,

this chapter extends the results for unconditional scheduling under uncertainty in

Chapter 5 to risk-aware scheduling of PTPN's. It also introduces chance-constrained

weak and strong consistency, two novel types of risk-aware consistency guarantees

for PTPN's. For the efficient determination of chance-constrained strong consistency,

we present a "diagnostic" approach based on CDA* [Williams and Ragno, 20071 that

identifies sets of conflicting temporal constraints that can be safely ignored in order

to restore temporal consistency.

With the risk-aware conditional scheduling methods developed in this chapter, we

have all the necessary tools to construct CLARK, a chance-constrained conditional

temporal planner for agents that must operate under uncertainty. This is the topic

of the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

Integrated CLARK experiments

"In theory, there is no difference between theory and practice. In

practice, there is."

Probably Jan L. A. van de Snepscheut

Previous chapters are concerned with the individual components of CLARK, first

described in Section 1.4, and how these components relate and compare to the state

of the art in their specific fields. In contrast, this chapter pursues a holistic view of

CLARK by first revisiting its internal structure in greater detail, and showing how it

is integrated within Enterprise [Burke et al., 2014, Timmons et al., 2015], a system

integration architecture for closed-loop control of autonomous systems. Next, we

explain the process through which pSulu [Ono and Williams, 2008, Blackmore et al.,

2011, Ono et al., 2012b, Ono et al., 2012a, Ono et al., 20131, a chance-constrained path

planner, is incorporated within CLARK as a constraint checker for planning problems

featuring uncertain continuous dynamics and collision constraints. Finally, we present

CLARK achieving its goal of generating risk-bounded conditional plans over rich sets

of mission constraints in two application domains that can greatly benefit from risk-

aware autonomy: collaborative human-robot manufacturing and data retrieval agents.
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7.1 The CLARK system

As first mentioned in Section 1.4, the Conditional Planning for Autonomy with Risk

(CLARK) system is a combination of the different tools developed in this thesis for the

generation of chance-constrained, conditional temporal plans for autonomous agents

operating under uncertainty. In this section, we provide a detailed description of its

different elements, as depicted by the block diagram in Figure 7-1.

PDDL cRMPL .. ---. ----.-

RAO* o. Conditional
policy

PDDL cRMPL Policy - cRMPL cRMPL
IT

CC-POMDP CC-POMDP
.. ................ cRMPL -PTPN PTPN

ConstraintCC-POMDP Model soltraint

Figure 7-1: Block diagram of the different elements composing CLARK. Inputs are
shown to the left of CLARK's core (surrounded by the dotted line), while outputs
are shown to the right (repeated from Figure 1-9 on page 39).

Even though this may be clear from CLARK's block diagram, it is worthwhile

to mention that CLARK and RAO* (Chapter 3) are not interchangeable concepts,

and should not be confused with each other. The RAO* algorithm is a component of

CLARK that generates risk-bounded conditional policies from a CC-POMDP descrip-

tion, which could be replaced by any other algorithm that served the same purpose

(possible improvements of RAO* are discussed in Chapter 8 and Appendix A). At

the same time, the term CLARK is used to refer to the ensemble shown in Figure

7-1, which combines RAO*, risk-aware constraint checkers, and translators for inputs

and outputs.

7.1.1 Inputs

As shown at the bottom left corner of Figure 7-1, the input model to CLARK's

core is always a CC-POMDP, which can either be directly supplied to the system,
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or generated from some other type of user-provided input. In this section, we detail

how CC-POMDP models can be directly specified to CLARK, or generated as an

extension to an existing PDDL [McDermott et al., 1998, Fox and Long, 2003, Fox and

Long, 2006, Hoffmann and Edelkamp, 2005, Gerevini and Long, 20051 definition. For

the mapping between cRMPL execution to CC-POMDP shown in Figure 7-1, please

refer to Section 4.5.2.

CC-POMDP

A CC-POMDP input to CLARK is essentially a software entity implementing Defi-

nition 3.1, plus a few other helper functions. In the following, let s E S be a full state

assignment; a E A be an action description; o E ( be an observation symbol; and

C E 2' be a set of constraints, where S, A, 0, C are as in Definition 3.1.

In order to facilitate understanding, we ground the different functions composing

a CC-POMDP input to CLARK on the example shown in Figure 7-2. The functions

in a CC-POMDP model are as follows:

e actions (s): returns a set A E 2A of applicable actions in state s. In Figure

7-2, the set A at the robot's position is A = {up, down, left, right}, each el-

ement depicted by an arrow. At the top left corner square, the set would be

A = {down,right}, while at the goal position G, A = 0. A state s such that

actions (s)=0 is a terminal state.

e statetransitions (s, a): corresponds to the stochastic state transition func-

tion T : S x A x S -+ [0, 1]. Given a state s and an action a, returns a set of

tuples (snext,P), where snext E 0 is a possible next state from s and p E [0, 1] is

the probability of transitioning from s to snext. On the bottom right quadrant

of Figure 7-2, we see a graphical representation of the state transition function

for a robot that, when told to move in one direction, may also stay put or slip

to the sides. In the particular example in Figure 7-2, we have

state-transit ions (sgreen , right) =

{(Sred, 0.8), (sgreen, 0.1), (Sblue, 0.05), (syeiow, 0.05)}.
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Figure 7-2: Simple scellarilo that can be modeled as a CC-POMDP: a rolot with
iinreliable iovenents and noisy position sensors that imust move around a grid to

get to its goal G. Execution should be carried with ounded risk of colliding against
obstacles (black squares).

Note that the probabilities in the set. generated by statetransitions must

amWays sum. to Oi, since they represent, a probability (listril but ion over next

states.

* observations(s): correspoinds to the stochastic observation function 0 : S x

0 - [0, 1]. Given a state s. returns a set of tuples (o, p), where o c 0 is a

possible observation synibol at s and p E [0. 1] is the probability of observing o

at s. 0n the 1ottoIlm left quadrant of Figure 7-2. we see a graphical depiction of a

10isy (1s15s1r that, retuiriiis the (currenit position oii the grid with high poability,

(r o1w of the adjacellt cells with uniforinly low probability. In this particular
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example, let sred be the red square on the bottom left quadrant. In this case,

we have

observations(sred) = {(oS,,,, 0.76)} U {(os,,0.03)sadj is adjacent to Sed}.

Note that, as with statetransitions, the probabilities in the set generated

by observations must always sum to one, since they represent a probability

distribution over observation symbols.

" value (s , a): plays the role of the reward function R : S x A -+ R, returning the

value of executing action a at state s. We use the term value, instead of reward,

because our implementation allows value (s, a) to output either rewards, which

are maximized, or costs, which are minimized. In Figure 7-2, the numbers next

to arrows represent the cost of moving in either direction. Therefore, for Figure

7-2, we have

value (s, a) = 1, Vs E S, a E A.

" heuristic (s): this function returns the admissible state value heuristic hQ(s)

used to compute the admissible belief value heuristic

hQ(bk+1) = I b(sk+1)hQ(sk+1), (3.32)
Sk+1

which in turn is used in the heuristic value-to-go estimate

Q(bk, ak)=Z R(sk,ak)b(sk)+IPr(ok+1Iak, b)h(bk+1). (3.34)
Sk Ok+1

In Figure 7-2, since the robot may slide diagonally when moving, a possible

admissible state heuristic could be the Chebyshev distance between s and G,

i.e.,

hQ(s) = max(xG -- , yG - xy), (7-1)
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where (x,, ys) and (XG, YG) are, respectively, the horizontal and vertical coordi-

nates of a grid state s and the goal cell G.

" state.risk(s): for each set of constraints C, this function returns 1 if state

s is "tainted" for C (one of its predecessors violated C), or if s violates C.

Therefore, it plays the role of the constraint violation function c, (p(sk), C) in

rb(bk, C) = ( b(sk)c,(p(sk), C). (3.15)
SkES

Running into one of the obstacle cells is an example of constraint violation in

Figure 7-2.

" executionriskheuristic (s): this function returns the admissible state exe-

cution risk heuristic he,(Sk+1 17r) used to compute the admissible belief execution

risk heuristic

her(bk+1|7r) = b(k+1)her(Sk+1j7r). (3.29)
Sk+1

In the lack of a better admissible estimate, one can always choose

executionriskheuristic(s) = staterisk(s).

Note that the staterisk(s) and executionrisk-heuristic (s) functions in a

CC-POMDP input encapsulate all constraint theory-dependent quantities necessary

to the evaluation of mission risk, causing the higher level planning in CLARK to be

performed in a theory-agnostic setting. This property is useful later in this chapter,

when CLARK is used to generate solutions for planning domains involving risk-aware

path planning and scheduling.

PDDL

As mentioned in Chapter 2, PDDL [McDermott et al., 19981 and its enhancements

[Fox and Long, 2003,Fox and Long, 2006, Hoffmann and Edelkamp, 2005,Gerevini and
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Long, 20051 have become standard languages for the definition of planning domains,

with most current planners implementing either all language features, or subsets

useful for specific purposes. Therefore, adding support to PDDL is an important step

towards CLARK's use as a standalone risk-aware planning tool. To the best of our

knowledge, however, there is currently no PDDL variant that supports all modeling

features for which CLARK is designed, such as probabilistic temporal uncertainty,

sensing actions, and chance-constrained planning. At the same time, this section

does not seek to provide a complete encoding of all PDDL features into CC-POMDP,

which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, here we restrict ourselves to a

mapping from PDDL domains with durative actions [Fox and Long, 20031 to CC-

POMDP that retains the convenient plan operator semantics defined in PDDL, while

also adding support, among other things, to probabilistic scheduling and chance-

constrained planning.

The key idea behind the conversion from durative PDDL domains to CC-POMDP

is to map durative PDDL actions to primitive cRMPL episodes (Section 4.4.1) by

leveraging the constraints defined in Section 4.4.2. The steps involved in this conver-

sion are listed in the following.

1. A grounded durative PDDL action ad becomes a primitive cRMPL episode ea

with suitable duration and action;

2. Each predicate in ad becomes a Boolean cRMPL state variable;

3. Preconditions and effects in ad become cRMPL assignment constraints;

4. Preconditions are added as at start state constraints in ea, while effects are

added as at end state constraints;

Figure 7-3 shows an example of a durative action encoded in PDDL2.1, and Figure

7-4 shows one particular grounding of Figure 7-3: a traversal action from location 11

to location 12 by a rover rov that takes 20 units of time on average, with standard

'Grounded PDDL actions have all their parameters, which start with "?", assigned constant
values.
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(:durative-action move
parameters (?self - rover ?locl - location ?loc2 - location)

duration (= ?duration (traversaltime ?loc1 ?loc2))
condition

(and
(at start (at ?self ?locl))
(at start (idle ?self))

)
:effect

(and
(at end (not (at ?self ?locl)))
(at end (at ?self ?loc2))))

Figure 7-3: Durative action in PDDL2.1 representing a traversal between two loca-
tions by a rover.

deviation of -/25 units of time. The episode resulting from running the code in Figure

7-4 is shown in Figure 7-5. Even though the encoding in Figure 7-4 is quite verbose,

it exactly corresponds to the aforementioned conversion steps and can be efficiently

automated, since cRMPL is an extension of Python.

One important advantage of using cRMPL episodes to encode durative PDDL

actions is that one can make use of cRMPL's support to probabilistic durations and

chance constraints to represent actions with uncontrollable durations, and which must

be executed under bounded risk. This extended expressiveness of cRMPL is also used

in Section 7.1.4, in which we show how risk-bounded path planning can be incorpo-

rated into CLARK by representing map traversals as chance-constrained cRMPL

episodes.

With this mapping from durative PDDL actions to cRMPL episodes, the final

step is to define a CC-POMDP model that operates with these episodes. For that,

let pred(s) be the set of true Boolean predicates in state s; constr(s), the set of

constraints in s; and event(s), the temporal event associated with s. Following the

notation from the previous section, the CC-POMDP model is defined as follows.

. actions (s): returns a set A E 2 A of applicable episodes in state s. An episode
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Figure 7-4: Gr i1ided veisio ()f the di1Ative actionl lron Figure 7-3 written 18

R IN PL. I nlike PDDL. lhe c1 3 I velsioll supports pr10)bA hilist ic 1u1n1Ollable du-

rat iolls.

is ApplicAble ill s if its plecmOditios ell(ded As at start ((ostraiits are cmn-

taiied Within pid(s).

e statetransitions (s, a): in case of deternIllistic tirausitions. retuns a sin-

gleOl {(s'.1.0) }. where pred(s') is (1btailned b adding A1(d reniv ing. respeC-

IiVely, the psitive (tr1(e predicates) A8d negative (false pldicates) effects of a:

conslr(s') c(itaills all ('leielts fri1 constr(s), plus th1l(' (Iuration ()f a (which

Iay l be pr01bilist ic) 1(d A [0. (c] simiple teiiipmrAl c) OnstrAilt frm event (s) to

t he st alt evelit of a: an( d crnci( s') is the ('11d event of a. Pro 1bAbilistic l r81it ios

Alre defined ill a similar Way. Wit 11 tle eXtr 1s tep that (( iistrla)ints il1 C(:nstIr (s')

hAve Al assigilnient to A pnhAbilistice ai(( Added to thei la(bels (see Defiinitiin
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Figure 7-5: Depiction of the episode generated by the cRiIPL code in Figure 7-4.

4.5).

" observations(s): fir mfuly observable PDDL models, this function returns a

unique idientifier for s. If one wishes to model a partially observable extension

to the PDDL model, this function can 1he suitably defined to meet modeling

lleeds.

" value(s,a) and heuristic(s): dependent on the palrticular problem being

modeled.

" state-risk(s) and executionriskheuristic (s): as with the previous two

functions, these are dependent on the particulai constraints used in the model.

In this chapter, we are mostly concerned with probabilistic temporal constraints

and collision constraints for path plannilng.

7.1.2 Outputs

The solution to the input CC-POI)DP given to CLARK is an optimal conditional

policy that eiitails a colnsistent conditional colistraint system with high probability.

Then. as shown in Figure 7-1. this policy can 1 be co nverted into an output cR MPL

p)rogral, which can later le used as an optimal subrouiitc within a hierarchical

compositioln of cRAWPL programs. This section explains how this conversion piocess

takes place.

A cRAPL program can serve as both input. and output to CLARK. There are,

however, significant distinctions in structure and semantics between inlpult and output

cRMIPL progranms. When given as input, CRMIPL programs are meant to rcprcscnt

high-level constraints, including goals, that the Plant must satisfV (luring execution.

along with expert "advice from the cRJUIPL programmimr to the program executive
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in the form of flexible choice among subprocedures. Therefore, input cRMPL pro-

grams are supposed to represent families of potential solutions to the temporal control

problem represented by the cRMPL program, which the program executive explores

while reasoning about the feasibility of state and temporal constraints. On the other

hand, output cRMPL programs, which are derived from the CC-POMDP policy w

computed by RAO*, represent a commitment to one specific risk-bounded, optimal

candidate within this family of potential solutions. Therefore, even though output

cRMPL programs can still have uncontrollable choices representing runtime observa-

tions that condition program execution, they no longer contain controllable choices,

since these are assigned their optimal values by RAO*. Algorithm 7.1 shows the

pseudocode used to convert RAO* policies into output cRMPL programs.

Algorithm 7.1: Conversion from CC-POMDP policies to cRMPL programs.
Input: CC-POMDP policy r, hypergraph G from which ir was obtained.
Output: cRMPL program p representing the policy.

1 Function PolicyTocRMPL(G,w7)
2 p *- RMPyL(RecursiveConvert(G, 7r, Root (G)))

3 L return p

4 Function RecursiveConvert (G, 7r, n)
5 if n is terminal then
6 L return Episode(action=None)

7 else
8 ep +- Episode (action=7(n))
9 he = Hyperedge(G, n,7(n))

10 obs +- Choice (domain=Values(he), ctype="probabilistic")
11 children +- Successors (he)
12 childEps <- 0
13 for c E children do
14 L childEps +- childEps U Recurs iveConvert (G, -r, c)

15 return sequence(ep, observe(obs, childEps))

Finally, the cRMPL program generated by Algorithm 7.1 can be converted into

a PTPN (Section 4.5.1) by translating its content according to the XML schema

shown in Appendix C. An example of a PTPN generated from a CC-POMDP policy

computed by CLARK can be seen in Figure 7-6.
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Figure 7-6: Example of a PTPN obtained from a CC-POMDP policy.

7.1.3 Execution on Enterprise

As pointed out in Section 1.4, the execution of PTPN's generated by CLARK, e.g.,

Figure 7-6, is performed by the Pike dispatcher ILevine and Williams, 2014], and we

refer to the combination of CLARK and Pike as the CLARK executive (Figure 7-7).

CLARK generates a PTPN for which it can guarantee that a feasible schedule
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replan

CC-POMDP CLARK Pike iardware

sensor data

Hybrid state
state estimates estimator

Figure 7-7: The CLARK executive, a combination of CLARK and Pike used in closed-
loop control applications. The conditional temporal policy generated by CLARK is
sent to Pike in the form of a PTPN, which Pikes then takes care of dispatching through
the physical hardware interface while performing execution monitoring. (repeated
from Figure 1-10 on page 41).

exists with high probability, and forwards it to Pike. However, instead of providing a

PTPN containing a fixed schedule, CLARK improves the executive's ability to adapt

to disturbances by giving Pike the flexibility to pick times for the temporal events as

execution unfolds. In addition to scheduling temporal events in real time, Pike offers

an additional line of defense against external disturbances by constantly monitoring

plan execution: should Pike detect a disturbance that will cause its current plan to

fail, it immediately triggers a replanning signal to CLARK using the current state of

the system as the initial belief. This ability is exercised in the first half of Section 7.3,

where the CLARK executive's reactive robustness through replanning is assessed in

the context of a science retrieval mission for a planetary rover acting under temporal

uncertainty and time pressure.

In order to perform its activity-dispatching and execution-monitoring duties, Pike

relies on the hybrid state estimator in Figure 7-7 to collect sensor readings (camera

images, inertial navigation data, point clouds from SLS sensors, etc.) and convert

them into discrete logical predicates that Pike uses to monitor execution, such as

"the circuit component is on the table" and "the rover is at the relay location". In

support of the hybrid state estimator, this thesis developed a novel robust data fusion
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algorithmlr that is capal )e of hamllilng neasiireinents fiomii faulty sensors lSaitana

et al., 2014, Santana t al., 201 Gal: and a (ata-driven algorithm capable of learning

expressive hlyhrild dylalical models that can ai( in state tcertainty mitigation when

synthesizing CC-POMDP policies [Santana et al., 2015]. We refer tme reader to these

references and [Tinunons, 2013, Lane, 2016] for further details, and to the video at

https ://www.youtube. com/watch?v=Fz1s5jAgEew for a hardware lfldemonstration.

Deliberative La

Models,
State Estimation,
Prediction

ver (risk-aware) - Enterprise Mission
Status

Risk-aware Goal-directed Executive

Risk-Aware Activity Planner
(CLARK)

Replan
Request

Execution

Activity
Success/Failure

Monitoring
(Pike)

Executable
Plan

System

Activity to
Execute

Mission Goals

Robot's Activity Manager

Path Planning
Activity

pSulu

Control
Success/Failure

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 4

Activity 5

Control
Goals

Figure 7-8: CLARK executive as part of Emterprise. The diagrain
Catharine McGhan and Tiago Vaquero.

is a courtesy of

Condit ional plans generated byv CLARPK are execumted in sinmulation or on real

hardware through the Enterprise [Burke et al._ 2014, Tinunons et al., 2015] arechi-

tecture shown in Figure 7-8. which coiiimines the CLARK executive with the hybrid
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state estimator from Figure 7-7 and a distributed hardware interface shown as Robot's

Activity Manager in Figure 7-8. Enterprise was used for all experiments described in

this chapter.

7.1.4 Chance-constrained path planning

The ability to perform path planning for a mobile robot with uncertain dynamics

and moving around obstacles is crucial in many robotics domains, including several

demonstrations involving CLARK. Moreover, as in the field of Task And Motion

Planning [Lozano-Perez and Kaelbling, 2014, Srivastava et al., 2014, Toussaint, 2015,

Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2015, Lin et al., 2016], path planning for a robot may not

be a goal in itself, but instead a secondary optimization or feasibility check done

in support of higher level mission goals, such as performing a manufacturing task

involving the assembly of several components, or collecting information at different

locations around a map. Finally, for robots whose pose and dynamics are uncertain,

it may be the case that motion planning can only be realistically performed within

non-zero risk of collision. In this section, we explain how pSulu [Ono and Williams,

2008, Blackmore et al., 2011, Ono et al., 2012b, Ono et al., 2012a, Ono et al., 2013], a

chance-constrained path planner for robots with uncertain dynamics, is used within

CLARK's CC-POMDP models to handle generation of conditional plans for Plants

with continuous dynamics and collision constraints.

The purpose of incorporating pSulu within CLARK can be pictorially understood

from Figure 7-9. There, a robot with uncertain pose and dynamics moving on a plane

must travel from its initial position (marked "0" at the bottom left corner of the map)

to a goal location (marked "10" at the upper middle half) while avoiding collisions

with different obstacles, which are shown as gray polygons. However, since the robot's

uncertain pose is represented by Gaussian random variables, there is always a non-

zero probability that its true pose might be in collision with one of the obstacles. For

that reason, pSulu operates on a risk-bounded path planning framework that, given

a risk bound A for a traversal, treats A as a "resource" that gets distributed amongst
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Figure 7-9: A chance-constrained traversal generated by pSulu for a robot with linear
dynamics and Gaussian noise. The 3cr ellipses are shown in red.

n trajectory segments such that

n

Zrcol(k) < A, (7.2)
k=O

where re01(k) is the probability of colliding at the k-th segment. Equation (7.2) is

essentially the same as (3.26) in Section 3.2.4, where we treat different forms of chance

constraints that can be imposed on CC-POMDP models.

Within CLARK, we use the pSulu implementation described in [Blackmore et al.,

2011,Arantes et al., 2016b]. Letting 1 k and Uk denote, respectively, the pose (position

and velocity) and continuous control input at time step k for a robot moving on a
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plane, the inputs to pSulu are given by:

* the mean xO and covariance matrix P for a Gaussian random variable N(xo, PO)

representing pose uncertainty at the start of the path;

" the goal pose xg;

* a linear, time-invariant (LTI) dynamical model with Gaussian disturbances

Xk 1 = <kck + FUk - Wk, Wk ~ N(0, Q), (7.3)

where <D, F, and Q are known matrices;

* the number n of trajectory segments;

* a piecewise linear cost function representing fuel consumption, traveled distance,

or any other suitable objective;

" a bound A on the risk of collision over the complete trajectory;

" collision-avoidance constraints represented as disjunctions of linear constraints

for polygonal obstacles on a map (e.g., the obstacles shown in Figure 7-9).

The process through which pSulu is incorporated within CLARK is depicted in

Figure 7-10. Given two arbitrary locations of interest A and B on a map with ob-

stacles (e.g., the robot's current position and an interesting site for data collection),

pSulu is used to determine the existence of a trajectory with bounded risk of col-

lision in the continuous, as opposed to grid-based, space of poses (the method for

choosing these risk bounds is explained later in this section). If such a trajectory

exists, it is returned as a list of n collision-free trajectory segments. For each one of

these segments, the duration predictor estimates a nondeterministic duration model

for that traversal, depicted in Figure 7-10 as hand-drawn densities for Gaussian and

uniform durations. In our implementation, the duration predictor can return any of

the uncontrollable duration models presented in Chapter 5: when simulated or real

traversal data is available, the duration predictor uses probabilistic models learned
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Figure 7-10: Process of converting traversals generated by pSulu into chance-
constrained cRMPL episodes.
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Figure 7-11: First two waypoint episodes for the traversal in Figure 7-9.

from data or specified by experts: when data is not available, the duration predic-

tor returns set-bounded (STNU-like) duration nodels. The start and end poses of

the segment, combined with the uncontrollable duration generated by the duration

predictor, are combined to form a, waypoint cRMPL episode, which are composed

using cRMPL's sequence operator to generate a chance-constrained (with chance

constraint A) composite episode representing the whole traversal. Figure 7-11 shows

the first two waypoint episodes for the traversal in Figure 7-9. In our demonstrations,

waypoint episodes are dispatched by Enterprise's hardware interface using an imple-

mentation of RRT* [Karaman et al., 20111 to avoid smaller scale obstacles that are

not taken into account in the map given to pSulu.

The last aspect of pSulu's integration within CLARK is how risk bounds 0 <

A < 0.5 are chosen2 . Figures 7-12 and 7-13 show how the quality of a path, as mea-

2The mathematical model in pSulu restricts the risk bound to be 0 < A < 0.5 for convexity
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Figure 7-12: Solution quality as a function of the chlance constraint A for traver-

sals between the two locatiions in Figure 7-9. The PrioOFFull model contains the

complete set of const raints for collision avoidance ill pSulu. while ProOFCSA is an

approximation of ProOFFu1I I hat can be compluted faster.

sured by pSul's objective function, varies as a fi tuction of A for the two locations

shown in Figure 7-9. In these figures, the labels Pro()FFull and ProOFCSA denote

different mat henatical models used in the implemnentation of pSulu: ProOFFull -oin-

tains the complete set of collision avoidance constraints described in [Arantes et al.,

2016b]. while Pro()FCSA is a faster. but approximat e, model based on the e ustomied

approach in [Blackmnore t al., 2011].

The niio-convex nature of the path planning problem around obst acles causes

the quality of pSul 's solution to change discoint jinously with A, as highlighted in

Figure 7-13. This can be intuitively understood hy noticing that, despite the fact that

pathii planininig is performled on a continuous space in Figure 7-9. there are discrete

r'(iSMI1S.
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Figure 7-13: A closer look at the low risk portion of Figure 7-12.

"faImilies" of very similar trajectories going around specific sides of the polygonal

obstacles. Therefore. for small values of the risk bound A, pSulu is forced to take

a low quality path that tries to stay as far away as possible from obstacles, while a

higher value of A allows pSulu to improve the trajectory by taking "shortcuts" that

cut through the map. We also notice from Figures 7-12 and 7-13 that, far away from

these (discontinities, the quality of the objective remains virtually unchanged, thus

forming plateaus.

Sijice CLARK's CC-P(MDP models can only handle discrete actions, we approx-

imate the range of' possiblc values of A for traversals between pairs of miap sites by

discrete bounds A1 . ... A,,, where Ai is taken at the left extremum (lower risk) of

the i-th plateau of the objective versus A clirve, where a plateau is deineld as a range

of values of A for which the variation of the objective is less than some llser-specified

threshold. For a given map and site locations, our experiments performed this dis-
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cretization as a preprocessing step for the construction of CC-POMDP models.

7.2 Collaborative manufacturing

Collaborative human-robot manufacturing is a tremendous source of inspiration for

this thesis. As motivated at the beginning of Chapter 1, modern manufacturing envi-

ronments are steadily moving away from a complete separation between humans and

robots, towards scenarios where there is synergistic and dynamic collaboration be-

tween them. On the one hand, such integration has great potential to boost productiv-

ity by leveraging the highly complementary skills of joint human-robot teams [Kaipa

et al., 20151. On the other hand, it raises significant concerns related to safety and

reliability: from a human's perspective, robots must be trustworthy partners that

act safely and effectively in an environment that may be constantly changing; from

a robot's perspective, humans are somewhat unpredictable entities that can serve as

great sources of help and also disturbances, requiring constant adaptation and strong

reliance on sensor information.

The collaborative manufacturing test bed where CLARK was tested is shown

in Figure 7-14. It consists of a Baxter robot from Rethink RoboticsTM working in

tandem with a human partner to complete a mock electronic component assembly

(ECA) task, henceforth referred to as the ECA scenario (Figure 7-14b). The goal in

the ECA scenario is to correctly place and solder up to four electronic components,

represented by small cubes of different colors, on the flat acrylic "circuit board" sitting

at the center of the table. In order to solder a component at its correct location on

the circuit board, it is required that either the human or the Baxter use the cleaner

(elongated yellow box) to get rid of any contaminants at that location. Once a location

is clean, the corresponding component can be placed and soldered, with the additional

requirement that the soldering iron be used by the human. Electronic components

are assumed to start at the component bins on the left side of Figure 7-14b, while the

soldering iron and the cleaner start on the right side. The black-and-white tags seen

in Figure 7-14a are used for real-time 3D object tracking using off-the-shelf webcams,
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Baxte grippers

v Cleaner

Component bins Soldering iron
Soldering locations

Hand

(b) Diagrin (f i he ECA sclarii shingWi the desiig-
lndtL'd 1ositions for dtiffceint Ql('Iileits.

(a) Picture of the ECA scenario with

eleiments not at their deilnated po-
Sit IL)11.

Ftigmr 1-1-4: Baxter and pieces of a mn)ock electronic componet assembly task con-

stitut ing he ECA scccnari(o f(i collaborative maiulfacturing denioiist rations. Small

boxes represenlt electroinic cmlponieits-: the longat(d YelL)w box is a circuit board

cleaner: a1(d the (longated gren box is a 'soldcrilig iroLn.

which look down towards the table. The 3D obj(ct pose es<iml1(' geicrated hr

the camiera srstem. cobinilied with the seiisor ih inrniation coming from the Baxter.

are giveli as inputs to LCARS ILaie. 2016], a hybrid est imator of discrete Boolean

prdicales ('.g.. '-block on tab 1le 11(1 han111d holding blu block ) used by Pike to

monitor plan execulion (see Figure 7-7).

Despite the simplicity of the task being performed it the ECA scenario. the at-

t ilpt to illodeL all different wvys ili which the lhuiimiaii an1d the eiiviroiinient can

interfere with the task, comiiined with the requirclieelnt that the task bIe exc iteI

hulder tiie pressure and t eiiporal unicerI ainty, makes it chall'iiging for CLARK 1o

compute risk-boullded conditioLial tempor8al plans. Therefore. in this sectiO , wt'

expL re the use of eRMPL progranmis as expei liiiiiiaii guldalice fo(rI the generatiOn
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of' risk-bounded conditional temporal plans in collaborative manufacturing domains.

For that purpose., we start l)v focusing o1 the collaborative pick-and-place portion

of the ECA scenario shown in Figure 7-15, in which the Baxter has to constantly

adapt to its human coworker while trying to move the components froim the left side

of' the tal)le to their desired locations oii the circuit board. We choose to start our

analysis by focusing on this subset because it is simple to be written in cRMPL, but

the compI)lexity of the solution still grows exl)onentially with the number of blocks.

Figure 7-15: Simple (-ollaborative pick-and-place task betweei the Baxter and a hiu-

man coworker.

The cRMPL control program for the situation in Figure 7-1.5 is shown in Figure

7-16. It depends on calls to subprocedures shown in Figures 7-17 and 7-18, which

also generate cRMPL episodes as their outputs. The English interpretation of the

program in Figure 7-16 is the following:

"Start by askiny the human 'whether they would like to start executiny the

task. If they say no, the task is finished. Otherwise, observe the environ-

men~t and determine 'whethr the human has 'made any rnodfications to it.

If yes. record the modification. If not. choose a block to move to its goal
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Figure 7-i6: Top level fuinction defining the eRIPL citrol prograi for the collab-
orative pick-and-place task.

Figure 7-17: theursive fion i( deliig tle prcess (f the Baxter observing whet her
the liuuinan c )lmdified the elivirmlient, choosiiig the next 1h)kock to move, and reIeat ing

lie process inti more blocks are left.

po.itilonl that ha; not bOcni loved y(e. J?(1/1t thiS JIo S uti! th1ic (Ire

no maorc blocks lo m'0ot)0.
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Figure 7-18: The say activity is primitive for the Baxter, an1d calses t he st ring passed

as al1 argillilent to 1e rv(ld hA a text-to-speech miodule. The pick-and-place-block

act ivit '. (m the (othleir ha1d. is repreScnted y a c(iposite sequence episod c(ip1sed

if t he priliit ire activities pick mid place.

The video at http: //mers. csail.mit. edu/video-f iles/AFOSR/baxtercrmpl_

explained.mp4 shows the afril ent iol ed exanIl( bei ng diispatched ill real tillie on

physical ardwalre iy t he CLAPK xe.I it ire IHm I lie 11)8 ii i i 5 ill WI)hich just tli('

red 1d green blocks I mist he nioved to their apprprri at e 10at ioH. All i lilitiol f1)1

1111derstaliding I(W the JOIPL pr)grai in Figure 7-16 is dispat Ilhed is to coisider

the execution p0dicy as a S(el(A 0f if s tateilents repireseit ilig ih c(O(litiolls ill tie

r1ograni. However, the c iPL p)rogr1in also causes the CLARK executive to rea-

Soil ovel tin iig cm nstP8ints. thelWise difficllt to cap re with co(velitional 111

stict ires such as if statenits.

Blocks Act ivit ies Eveit s Decisions ( )hservat ions CD I D

1 8 22 1 2 29 2

2 33 88 6 117 12

3 198 522 31 32 693 78

A 1583 4164 249 250 5515 632

Table 7.1: N1nilber ot eleiients iiVolVed in the scheduling of he co1a1 lorat ive pick-

and-pa( e task as a f1nctio1 (A' the nub11111er Af blocks. Iecisums are citrollable

cloices: ob.'crvafios are prob)1abilistic li ncoit rollable cllices: CD are comt rIldlie

dratiols represenlted a"" 5inlple ter 1181ral cOistraiits: and I. D are iicintr(Ialale

prObabilistic dur11ations".

TaLble 7.1 shows the Iiller of eleients ilivolve(d in the Schedllig of lie codlaho-

rative pick-anI-place task as a fi11ctionI ofI the iimiber (Af 1bo ks e1i(g inaipdlated.
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These numbers are obtained by unraveling the cRMPL program in Figure 7-16 into

a PTPN (see Appendix C), and counting the relevant elements. Figure 7-19 shows

the outcome of this unraveling for the case where there are two blocks.

I ~ I

Figure 7-19: PTPN for the collaborative pick-and-place task featuring two blocks.
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As indicated by the presence of observation nodes in Table 7.1, execution policies

for the cRMPL program in Figure 7-16 are instances of conditional temporal plans,

precisely the type of problem that CLARK is designed to generate. Therefore, our

first goal was to assess the effectiveness of CLARK's mapping from cRMPL execution

to CC-POMDP (Section 4.5.2), combined with the probabilistic scheduling algorithms

described in Chapters 5 and 6, relative to the state of the art.

If given a PTPN with controllable and uncontrollable choices and asked to "compile

it", the Pike dispatcher [Levine and Williams, 2014] (the same used as part of the

CLARK executive in Figure 7-7) leverages the efficient constraint-labeling scheme

introduced by Drake [Conrad et al., 2009, Conrad, 2010, Conrad and Williams, 20111

in order to determine the existence of a feasible schedule. Due to implementation

details, Pike is limited to verifying the temporal consistency of PTPN's containing

only controllable temporal durations. Furthermore, if given a PTPN with controllable

choices, Pike will try to verify the temporal feasibility of all possible assignments to

them. This is in contrast with CLARK's CC-POMDP strategy, which halts the

search for an execution policy the moment it can verify that its current candidate is

optimal and temporally feasible within risk bounds. Therefore, in order to perform

a fair comparison with Pike, we wrote a version of the cRMPL program in Figure

7-16 without the robot's decision of which block to manipulate (it is forced to pick

the first one in alphabetical order), and with uncontrollable durations converted into

controllable ones. For this simplified cRMPL program, the unraveling into a PTPN

generates the numbers shown in Table 7.2.

Blocks Activities Events Observations Constraints
1 8 20 2 27
2 24 58 5 81
3 94 224 18 317
4 466 1106 87 1571

Table 7.2: Number of elements in the PTPN's given to Pike, which contain no deci-
sions (controllable choices) and only simple temporal constraints (controllable dura-
tions). Refer to the numbers in Table 7.1 for a comparison of relative complexity.

The results for our first test comparing CLARK's CC-POMDP compilation strat-
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1 CD UD CD UD
0.03 s 0.03s 0.50s NA

CD UD CD UD
0.20 s 0.30 s 0.50s NA

CD UD CD UD
2.97 s 3.04 s TO NA

CD UD CD UD
414.14 s 418.63 s TO NA

Table 7.3: Performance comparison between CLARK and Pike in the collaborative
pick-and-place scenario. The complexity of the scheduling problems for CLARK and
Pike are described, respectively, in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The CD columns are used for
cRMPL programs containing only controllable durations, while UD columns are for
programs containing both controllable and uncontrollable (probabilistic) durations.
We use NA to denote that Pike cannot handle uncontrollable durations, and TO
to represent a compilation timeout (ran beyond 1 hour without returning a result).
Numbers are averages over ten runs.

egy with Pike's constraint labeling are summarized in Table 7.3, with the complexity

of the scheduling problems for CLARK and Pike described, respectively, in Tables

7.1 and 7.2. In these tests, the total execution time was not constrained, so a feasible

schedule always existed. Pike verified the temporal consistency of its input PTPN

using Drake's labeled All Pairs Shortest Path algorithm, while CLARK leveraged

the mapping from cRMPL execution to CC-POMDP from Section 4.5.2, and the

algorithms for strong scheduling under uncertainty described in Chapters 5 and 6.

Note that, while the PTPN's given to Pike had no decisions, CLARK had to incre-

mentally unravel the cRMPL program in Figure 7-16, assigning controllable choices

and branching on uncontrollable ones, while using the aforementioned probabilistic

scheduling algorithms to check for temporal consistency along the way.

The results for 1 and 2 blocks in Table 7.3 indicate that, as expected, CLARK

and Pike have comparable performance for conditional temporal plans involving a

small number of constraints and choices (the higher number for Pike is explained

by a small communication overhead caused by ROS before returning a solution).

However, in the transition from 2 to 3 blocks, where the complexity of the problem

increases significantly for both CLARK and Pike, we see that CLARK only takes a
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few seconds to find a conditional temporal plan with a feasible schedule, while Pike

times out at 1 hour without returning a solution. The increase in complexity is even

more dramatic for CLARK in the transition from 3 to 4 blocks, where the runtime

increases by two orders of magnitude. Note, however, that this is consistent with the

exponential behavior observed in Chapter 6 for strong conditional scheduling, which

CLARK has to repeat many times as it incrementally constructs the execution policy

for the cRMPL program.

In Table 7.3, the inclusion of probabilistic durations does not seem to have a

significant impact on search performance, as indicated by the CD and UD columns

under CLARK. This observation is consistent with two important facts: first, the

PARIS algorithm in Chapter 5 leverages linear programming and an efficient com-

mercial solver to handle both probabilistic and fully controllable scheduling; second,

the lack of a temporal constraint limiting execution duration allows feasible schedules

for probabilistic temporal networks to be found without the need for "squeezings".

Figure 7-20 shows the impact of time windows on CLARK's performance: for overly

constrained temporal problems (narrow time window), it is easy to determine the

infeasibility of the schedule. As the time window widens and causes the scheduling

risk to drop, we observe an increase in the search effort, but it tends to stabilize as

the problem becomes temporally unconstrained (wide time window).

It is worthwhile to draw a parallel between these results and the performance

of Murphy [Effinger, 2012], a pRMPL executive that greatly inspired this thesis.

Unlike CLARK, which is currently restricted to the generation of strong risk-bounded

schedules by leveraging the probabilistic scheduling algorithms from Chapters 5 and

6, Murphy is able to generate dynamic schedules for pRMPL programs by pursuing

a time discretization strategy, in which continuous time is represented by discrete

increments At, which are then directly embedded into the discrete state space of an

MDP.

Due to this time discretization requirement, the complexity of the MDP solved

by Murphy grows exponentially as the scheduling resolution is increased, i.e., At is

shrunk. For the Wounded Soldier Example in [Effinger, 2012], a scenario modeled
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(a) Scheduling risk. (b) Elapsed time.

Figure 7-20: Scheduling risk an(d time to ((mplte a temporally feasible execution of
the collaborative pick-and-place task with 3 locks. as a function of the width of the
time window.

with a pRhIPL program featuring 5 activities, 2 observations, and I decision. the

search for an execution policy c011 take several minutes up to hours for resolutions

At less than 10 seconds. CLAR", on the other hand. can compute execution poli-

cies for cR-IPL prograns containing thousands of activities and lumildreds of' choices

(see Tables 7.1 and 7.3) through a combination of P AO*'s heuristic forward search

and performing probabilistic scheduling by reasoning over contnuous-tme temploral

networks. Even though this is not exactly a fair comiparisin, given that the dynamic

schedules generated by Murphy are harder to compute than the risk-lboinded strong

schedules o'ui'reuitly supported by CLARK. the improved scalability of the results in

Table 7.3 suggests that CLARK's approach of representing scheduling problems as

networks of' temporal constraints over continuous time, and leveraging efficient con-

straint checkers to test for the existence of a feasible schedlule, has greater potential

of' being able to scale to the complexity of real-world problems. In an effo't to extend

CLARK to the generation of dynalic schedules leveraging a continlious time repre-

sentation. we sought to inco'porate the state-of-the-art dynamic scheduling algor'ithmn

for CSTNT 's described in [Cinatti et. al., 2016a]. In a private cominuui'at ion with

one of the authors of the aforementioned work on April 9 "', 2016. we were told that

'-for perfoImanuce reasons, in the next release the nmaximun number of' (oditions [con-

I
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ditions are observations] in each CSTNU will be limited to 26". Even though 26 is

about one order of magnitude less conditions than CLARK can currently handle for

conditional temporal plans with strong schedules, it seems a significant improvement

over the size of the conditional temporal problems that can be handled through tem-

poral discretization in a reasonable amount of time. Unfortunately, we did not have

enough time to complete the integration of the algorithm in [Cimatti et al., 2016a] or

a probabilistic extension thereof within CLARK, but suggest it as key future work in

Section 8.2.

7.3 Data retrieval missions

In addition to collaborative human-robot manufacturing, data retrieval missions are

another application domain that can greatly benefit from risk-aware autonomy. For

instance, autonomous agents can be employed to explore interesting sites currently

out of reach for humans, such as. Earth's deep ocean waters and regions beneath

its polar ice caps; visit other celestial bodies in our solar system; and automate the

process of collecting information on the environments that surround us, such as urban

traffic and farm crops. In this context, this section discusses how CLARK was used

as part of the Resilient Space Systems (RSS) project between JPL, Caltech, WHOI,

and MIT, and how CLARK's risk-aware temporal planning capabilities enabled the

achievement of RSS' midyear review goals last spring. To the best of our knowledge,

CLARK is the first planner capable of handling the RSS demonstration scenario,

which requires joint handling of probabilistic scheduling constraints and path planning

with uncertain dynamics.

In close connection with this thesis' goal, the RSS project aims at developing au-

tonomous agents that can reason quantitatively about uncertainty and mission risk,

and incorporate notions of safety to their decision-making while dynamically execut-

ing tasks in partially known, and potentially hazardous, environments. Towards this

goal, the technology demonstration that took place as part of RSS' midyear review on

April 2016 incorporated the CLARK executive and Enterprise (Figure 7-8) as part of
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the Resilient Spacecraft Executive (RSE) architecture [McGhan et al., 201), McGhan

and MIurrav, 20151 (liagramniatically shown in Figure 7-21.

Operator

A I

Measurement and
Estimation

Learning

Decision/Ctrl

Deliberative Layer
(risk-aware)

Habitual Layer
(risk-bounded)

- Reflexive Layer
(reactive control)

t
Vehicle

Sensors Actuators

Environment

Figure 7-21: Resilient Spacecraft Executive (RSE) architecture. In the RSS demon-
stration, the role of the risk-aware delibcrativc layer was performe(l by the CLARK
executive within Enterprise (Figure 7-8). The diagrain is a courtesy of Cathariine

IMc Glhan and Tiago Vaquero.

In Figure 7-21, the dclibcrativo layer consists of "deliberative" reasoning behavior

used to make decisions and perform risk-aware plan execution. III this demonstration,

the role of the deliberative lave r is played 1by the CLARK executive withini Enterprise

(Figure 7-8). At, a more concrete level of abstraction, the habitual layer consists

of "habit'1ial" behaviors that are perfolmed I by rote once learned throl1gh repetitiou,

such as trajectory planning. Finally, and further down the abstraction hierarchy,

the rcflhxive layer consists of "reflexive low-level lehaviors, such as leveraging PID
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controllers to align a Mars rover to trajectory segments computed by the habitual

layer., while making sure not to bump against previously unseen obstacles. The left

side of Figure 7-21 shows the state rras'rement block, where raw sensor data is

processed, and which includes analysis and learning capabilities. In the remainder of

this section. we focus on CLARK as part of the deliberative laver.

(move ovet1 11 1~3)

G0 (move roverl 13 15)
0 (imo mastam rover] 5)
10 ( itatro-t s mawram roverl 15 p t

f s me oiatio, tover1 15)
i 4' te ' oll k iu sam ,rple movprl1 i o,
0 (move roverl 15 12)

Ma ~ bt.fl)A lv')1 r'

mm" '60 (1 (toke m e n s r ifl , r over 1 1; fm r "
i 80 0 (transmit data roveri 12 pic req2)

1 (transmit data roveri 12 pic req3)

0 (transmitdata roverl 12 rock req2)

Figure 7-22: Snapshot of the RSS demonstration environment.

A snapshot of the demonstration environment running in the Gazebo siiula-

tor [Koenig and Howard, 2004] is shown in Figure 7-22, and a video of the denionstra-

tion can be found at http://mers.csail .mit .edu/video-files/rss/Resilient_

SpaceSystemsMidyearReviewApril.5th_2016.mp4. In a map with obstacles

containing five locations of interest (1 through 5), a Mars rover is tasked with taking

pictures at locations 2, 3., and 5. as well as collecting rock samples from two out

of three potential collection sites at locations 2, 4, and 5. The rover is equipped

with two cameras: mastcam is a high resolution camera specifically designed to take

panoramic pictures, while hazcan is a lower resolution camera whose purpose is to

perform visual detection of unanticipated obstacles on the rover's path. However,

if mastcam. is unavailable, we allow hazcam to be used to take pictures of map lo-

cations due to the lack of a better option. Upon completion of its data collection,
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the rover is required to drive to either location 2 or location 4 in order to relay its

information to an orbiting satellite, which is visible from these locations within a

limited time window [50,2200] measured in seconds from the start of the mission.

There are six types of durative actions available to the rover, which are summarized

in Table 7.4: (I) perform a traversal between two locations; (II) activate a camera,

which gets automatically deactivated after use; (III) use an active camera to take

a picture; (IV) survey an area, which confirms or refutes the presence of a desired

rock sample; (V) collect a rock that has been detected by a survey operation; and

(VI) transmit a request (picture or rock sample analysis) to the satellite, which can

only be done during the period of time in which the satellite is visible. Appendix D

contains the PDDL model used in this demonstration, which was augmented with the

uncontrollable temporal durations in Table 7.4 according to the procedure described

in Section 7.1.1.

In addition to CLARK, tBurton [Wang and Williams, 2015b, Wang, 2015], POPF

[Coles et al., 2010], and OPTIC [Benton et al., 2012] were considered as temporal

planning options. Except for CLARK, the most important limiting factor for the

other planners was their inability to handle uncontrollable temporal durations. Since

COLIN and OPTIC are capable of handling planning with continuous resources, we

considered following [Ono et al., 2012a] and modeling risk as a "resource" consumed

by different actions, but the nonlinear nature of the "squeezings" of probabilistic

temporal constraints precluded this option. Even the temporal planner in [Cimatti

et al., 2015], which adapts COLIN [Coles et al., 2009, Coles et al., 2012] to handle

strong scheduling with STNU constraints, could not be used, due to its inability to

handle risk-aware scheduling.

Since the RSS scenario had been originally designed with unconditional temporal

planners in mind, one of its goals was to demonstrate reactive robustness through

replanning. On the one hand, unlike Sections 3.5 and 7.2, this demonstration re-

quirement has the downside of not exercising CLARK's ability to achieve robustness

through conditional probabilistic planning, which allows an agent's current decisions

to be influenced by anticipated future execution scenarios (e.g., picking up an um-
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Action
Take picture with mastcam
Take picture with hazcam

Collect rock sample
Survey location

Turn mastcam on
Turn hazcam on
Transmit data
Move l1  +12

Move 11 13
Move 11 14
Move 11 1 15
Move 12 13
Move 12 14
Move 12 15
Move 13 4

Move l3  15
Move 14 15

Duration type
set-bounded
set-bounded
set-bounded
set-bounded

uniform
uniform
uniform
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian

Representation
u[5,201
u15,201

u[10,50]
u[10,50]
U(5,20)
U(5,20)

U(10,30)
N(270,100)
N(220,100)
N(220,100)
N(270,100)
N(250,100)
N(230,100)
N(270,100)
N(240,100)
N(290,100)
N(237,100)

Table 7.4: Duration models used in the RSS demonstration. Set-bounded dura-
tions u[a, b] are those found in STNU's and represent random variables that take
values within the interval [a, b] with unknown probability distribution. Similar to set-
bounded durations, a uniform duration U(a, b) also takes values in the interval [a, b],
but with known density (b - a)- 1 anywhere within the interval. Finally, a Gaussian
duration N(p, o 2) has mean p and variance a2 .

brella if there is a possibility of rain later in the day). On the other hand, by requiring

replanning at reactive timescales, the RSS scenario fostered, and empirically demon-

strated, CLARK's ability to quickly generate emergency contingency temporal plans,

which often take the form of unconditional sequences of actions that seek to protect

the agent and its environment from harm [Arantes et al., 2015,Arantes et al., 2016a].

As first mentioned in Section 1.4 and reinforced in Section 7.1.3, being able to monitor

execution and react to failure conditions not anticipated by the CC-POMDP model is

key to enhancing the CLARK executive's robustness to external disturbances. This is

because planning models, CC-POMDP and otherwise, are always incomplete approx-

imations of reality, thus requiring plan executives for risk-aware autonomous agents

to necessarily be ready to handle unmodeled contingencies. Moreover, even restricted

to unconditional temporal planning, the RSS scenario still could not be handled by
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existing temporal plaiiers, (lue to its requirement of risk-aware scheduling in the

preseice of set-ioulided and probailistic uncontrollalle durati1s. In Section 7.3.1,

we exteind the 11( lised in the RSS demionst-ration to handle ihe risk from path

planning liins

15

14

3
- Start

1

(a) First stage: nomiial temporal plan.

/

I

1 5

A
k

/ /4
12

3Start

Ai

(b) Second stage: mastcamn fault.

A

15

11

/2

3

(c) Third stage: rock-not-found fault.

Figure 7-23: Different stage of the RSS demonstration available at the aforementioned
video link. The --nominal teinporal plan" shown in 7-23a is the same one (depicted
on the bottom right quadrant of Figure 7-22. The figures are a courtesy of Tiago
Vaquero a(nd Catharine McGhan.

Figure 7-23 depicts three important stages in the RSS demonstratioll video referred
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to earlier in this section. First, during the "nominal plan" stage in Figure 7-23a,

CLARK decides to visit locations 3, 2, and 5 in this order; collect rock samples at

5 and 2; and transmit its data to the satellite at location 2. However, the moment

the rover arrives at location 3, a mastcam fault is manually injected into the system,

preventing the rover from being able to take a picture at that location and causing

Pike to trigger replanning within the CLARK executive (Figures 7-7 and 7-8). Taking

into account the elapsed time since the beginning of execution, the time windows for

communication with the satellite are updated, and CLARK generates a new plan from

the rover's current state that uses hazcam as a replacement for mastcam (Figure 7-

23b), while preserving all the other plan actions (but not their schedule). Once the

rover arrives at location 5, a fault related to the survey failing to detect the rock

sample is injected into the system, causing Pike to trigger replanning once again. A

graphical representation of the new plan generated by CLARK is shown in Figure

7-23c, in which the rover chooses to collect the rock sample at location 4, and to

transmit data at both locations 2 and 4.

Start time Activity
0.0 : (move roveri 11 13)

270.0 : (turnonmastcam roveri 13)
290.0 : (takepictures mastcam roveri 13 picreqi)
310.0 : (move roveri 13 15)
650.0 : (turnonmastcam roveri 15)
670.0 : (take _pictures _ mastcam roveri 15 picreq3)
690.0 : (survey _location roveri 15)
740.0 : (collect _rock__sample roveri 15 rock _reqi)
790.0 : (move roveri 15 12)

1110.0 : (transmit _data roveri 12 rock reqi)
1140.0 : (turnonmastcam roveri 12)
1160.0 : (takepictures _mastcam roveri 12 picreq2)
1180.0 : (transmit _ data roveri 12 picreq2)
1210.0 : (transmit _ data roveri 12 picreqi)
1240.0 : (transmitdata roveri 12 picreq3)
1270.0 : (survey _location roveri 12)
1320.0 : (collect _rock__sample roveri 12 rock _req2)
1370.0 : (transmitdata roveri 12 rock req2)

Table 7.5: Possible schedule for the risk-aware "nominal" temporal plan generated by
CLARK for the RSS demonstration scenario.
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Figure 7-24: PTPN generated by, CLARK and sent to Pike for the simple case where

only a picture at, location 3 is needed. The actual scheduling of activities is performed

by Pike in real time as it dispatches the plan.

Figure 7-24 shows what the PTPN that, CLARK sends to Pike looks like for the

simple case wvhere only a, picture at location 3 is needed'. Instead of generating a,

fixed schedule for the plan, which is standard practice for temporal planners handling

controllable temporal durations, the PTPN in Figure 7-24 gives Pike the flexibility

to dispatch the plan in real time, thus improving the CLARK executive's robustness

3 A PTPN for the complete scenario cannot, legibly fit oil the pa-ge.
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to temporal disturbances. Table 7.5 shows one possible schedule for the actions in

the risk-aware "nominal" temporal plan generated by CLARK for the complete RSS

demonstration scenario.

The durative actions in CLARK's CC-POMDP are constructed from the PDDL

model in Appendix D and Table 7.4 by following the procedure in Section 7.1.1. States

in RAO*'s search graph contain references to the temporal constraints entailed by the

current policy, i.e., the uncontrollable durations of all actions that are currently part

of the policy, plus the time window constraints associated with the transmit actions.

Combined with the strong scheduling constraints (5.2) (page 156), these form the set

C of constraints in the CC-POMDP. The PARIS scheduler from Chapter 5 serves as

both the execution risk heuristic for RAO* and the constraint violation function c, in

the CC-POMDP: for intermediate search states, it computes an admissible estimate

of the scheduling risk bound by minimizing it over the current set of entailed temporal

constraints. At terminal search states, it computes this risk bound for the final set of

temporal constraints in the policy and returns it as the effective mission scheduling

risk, which then gets propagated by RAO*'s backup operations up to the root node

of the policy. A chance constraint er(bo, C17r) < A = 0.1% is used to limit the

scheduling risk over the complete execution, and the goal in the CC-POMDP is to

minimize the number of plan actions.

Since repeated evaluations of probabilistic temporal consistency is a costly op-

eration, we implemented an approach similar to lIvankovic et al., 20141 and guided

RAO*'s search by computing sets of "helpful actions" and minimum length relaxed

(non-temporal) plans using a SAT-based subplanner inspired by SatPlan [Kautz and

Selman, 20061. We chose a SAT-based encoding of the relaxed planning problem be-

cause it allowed easy generation of the set of all helpful actions at a state: after each

call to the SAT-based subplanner, we recorded the first action in the plan and added

the negation of its Boolean variable to the planning clauses, repeating this process

until the subplanner returned no solution. States stemming from helpful actions at

their parents were given preference in RAO*'s expansion, while other were labeled for

"delayed" expansion.
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Golcmintos P TTS[' ER M-S'i CM s
9i
92

94

911 92
9i, g2
91, 93
91, 94

9i, gs

92, 9

93, 95
g4, gs
94, 95

91, 2, 93

g, 92, 94

9i, 92, 95

91, 93, 94
9i, 93, 95

g1 , g4 , gs

g2, g 3, 94

g2, g3 , 95
92,94,95

93, 94, 95
91, 92, 93, 94

gi, g2, g3,95

91, 92, 94, 95

9i, 93, g4,95
92, 93, 94,95

9i, 92, 93, 94, 95

5.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
8.00
9.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
7.00
7.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
12.00
11.00
11.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
14.00
18.00

0.19
0.11
0.18
0.12
0.13
0.40
0.65
0.41
0.41
0.40
0.31
0.31
0.46
0.49
0.47
1.06
0.84
0.81
1.40
1.36
1.63
0.93
0.97
2.21
0.92
5.72
6.02
9.59
8.95
3.20

28.39

1.15E-06
5.73E-07
1.15E-06
5.73E-07
5.73E-07
1.15E-06
1.72E-06
1.15E-06
1.15E-06
1.15E-06
5.73E-07
5.73E-07
1.15E-06
1.15E-06
1.15E-06
1.72E-06
1.15E-06
1.15E-06
1.72E-06
1.72E-06
1.72E-06
1.15E-06
1.15E-06
1.15E-06
1.15E-06
1.72E-06
1.72E-06
1.72E-06
1.72E-06
1.15E-06
1.72E-06

630.00
390.00
710.00
400.00
400.00
710.00
1070.00
760.00
760.00
780.00
520.00
520.00
840.00
840.00
810.00
1140.00
840.00
840.00
1200.00
1200.00
1190.00
910.00
910.00
880.00
970.00
1270.00
1270.00
1260.00
1330.00
1040.00
1400.00

Table 7.6: CLARK's performance on the RSS demonstration for different combi-
nations of goals. PL is the Plan Length (number of actions); TTS is the Time to
Solution, i.e., the amount of time to generate a temporal plan with a schedule that
meets the chance constraint; ER is RAO* execution risk, which corresponds to the
scheduling risk for these plans; MR-MS is the Minimum Risk Makespan, i.e., the
temporal span to the temporal plan when scheduling risk is minimized; and CC-MS
is the Chance-Constrained Makespan, where the risk bound A = 0.1% is exploited to
reduce the total execution time.

Let the different goals in the RSS demonstration scenario be denoted by the fol-

lowing aliases:
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608.35
378.05
688.35
388.05
388.05
688.35

1038.66
738.35
738.35
758.35
508.05
508.05
818.35
818.35
788.35
1108.66
818.35
818.35
1168.66
1168.66
1158.66
888.35
888.35
858.35
948.35

1238.66
1238.66
1228.66
1298.66
1018.35
1368.66

Goal combinations PL TTS [s] ER MR-MS [s] CC-MS [s]



0 gi: (transmitted picreqi);

0 92: (transmitted pic_req2);

* 93: (transmitted picreq3);

* 94: (transmitted rockreqi);

* 95: (transmitted rockreq2).

With this notation, Table 7.6 shows CLARK's performance on the RSS demonstration

scenario as a function of the combination of goals that must be achieved by the

mission. In all test cases, CLARK generated optimal (minimum number of actions)

temporal plans handling all the different types of uncontrollable durations in Table

7.4, and respecting the risk bound A = 0.1%. In fact, as shown by the fourth column

in Table 7.6, the scheduling risk of the temporal plans are quite far away from the

aforementioned risk bound. Therefore, as a post-processing step, temporal plans

generated by CLARK with uncontrollable durations (e.g., Figure 7-24) and execution

risk A' < A were given back to PARIS so that it could minimize its makespan with a

chance constraint A - A' (see Section 5.4.5). In order words, we used the remaining

"risk budget" to optimize a secondary plan objective (plan makespan) that was not

part of the original objective in the CC-POMDP. The results of this optimization are

shown on the last column of Table 7.6, where we see that all plan makespans were

reduced.

Finally, the third column (time to solution) in Table 7.6 indicates that CLARK

achieved its goal of providing risk-aware temporal planning with expressive tempo-

ral uncertainty models within reactive time scales. This is certainly not a claim

that CLARK is at the same level of efficiency as specialized temporal planners for

PDDL2.2 and above, which would require a full translation from PDDL2.2 into the

CC-POMDP framework, and the incorporation of special optimizations for temporal

PDDL planning that neither RAO*, nor its available CC-POMDP models, currently

possess. At the same time, to the best of our knowledge, there are currently no tem-

poral planners capable of handling the probabilistic scheduling constraints required
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by the RSS demonstration, and our results in Table 7.6 show that CLARK and its

CC-POMDP models attain good performance for scenarios of practical interest.

7.3.1 Extending RSS with risk-bounded path planning

The previous discussion of the RSS demonstration does not consider the risk stem-

ming from collisions with map obstacles, and how this risk of collision impacts the

rover's choice of activities and schedule for a mission that must be carried under

bounded risk. Therefore, in this section, we extend the CC-POMDP model for the

RSS demonstration to handle risk-bounded path planning, as explained in Section

7.1.4.

The CC-POMDP model in this new experimental setting conserves all attributes

from the previous RSS demonstration, and incorporates the environment map (Figure

7-23) and vehicle dynamics. States in RAO*'s search graph now contain a mean [

and covariance matrix P representing the Gaussian uncertainty about the rover's true

position on the map, and pSulu is used to check the existence of a path between two

regions on the map that can be traversed with bounded risk of collision. Following

the procedure in Section 7.1.4, the move action in the PDDL model for the RSS

demonstration is split into two types of traversal activities: move-low is the low risk

version of the traversal, with a bound on the risk of collision of 0.01%, while move-high

tolerates a risk of collision of up to 0.04%. Since a higher risk of collision allows the

rover to pursue higher quality paths on the map, preference to move-high is given

over move-low, whenever mission risk permits. As in the previous demonstration,

a chance constraint er(bo, Ch7r) < A = 0.1% is used to bound the risk of the rover

colliding with obstacles or missing its communication window with the satellite.

An example of a conditional plan generated by CLARK in this new setting is

shown in Figure 7-25, where the only goals are to have pictures of locations 3 and 5

(gi and 93). Ellipses represent belief states in the conditional policies, and edges are

the probabilities of transitioning between belief states. Since this is a fully observable

model, each belief state contains a single particle with probability 1 (thus the reason

why Entropy is 0 in all of them). In each belief state, fields R, ER, and ERB are,
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Figure 7-25: CLARK policy for the RSS scenario with picture requests at locations 3
and 5, and two types of move actions with bounded risk of collision: move-low (risk
bound of 0.01%) and move-high (risk bound of 0.04%).
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respectively, the irnmediate risk rb(bk), the execution risk er(bkJ7r), and the execution

risk bound Ak at that. belief state. The optimal activity at each belief state is shown

as Op (for Operator), and the value of executing this activity at the belief state is

shown as Op Value (in this case, the value is a cost).

Starting with the risk bound er(bo, C br) < A = 0.1% at the root belief, it gets

"consumed" by the path planning and scheduling risks according to (3.28) (page 88).

However, the scheduling risk is so small compared to the collision risk that only the

latter is reflected within the finite precision of the ERB fields in Figure 7-25. Note

that move-high is used for the first two traversals, but it gets pruned by RAO* due

to its excessive risk in the low risk traversal from location 3 to location 2.

4 -0 No collision 1400 a-. No collision
4 * Collision C-4 collision

- 1200

30

25 -10

20 800

15 600

10

9# 2400

5 10 15 20 25 30 5 10 15 20 25 30

Goal combinations Goal combinations

(a) Time to solution. (b) Chance-constrained makespan.

Figure 7-26: Comparison between RSS scenarios with (label Collision) and with-
out (label No collision) collision handling. The order of goal combinations on the
horizontal axes follows the first column of Table 7.6.

The same set of goal combinations from Table 7.6 were evaluated in this new set-

ting of the RSS demonstration, and comparative results between the two settings of

the RSS demonistration are shown as plots in Figure 7-26. With these experiments,

our goal was to assess whether the inclusion of path planning constraints would have

a significant impact on CLARK's performance, and whether the extra. risk from col-

lisions would affect activity scheduling.

Since pSulu is not an algorithm developed in the context of this thesis, the times

in Figure 7-26a do not take into account the preprocessing step that computes the
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existence of routes between pairs of locations on the map at different levels of risk,

which are used by CLARK as a lookup table. However, Figure 7-26a does take into

account the overhead generated by the duplication of move actions, and the added

complexity of RAO* constructing policies with probabilistic branching. From the

observation of the two curves in Figure 7-26a, we conclude that the more expressive

CC-POMDP planning model that takes path planning risk into account did not incur

significant overhead, except on the last example. The reason behind the latter is

that our SAT-based subplanner for helpful actions incorporates no information about

risk, therefore causing RAO* to backtrack a few times on the grounds of chance

constraint infeasibility. Nevertheless, despite the added complexity, CLARK is still

able to compute a feasible risk-bounded temporal plan in less than a minute for the

complete RSS scenario taking collision risk into account.

Our last experiments concerning the impact of collision risk on activity scheduling

are shown in Figure 7-26b and confirm our expectations: since the chance constraint

er(bo, C17r) < A = 0.1% is being used to bound the probability of joint scheduling

and path planning constraints, a higher risk "consumption" by collision constraints

leaves less room for improvement of the mission schedule, as indicated by the Collision

curve always being above No collision in Figure 7-26b.

7.4 Conclusions

This chapter revisits the CLARK system first introduced in Section 1.4, and builds

upon concepts presented in previous chapters to provide a detailed, holistic view of

the different components of CLARK's architecture (Figure 7-1), the CLARK exec-

utive (Figure 7-7), and the integration of the latter within Enterprise (Figure 7-8).

Moreover, Sections 7.2 and 7.3 present experimental results in application domains

where CLARK receives inputs, respectively, as cRMPL programs and augmented

PDDL models, thus complementing the experimental results from Chapter 3, where

inputs to CLARK are given directly as CC-POMDP's. Therefore, with this chapter,

this thesis addresses all forms of inputs and outputs shown in Figure 7-1.
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In view of the results presented so far, the next chapter summarizes this thesis'

main contributions, and briefly discusses some of the many potential avenues of future

research that could stem from this work.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

"None of my inventions came by accident. I see a worthwhile need to be

met and I make trial after trial until it comes. What it boils down to is

one per cent inspiration and ninety-nine per cent perspiration."

Thomas A. Edison, 1929.

The first half of 2016 brought with it two sharply distinct moments for the interac-

tion between artificial intelligence and humankind. While the world1 watched in awe

as AlphaGo [Silver et al., 2016j convincingly beat Lee Sedol, considered one of the

best Go players of all time, in a historic five-game match akin to Deep Blue's [Camp-

bell et al., 20021 victory over World Chess Champion Garry Kasparov in 1997, it also

witnessed the first fatal accident ruled as being caused by a self-driving vehicle IVla-

sic and Boudette, 20161. As we move towards a reality where autonomous agents are

increasingly put in charge of high-stakes mission that often include the protection of

human life, matters of safe and trustworthy autonomy come into the spotlight. It is

within this context that this thesis places its contributions.

8.1 Summary of contributions

In this thesis, we argued that trusting autonomous agents with safety-critical tasks

requires them to develop a keen sensitivity to risk and to incorporate uncertainty

10r, at least, the more computationally-inclined portion of it.
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into their decision-making. Towards this goal, we proposed that autonomous agents

must be able to execute risk-bounded conditional plans while operating under time

pressure and other types of constraints. By being conditional, the policy allows the

agent's choice of activity to depend on its current belief about the true state of

the world. Moreover, ensuring safety through bounds on mission risk allows such

conditional plans to move away from the conservatism of risk-minimizing approaches,

while keeping the autonomous agent strictly within acceptable safety levels.

As a formalism for conditional risk-bounded planning under uncertainty, this the-

sis proposed Chance-Constrained Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes

(CC-POMDP's) in Chapter 3. The key feature of CC-POMDP's is a novel dynamic

measure of mission safety in terms of execution risk, which addresses shortcomings

in the literature related to the treatment of risks as unit costs or a "resource" that is

monotonically spent throughout execution. In order to solve CC-POMDP's, we in-

troduced Risk-bounded AO* (RAO*) in Chapter 3, an HFS-based algorithm that

searches for solutions to a CC-POMDP by leveraging admissible utility and risk

heuristics to simultaneously guide the search and perform early pruning of overly-

risky policy branches.

In an effort to facilitate the specification of risk-bounded behavior by human

modelers, this thesis also presented the Chance-constrained Reactive Model-based

Programming Language (cRMPL) in Chapter 4, a novel variant of RMPL [Williams

et al., 2003, Ingham, 2003, Effinger, 2012] that incorporates chance constraints as

part of its syntax. By defining the execution semantics of cRMPL in terms of CC-

POMDP's and using RAO* to compute optimal, risk-bounded execution policies,

we were able to exploit the language's hierarchical structure and steer away from

the intractability of previous approaches that required the explicit unraveling of all

possible execution traces. From a software engineering standpoint, our choice to

implement cRMPL as an extension of Python made it easy to integrate cRMPL

within the popular Robot Operating System (ROS) [Quigley et al., 20091 framework

for robotics applications, a key capability for modern agent programming languages

[Ziafati et al., 2012].
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Influenced by Planning Modulo Theories (PMT) [Gregory et al., 2012J, semantic

attachment [Dornhege et al., 2012], and [Ivankovic et al., 20141, which promote a syn-

ergistic combination of state-of-the-art methods for symbolic planning and constraint

satisfaction, Chapter 5 developed PARIS, the current fastest algorithm for risk-aware

scheduling of Probabilistic Simple Temporal Networks with Uncertainty (PSTNU's),

a temporal reasoning formalism that subsumes both PSTN's and STNU's. In Chap-

ter 6, PARIS is used in the development of the first risk-aware conditional scheduling

algorithm for Probabilistic Temporal Plan Networks (PTPN's) featuring PSTNU con-

straints.

The different tools and algorithms developed in the context of this thesis were

combined to form the Constrained Planning for Autonomy with Risk (CLARK) sys-

tem, a risk-aware conditional planning system that can generate chance-constrained,

dynamic temporal plans for autonomous agents that must operate under uncertainty.

In addition to experimental results involving the different components of CLARK in

Chapters 3, 5, and 6, several demonstrations in Chapter 7 empirically showed that

CLARK achieves this thesis' goal of generating safe, conditional plans over rich sets

of mission constraints, while working in tandem with other building blocks of resilient

autonomous systems.

8.2 - Future work

Extend RAO* to compute infinite horizon, risk-bounded policies

The temporal nature of the applications that this thesis is concerned about, in which

autonomous agents must complete their tasks under time pressure and temporal un-

certainty, was the motivation behind our focus on finite horizon policies in this thesis'

development of RAO*. However, the modeling power of CC-POMDP's extends much

beyond risk-aware temporal applications. In situations where an agent's actions in

the environment are not bound by any particular deadline, infinite horizon policies

may be desired as an approximation of time-independent behavior.
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An important matter concerns the execution risk recursion

er(bk 1r) = rb(bk) + (1 - rb(bk)) S Prs"(ok+1|7r(bk), bk)er(b-l+1r) (3.21)
0

k+1

from Chapter 3 as the horizon h -+ oc. Since (3.21) can be interpreted as a dis-

counted Bellman backup equation with finite costs rb(bk) E [0, 1] and discount factor

(1 - rb(bk)) E [0, 1], we conclude that er(bk17r) converges to a point within [0, 1] even

as k -* oc. However, it is very easy to think of situations in which er(bklw) -÷ 1 as

k -+ oc, which means that no risk-bounded policies from belief b exist. For instance,

think of a robot moving down a hallway that, at each step, may collide with the walls

with probability p. In this case, er(bk17r) = 1 - (1 - p)(h-k), which tends to 1 as

h -+ oc for all values of k. This may a trivial example, but it raises two important

questions: under which conditions can one impose non-trivial bounds 0 < A < 1 on

(3.21) and still be able to compute a chance-constrained policy? Can this be deter-

mined without having to exhaust the search space? We conjecture that such questions

could potentially be answered efficiently by extending the notion of a Strongly Con-

nected Component (SCC) [Tarjan, 1972] to a "Strongly Safe Connected Component"

(SSaCC), and modifying Topological Value Iteration (TVI) [Dai et al., 2011] to com-

pute (3.21) within these SSaCC's. These computations could be incorporated into an

LAO*-like [Hansen and Zilberstein, 20011 algorithm to produce RLAO*2 .

Handle partially-enumerated beliefs and observations, and sampling

This is the topic of Appendix A, in which we investigate possible ways of extending

RAO*'s risk-aware search to planning domains that are intractably large to be fully

enumerated, while retaining strict safety guarantees. The idea is that large groups

of unlikely particles in a belief state, as well as unlikely observation branches on the

policy search graph, could be appropriately lumped, respectively, into "macro" parti-

cles and observations, whose expansion would be delayed to the future. Generating

these sets of unlikely particles and observations could either be achieved through effi-

2Or some other more suitably-named algorithm.
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cient best-first enumeration algorithms [Timmons, 20131, or through sampling, as in

(L)RTDP [Barto et al., 1995, Bonet and Geffner, 2003]. In the latter case, Hoeffding's

inequality [Hoeffding, 1963] could provide a guaranteed bound on the probability of

the empirical mean falling far from the true expected value.

Support risk-aware, conditional and unconditional dynamic scheduling

In order to perform risk-aware scheduling under temporal uncertainty, this thesis

presented PARIS (Chapter 5) and its extension to conditional scheduling (Chapter 6).

However, both of these perform strong scheduling, i.e., they determine precomputed

schedules for controllable temporal events that are guaranteed to be feasible with high

probability, regardless of the particular outcomes of uncertainty (both observations

and uncontrollable durations) in the plan. Therefore, even though temporal plans

generated by CLARK are dynamic in terms of action selection (the choice of action

depends on the current belief state), their schedules are static.

Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there are currently no conditional

or unconditional risk-aware dynamic scheduling algorithms that can incorporate in-

formation about probabilistic observations and temporal durations. As mentioned in

Chapter 2, there are several approaches to dynamic scheduling of STNU's [Morris

et al., 2001, Morris and Muscettola, 2005, Morris, 2006, Hunsberger, 2009, Hunsberger,

2010, Hunsberger, 2013, Hunsberger, 2014, Morris, 2014], and some very recent at-

tempts at extending the STNU paradigm to conditional scheduling [Combi et al.,

2013, Cimatti et al., 2014, Cimatti et al., 2016b, Cimatti et al., 2016a], where both

temporal durations and uncontrollable choices have set-bounded, non-probabilistic

uncertainty. However, unlike existing strong schedulers for PSTN's and PSTNU's

[Tsamardinos, 2002, Fang et al., 2014, Wang and Williams, 2015a, Santana et al.,

2016c, none of these dynamic schedulers incorporate any notion of scheduling risk

arising from probabilistic durations and real-time observations.
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Risk-aware, conflict-directed search

It is known that conflict-directed search methods [Stallman and Sussman, 1977,

De Kleer and Williams, 1987, De Kleer et al., 1992, Williams and Ragno, 20071 pro-

vide superior performance in large, constrained search spaces when compared with

chronological backtracking, as seen in Chapter 6. However, since the constraint vi-

olation function c, in CC-POMDP's (Definition 3.1) does not output any conflicts,

RAO*'s mechanism for revising overly risky partial policies is not conflict-directed.

Inspired by Conflict-Directed A* [Williams and Ragno, 2007] (CDA*), a potentially

worthwhile extension of the results in this thesis would be to develop risk-aware con-

flict extraction methods that could be used to propose the unimaginatively-named

CD-RAO*. Examples of such risk-aware conflict extraction methods are developed

in [Wang, 2013, Wang and Williams, 2015a] in the context of strong scheduling for

PSTN's.

Extend the range of input languages to CLARK

The current interface to CLARK is written mostly in Python, thus facilitating its in-

tegration within ROS-based robotic applications and software systems that leverage

Python's extensive set of scientific programming libraries. There is also a Common

Lisp version, which is intended to be integrated with an ongoing implementation of

cRMPL as an extension of Common Lisp. However, to improve CLARK's usage as a

standalone chance-constrained conditional planner, it would be helpful to implement

interfaces that could generate language-agnostic CC-POMDP descriptions from ex-

isting probabilistic planning languages, such as PPDDL [Younes and Littman, 2004],

RDDL [Sanner, 2010], and PomdpX [APPL, 20141, among others. Another option

would be to extend cRMPL and its future improvements to be able to specify CC-

POMDP models directly.
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Hardware deployment combined with model learning

All components of CLARK are model-based, i.e., they operate on the assumption

that their input models, including probability distributions, are precise abstractions

of the real world. Moreover, all experiments involving CLARK so far have consid-

ered CC-POMDP models with probabilistic transition and observation models that

do not depend on the continuous state of the Plant. However, in support of this

thesis, we have shown that the incorporation of continuous state information into

discrete probabilistic models can be beneficial, and provide in [Santana et al., 2015] a

data-driven algorithm for the unsupervised learning of Probabilistic Hybrid Automata

(PHA) models. Therefore, in order to allow CLARK to control systems whose dy-

namical models change as they age, it would be interesting to combine the algorithm

in [Santana et al., 2015] to the CLARK executive architecture shown in Figure 1-10.
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Appendix A

Extending RAO* to

partially-enumerated beliefs and

policies

In this appendix, we address challenges related to the handling of larges belief states

and policy branching in Chapter 3. More specifically, we are concerned with the

computation of

b(Sk+l) = E T(sk, ak, sk+1)6(sk),
Sk

b(Sk+l) = IO(sk+1, ok+1)b(sk+1),
77

Pr(ok+11o1:k, ao:k) = O(Sk+1, Ok+1)b(Sk+1),

Sk+1

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

in situations in which the size of belief spaces and the number of observations at

nodes render exact computations intractable. Our goal here is to understand how

approximations of (A.1)-(A.3) can impact execution risk and policy optimality.
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A.1 Partial enumeration of belief states

Henceforth, let the term particle denote a state-probability with nonzero probability.

The set of all particles at some belief state bk will be denoted by Ap(bk) = {sk

b(sk) # 01.

Due to the potential sheer size of S, the number of elements in Ap(bk) might be

intractally large to enumerate. Hence, our proposed approach to attain scalability is

to focus our attention on a subset of particles concentrating most of the probability in

Ap(bk). Let us call this subset of particles concentrating most of the probability the

Enumerated Particles (EP) set, denoted by E (bk). The remaining particles coipos-

ing the belief state are called Lumped Particles (LP) and denoted by Lp(bk). We say

that the remaining particles are "lumped" because they are not explicitly enumerated

by the algorithm. Instead, they are lumped together into meta particles representing

sets of unenumerated particles ("clouds" in Figure A-1). A visual depiction of these

sets can be found in Figure A-1, in which belief states correspond to layers on the

tree. Squares on a belief layer correspond to particles in E, while the set of cloud

nodes represent the lumped particles in Lp. A belief state featuring a, non-empty Lp

is called a partially-enumerated belief state (PEBS).

enumerated particle b,

set of unenumerated bk+I
particles

bk+2

Figure A-1: Example PEBS. Squares on the tree represent enumerated particles with
non-zero probabilities; clouds represent unenumnerated (lumped) particles; and layers
represent belief states.

The intuition behind Ep and Lp is very simple. If we were to deal with the

complete belief states in our search for a policy, the computational load would quickly
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become intractable as the number of particles grows quickly in (A.1)-(A.2). Hence,

in order to be able to compute a chance-constrained policy, we will choose to only

consider a subset of true belief states, namely Ep, and ignore the particles in Lp.

Ignoring particles is clearly something "risky" to do, but it is feasible due to the

leeway provided by chance constraints. Hence, as long as we can show that the risk

of ignoring particles meets our chance constraints, the policy is still guaranteed to be

safe. Another consequence of ignoring particles is the potential loss of optimality, as

measured by the objective function that the policy is trying to optimize.

For the moment, let us assume that there exists an algorithm, such as Bones

[Timmons, 2013], capable of computing Ep(bk) for some particular belief state bk. It

is worthwhile to stress an important fact that might not be obvious at first glance:

given a belief state bk, we might have the same state sk represented in both the

enumerated and the lumped particle sets. In other words, we can always write

b(sk) = be(S) + bi(sk), (A.4)

where b(sk) is the true probability (if we could perfectly compute as probabilities) of

state Sk in belief state bk; be(Sk) is our estimate of b(sk); and bi(s) is the non-negative

error in our estimate, which corresponds to the probability sum of all cloud particles

containing Sk. The source of the error term bI(sk) is made evident in Section A.1.1.

Finally, given that probabilities in a belief state must always sum to 1, it is easy

to see that

Pr(Lp(bk)) = 1 - Pr(Ep(bk)) = 1 - be (S). (A.5)
SkEEp(bk)

Hence, even if we just propagate the particles in Ep(bk), we can still recover the total

probability within Lp(bk) from (A.5).
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A.1.1 Predicting PEBS's

We start by considering the problem of propagating PEBS's forward according to the

state transition model. From (A.1), we get

b(Sk+1 ak) kT(S, ak, Sk+1)b(Sk),

SkEAp(bk)

= T(sk, ak, sk+1)be(sk) + T(sk, ak, Sk+1)bl(Sk),
sk EEp(bk) SkELp(bk)

be(sk+1 ak) + bi(sk+1 ak), (A.6)

where the summation in (A.6) was split between the enumerated and lumped portion

of the belief of each state Sk. The term

besk+1|ak) = T(sk, ak, sk+1)b(sk), (A.7)
SkEEp(bk)

which is obtained through forward propagation of Ep(bk) according to the state tran-

sition model, can be computed as usual. The other term corresponds to bI(sk+1|ak)

and cannot be computed exactly. This is due to the fact that we neither have access

to individual particles within Lp(bk), nor we have an exact value for the error bI(sk).

For a given sk+1, there is no guarantee that there exists no sk within cloud nodes

in bk for which T(sk, ak, Sk+1) # 0. In simpler words, there might be some potential

parents of sk+1 "lost" in the cloud nodes and whose probabilities are not being taken

into account when computing be(Sk+1 ak) in (A.6). Hence, be(sk+l|ak) will always

be an underestimate (lower bound) of the true probability b(sk+1|ak), given that the

error term bl(sk+11ak) is clearly non-negative.

One simple, but important, consequence of (A.6) is that the probability mass

within the set of enumerated particles will always tend to decrease as a result of the

prediction step. This can be easily seen from

Pr(Ep(bk)) = E be(sk) > E T(sk,ak,sk+1)be(sk) = Pr(Ep(bk+l)). (A.8)

SkEEP(bk) skeEp(bk)
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Thus, we conclude from (A.5) and (A.8) that Pr(Lp(bk+l)) will never decrease when

compared to Pr(Lp(bk)).

Risk bounds for predicted PEBS's

We now consider the impact of the underestimates in (A.6) on how we measure risk

using

(A.9)Fb(bk, C) = 1 b(Sk)CV(P(Sk), C)-
SkCS

Using the notation from this section, we can rewrite (A.9) as

S b(Sk+1)cv(Sk+1)

Sk+1 EAp(bk+l)

S(b(Sk+ + bI(Sk+1))cv(Sk+1)

Sk+1EAp(bk+l)

(A.10)

Similar to (A.6), we can only compute the probabilities b(Sk+l) up to some error.

Hence, we must find ways to approximate (A.10) so as to get, at least, upper and lower

bounds on the risk of a PEBS. For now, let us settle for the simple solution found

by replacing c,(.) for the terms multiplying bj(Sk+1) by a constant, state-independent

probability of violating hard plan constraints. Let c be such a constant. Under this

assumption, we can rewrite (A.10) as

SE
Sk+leEp(bk+1)

be(Sk+1)C,(Sk+) + C

Sk+1 ELp(bk+l)

where the probability term within parentheses is exactly

Pr(Lp(bk+l)) = 1 - 5: be(Sk+1)-

Sk+1EEp(bk+1)

Let C 7 ax and cmi" be, respectively, state-independent maximal and minimal prob-
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abilities of violating constraints in a given domain. In this case, we get the bounds

ru (bk+l) = be(Sk+1)cv(Sk+1) + crnax Pr(Lp(k+)), (A.12)
Sk+1 Ep(6k+1 )

rb k+1 e(Pbl) be(sk+1)cv(sk+1) + c' Pr(Lp(bk+1, (A.13)
Sk+1EEP(bk+l)

where r'p(bk+l) and r, (bk+1) are upper and lower bounds, respectively, for rb b+1).

The simplest choices for these bounds are cmax = 1 and cm"" = 0, which should hold

regardless of the planning domain.

A.1.2 Updating partially-enumerated beliefs

The previous section analyzes how a partially-enumerated belief state impacts (A.1)

and its corresponding measures of risk. In this section, we focus on determining how

(A.2) is affected by partial enumeration of both predicted belief states and observa-

tions.

Once again, we will focus on computing updated beliefs for particles in Ep(bk+1)

and leave the probability of Lp(bk+l) to (A.5). From (A.2) and (A.6), we get

b(sk+l|ak, ok+1) OC O(sk+1, ok+1)be(sk+ljak) + O(sk+1, ok+1)b(sk+1|ak), (A.14)

Different from (A.6), the probability in (A.14) can only be computed up to some

normalization factor Zk+1, called the partition function. In the case of (A.14), we

have Zk+1 = Pr(ok+1|a1:k, O1:k). There are two import shortcomings related to (A.14).

First, the probability b1 (Sk+11ak) is unknown, which prevents us from even computing

the true value of the right-hand side of (A.14). Second, even if we could compensate

for this error, it is not sufficient to only determine probability terms up to some

constant factor. This is because we are trying to offer hard guarantees on the risk of

execution, so we need to know exactly - or at least be able to bound - the probability

of different outcomes when executing a policy.

Given the unity sum constraint for probability distributions, we can use (A.14) to
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write the partition function as

Zk+1 = E O(Sk+1, Ok+l)be(Sk+1Iak) + O(sk+l, ok+1)bI(sk+1jak),

Sk+1 EAp(bk+l)

(A.15)

which, once again, cannot be computed exactly due to the partial enumeration of

belief states. Let us assume, for the moment, that we have a way of computing

(A.15). Under this assumption, we can rewrite (A.14) as

O(sk+1, ok+1)be(sk+1|ak) O(sk+1, ok+1)bl(sk+1lak)
b(Sk+1 jak, Ok+1)=

Zk+1 Zk+1

= be(Sk+1 0 k+1, ak) + bI(Sk+1 0 k+1, ak),

which looks a lot like (A.6). Simple bounds for (A.15) can be written as

Zk"I = O(Sk+ 1 , ok+1)be (sk+1ak) + Pr(ok+l)max Pr(Lp(bk+l)),
Sk+ E Ep (bk+1)

z = S O(Sk+1, Ok+1)le (Sk+1|ak) + Pr(ok+1 )mi" Pr(Lp(bk+)),

Sk+1 CEp(bk+l)

(A.16)

(A.17)

(A.18)

where Pr(ok+l)max and Pr(ok+l)min are, respectively, upper and lower bounds' for

the probability O(Sk+1, Ok+1), VSk+1. Substituting (A.17)-(A.18) in (A.15) gives us,

respectively, upper and lower bounds for be(Sk+1 0 k+1, ak) equal to

O(sk+1, Ok+1)be (Sk+1ak)be" (sk+ 1 1 k+1, ak) =I,,
Ek+1

^ o k oO(Sk+1, Ok+1)be(Sk+1|ak)
bleo (sk +IIOk+ 1, ak) = UP.

Ek+1

(A.19)

(A.20)

Completing the recursion with Section A.1.1 requires be(Sk+10k+1, ak) to be as-

signed values, which could in turn be used during the next iteration of (A.6). Due

to our inability to compute the partition function Zk+1 exactly, we have to settle for

the bounds (A.19) and (A.20) of the true be(Sk+1I0k+1, ak). Thus, in order to remain

'For discrete observations, choosing Pr(ok+l)max =1 and Pr(ok+l)min= 0 is always guaranteed
to be consistent.
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consistent with (A.4) and make sure that we do not violate chance constraints, we

must make the approximation

be(sk+11ok+1, ak) e- bl(sk+11ok+1, ak), Vsk+1 E Ep(bk+l), (A.21)

which also assigns Pr(L,(bk+l)) +- Pr(Lp(bk+l))uP by moving errors in the term

be"(sk+1|ok+1, ak) to the cloud particles in Lp(bk+l). The reasons behind the need

for a lower bound be(Sk+1Ok+1, ak) are detailed in the following sections, where the

computation of utility and risk bounds require the availability of such lower bounds.

Risk bounds for updated PEBS's

Following the same steps as before, we can

belief state as

rb(bk+1) = Ez be(Sk+1)Cv(sk+1) +

Sk+1 EEp(bk+1)

write the risk rb(bk+1) for the updated

(A.22)( S 1 ( sk+1)c(sk+1) .sk+1 G Lp(bk+1 )

Reality comes to tear our hopes and dreams the moment we realize that none

of the terms in (A.22) can be computed exactly. This is because updating PEBS

superimposes the intractability of (A.15) and the errors introduced by partial enu-

meration, which is itself due to the intractable size of S. Similar to Section A.1.1, we

now investigate ways to deal with these multiple approximations in order to still be

able to compute policies with hard guarantees on risk.

Let cax and cr" be as defined in Section A.1.1. Similar to (A.12)-(A.13), we can

write the bounds

rb(bk+l) ru(bk+l) =

rb(bk+1) > r o(bk+1) =

S
Sk+1 EEp(bk+l)

Sk+1EEP(bk+l)

be(Sk+1)Cv(Sk+1) + cmax Pr(Lp(bk+1)),

be(Sk+1)Cv(Sk+1) + " Pr(L,(bk+1 )).

From the previous subsection, we know that updated belief states cannot be com-
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puted exactly. Therefore, the probability terms in (A.23) and (A.24) must be replaced

by the bounds in (A.19) and (A.20). A simple differential analysis shows us that

0 (r' (bk+l)) a(rlo~b )b cV(sk+1) - C"ax < 0, 1( k+1. = cV(sk+1) - c'"" ;> 0. (A.25)
9b, (Sk+1) abe(Sk+l)

Hence, both an upper bound for (A.23) and a lower bound for (A.24) are attained

at a lower bound b61 (Sk+1) of be(Sk+1). Using (A.20), we can compute an upper bound

for Pr(Lp(bk+l)) as

Pr(Lp(bk+l))UP 1 -- 3 "(sk+11ok+1, ak), (A.26)

Sk+1EGEp(bk+1 )

which can be substituted into (A.23)-(A.24) in order to give the computable bounds

rP(bk+1) ~(sk+1)cv(sk+1) + c'ax Pr(Lp(bk+1))UP, (A.27)
Sk+1EEp(bk+1)

rb (bk+l) 6 b(sk+1)cv(sk+1) + C7i' Pr(Lp(bk+l))P. (A.28)
Sk+1 EEp(bk+1)

A.1.3 Computing approximate execution risks

So far, we have only considered the impact that partial enumeration of particles in

a belief state has on the point-wise measure of risk rb(bk). However, our discussion

about chance constraints in Chapter 3 showed that the execution risk

er(bkhr) = rb(bk) + (1 - rb(bk)) E Prs"(ok+17r(bk), bk)er(bk+117r) (A.29)
0

k+1

is more useful for imposing chance constraints on a conditional plan with sensing

actions.

This section addresses two challenges associated with the computation of (A.29),

namely: the errors caused by the partial enumeration of particles (cloud nodes in

Figure A-1); and the potentially intractable number of possible observations Ok+1,

creating the need to truncate their enumeration as well. We, then, analyze how these
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approximations propagate into our estimates of the execution risk er(bkl7r). In the

following, we develop approximations for Pr(ok+lak), which can be readily extended

to Pr(ok+lak)sa by replacing predicted PEBS's by safe predicted PEBS's.

In our search for approximations for (A.29), we start by investigating the impact

that PEBS's have on (A.3) by writing

Pr(ok+1|ak)

Sk+1EAp(bk+l)

Sk+1 EEp(bk+1)

O(Sk+1, ok+1)b(sk+1|ak),

O(Sk+1, Ok+1)be(Sk+l|ak)

+ ( 1: O(sk+1, ok+1b1(sk+1ak))

Sk+1ELp(6k+1)

(A.30)

Similar to what has been seen before, individual belief values for the terms within

parentheses in (A.30) are not available due to the partial enumeration of belief states.

Therefore, our goal is to come up with upper and lower bounds for (A.30) that could

be subsequently used in approximating execution risks. Following the exact same

procedure as in (A.11)-(A.13), we get the bounds

Pr(ok+1lak)P= 0(sk+l, Ok+1be(Sk+1Iak) + Pr(ok+1)max Pr(Lp (bk+l))

Sk+1 CEp(bk+1)

(A.31)

Pr(Lp(bk+1)),Pr(ok+1 ak)lo=

Sk+1 eEp(bk+1)

O(Sk+1, Ok+1)be(Sk+1|ak) + Pr(ok+l)min

where Pr(ok+l)max and Pr(ok+l)m" are, respectively, upper and lower bounds for the

probability O(Sk+1, Ok+1), Vsk+1; and Pr(ok+1 ak)uP and Pr(ok+1Iak)'" are, respectively,

upper and lower bounds for Pr(ok+1 ak). In the case of discrete observations, choosing

Pr(ok+l)max = 1 and Pr(ok+l)min = 0 is guaranteed to be consistent. This is the

simplest possible type of approximation for (A.30), but serves as a starting point for

approximating execution risks.
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Previous sections provide upper and lower bounds for rb(bk), while (A.31) and

(A.32) give us a way to bound Pr(ok+l 1r(bk)). In the following, we consider an

additional approximation of (A.29), namely the truncation of the sum over all children

of bk, which helps reduce the branching factor at that node. In the same spirit of

Ep(bk) and Lp(bk) from Section A.1, here we define E0 (bk) and L,(bk), respectively,

as the enumerated and lumped sets of observations at the belief state bk. Given these

sets, we can rewrite (A.29) as

er(bk|7r) =rb(bk) + (1 - rb(bk))ERk,

ERk = ( b Pr(ok+17r(bk))saer(bk+1Iw)+

Ok+ICEo(bk)

Pr(ok+l17r(bk))aer(bk+11r)) (A.33)
Ok+1EL,(bk)

From previous sections, we know that we can choose bounds rfp(bk) and r (bk)

for rb(bk). The fact that rb(bk) appears both positively and negatively in (A.33)

might make it harder to realize how bounds on rb(bk) affect bounds on er(bk 17). This

confusion is eliminated by looking at the differential

0(er(bk17))= 1- ERk _> 0, (A.34)
a rb(bk)

where we must have 0 < ERk 1 (it is the expected value of execution risks, which are

always within the interval [0, 1]). Hence, we conclude that er(bk17) is a non-decreasing

function of rb(bk). In other words, choosing an overestimate (underestimate) of rb(bk)

causes er(bk|7r) to be overestimated (underestimated) as well.

Next, we look into the problem of finding a suitable approximation for the true

value of ERk in (A.33). Similar to what we have done before, let

ermax = max er(bkr), er"1" = min er(bhr), (A.35)
b b

be, respectively, upper and lower bounds of er(bk+ 17), Vbk+l. With those definitions
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at hand, we can write the bounds

ERk < E Pr(ok+1Iw(bk))"ser(bk+117r) + ernax Pr(LO(bk)), (A.36)
Ok+lEEo(bk)

ERk 1 Pr(ok+11r(bk))"er(bk+117r) + erm in Pr(Lo(bk)), (A.37)
Ok+1 eE0 (bk)

which do not depend on the unknown terms of the second summation in (A.33).

As discussed in Chapter 3, the true value of er(bk+1 17r) can only be obtained once all

paths stemming from bk+1 have been expanded to terminal nodes. Hence, during most

of the search process, we only have access to upper and lower estimates hP(bk+1|w)

and hia,(bk+117r) of er(bk+117r). Incorporating these estimates into (A.36) and (A.37)

yields

ERk Pr(ok+1L7r(bk))"hP (bk+11r) + erm 'Pr(Lo(bk))= ER', (A.38)
Ok+lEEo(bk)

ERk Pr(ok+1|?7(bk))sahe (bk+1r) -+ ermin Pr(Lo(bk)) = ER'. (A.39)
Ok+1E 0 (bk)

We know from (A.30) that Pr(ok+1 I7(bk))"a cannot be computed exactly. Instead,

we must settle for upper and lower bounds, such as (A.31) and (A.32). From

Pr(LO(bk))sa = 1 - E Pr(ok+11r(bk))sa,

Ok+IEEo(bk)

we see that these probability terms appear both positively and negatively in (A.38)-

(A.39). Hence, in order to decide which bound for Pr(ok+117r(bk))Sa should be used,

we perform a simple analysis similar to (A.34). Differentiating (A.38) and (A.39)

with respect to Pr(ok+1I7r(bk))sa yields

ERk = h="P(bk+l17r) - ermax < 0,
0 Pr(ok+117r (bk))sa

P k+R =h".(bk+l - m (A.40)
aPr(ok+1 17r(bk) ) sa ere m 1 >0.(4)
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The inequalities in (A.40) show that (A.38) is a non-increasing function of the

probabilities Pr(ok+1 7r(bk))sa. Since we want to convert (A.38) into a guaranteed

upper bound of Gk, we must replace Pr(ok+1|1r(bk))sa by Pr(ok+117(bk))sa'lo in order

not to cause (A.38) to drop below its true value. A similar analysis shows that the

same substitution should be made in (A.39), since the previous inequalities show

that (A.39) is a non-decreasing function of Pr(ok+ 1|7(bk))sa. Hence, we can write the

computable bounds

ERk ; ERU= I:
Ok+1EEo(bk)

Pr(ok+1h7r(bk) saloh'"P(bk+17T ) + ermax Pr(Lo(bk))saUP

(A.41)

ERk _> ERk = z Pr(ok+1|7r(bk) saIoh" (bk+1|?7) + ermin PrL o(bk) ya,up

Ok+1 CEo(bk)

(A.42)

where

Pr(Lo(bk) a'uP = 1 - (A.43)I: Pr(ok+1k1r(bk) )a'lo.

Ok+1 CEo(bk)

Combining all the results in this section, we can derive upper and lower bounds

for the execution risk er(bk 1r) in the form

eruP(bk 17r) =r (bk) + (1 - rupbk))ERU,

er' (bk17f) = rbo(bk) + (1 - rIO(bk))ER.

(A.44)

(A.45)

It should be noticed that the analysis in (A.34) and (A.40) allowed the bounds

(A.41)-(A.45) to be (maybe only slightly) tighter than the ones obtained by mere

maximization and minimization of every term in the equations.
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A.1.4 Approximate forward-propagation of execution risks

The RAO* algorithm in Chapter 3 propagates risk upper bounds forward for the early

detection of policy branches that are too risky to meet the chance constraints in the

plan. Since the pruning of a policy branch must be based on a sufficient condition for

infeasibility (or, conversely, a necessary condition for feasibility), we must provide an

upper bound for (3.28) based on the terms that we can compute using a PEBS. One

such upper bound can be computed as

)- rb(bk)O( Pr(ok+1|1r(bk))sa1oero(bk+1|kr)
1 -ro~y ) 0k+1 7ok,6 E.(bk )

er (b' 1 7r) <
k+ Pr (ok+17r (bk))s"' 1o

(A.46)

where rb(bk)10, Pr(ok+17r(bk)) sajo, and erl"(bk+l17r) are computed according to (A.28),

(A.32), and (A.45), respectively. The reason for choosing rb(bk)lo in (A.46) is due to

the fact that

( 19-r r (1- r) 2 ;0,

which means that an upper bound for the first term within parentheses is attained

at a lower bound for rb(bk).

A.1.5 Computing approximate utilities

Previous sections show how the approximation of belief states impacts our ability to

compute precise values for the execution risk (A.29). In this section, we look at the

very similar problem of how to compute the value

Q(bk, ak) = E R(sk, ak)b(sk) + -y E Pr(ok+1Iak)Q(bk+1)* (A.47)
Sk 

0
k+1
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of taking action ak at some belief state bk, as defined by the CC-POMDP model in

Chapter 3. Given the current best estimate Q(bk, ak) of the true value Q(bk, ak), we

select actions for the current estimate f^ of the optimal policy 7r* according to

f^r(bk) = arg max Q(bk, ak), Vk. (A.48)

Similar to previous sections, there are two main challenges involved in the com-

putation of (A.47) and (A.48):

o partial enumeration of belief state particles and observations prevent us from

being able to compute the expectations in (A.47) exactly;

e the optimal values Q(bk+l)* are not available and usually cannot be computed

forward (as opposed to goal-regression in dynamic programming).

We will address these two challenges leveraging the same strategy used for the

execution risk: we will use heuristic estimates of Q(bk+1)* in order to compute.rea-

sonable predictions of the true value of (A.47); and we will use partially enumerated

belief state particles and observations to compute upper and lower bounds of (A.47)

so as to perform action selection in (A.48) by means of interval comparisons. Towards

this goal, let

qak = R(sk, a)b(sk), (A.49)
Sk

EQak =I Pr(ok+lak)Q(bk+1)*. (A.50)
Ok+1

Upper and lower bounds for (A.49) can be obtained similarly to was was done for

risk in (A.12)-(A.13). Thus, we get

q P = 1 be(Sk)R(Sk, ak) + R"" Pr(Lp(bk)), (A.51)
SkEEp(bk)

10 = b,(sk)R(sk, ak) + R"n" Pr(Lp(bk)), (A.52)

SkEEp(bk)
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where R"' and R"'" are, respectively, maximal and minimal values for the reward

R(sk, ak), VSk. For (A.50), we can proceed analogously to (A.41)-(A.42) and obtain

EQuP - Pr(ok+1|a jok)"h' (bk+l) + Q' Pr(Lo(bk))uP, (A.53)
ok+1 EEo(bk)

EQ = Pr(ok+1|ak)1'ohQ.(bk+l) + Qmi" Pr(Lo(b ))", (A.54)
ok+1EEo(bk)

where Pr(ok+1Iak)'O and Pr(Lo(bk))uP are computed according to (A.32) and (A.43),

respectively; huQp (bk+l) and h. (bk+1) are, respectively, available upper and lower

bounds for Q(bk+1)*; and Qma and Q"i" are, respectively, maximal and minimal

values of Q* for any bk+1.

Bounds for (A.47) can be derived by combining the previous results in the obvious

way as

Q(bk, ak)' = qaP +lEQ, (A.55)

Q(bk, ak)'o = ' +yEQ . (A.56)

A.2 Trial-based bounds

Section A.1 focuses on partial enumeration of observations and belief state particles

as a means to achieve tractability. During our analysis, we saw how the uncertainty

introduced by these partial enumerations affected our ability to perform exact, re-

cursive estimation of belief states, risk, and utility. In the context of Section A.1, we

relied on the ability of some algorithm to be able to enumerate these particles "in a

good way", i.e., quickly and concentrating most of the probability mass (ideally, in

best-first order of probability).

A similar approximate behavior can be achieved in a trial-based fashion [Barto

et al., 1995, Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, , Keller and Helmert, 20131. Instead of relying

on some deterministic particle enumeration procedure, there is also the option of

performing stochastic simulations of the system, henceforth referred to as trials, and
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estimate quantities of interest based on their different outcomes. If we were able to

generate samples from the true2 underlying probability distributions, we would expect

outcomes of higher probability trials to have greater impact on estimates.

Our approach for generating sample-based estimates with confidence bounds is to

use Hoeffding's inequality [Hoeffding, 1963], which is stated in the following.

Theorem A.2 (Hoeffding's inequality [Hoeffding, 19631). If X 1 , X 2 , ... , X, are in-

dependent samples of a random variable X and a < Xi < bi, i 1, 2,... , n, then for

t > 0,

2n2t 2

Pr (X- g > t) < e\ Z=1(b - ai)2/, (A.57)

where

X =I- Xj, pu=E[X].
n i=1

Different from the Central Limit Theorem, which only provides guarantees on

the distribution of X in the limit when n - oc, the result in (A.57) provides an

exponentially-decaying bound for the probability of the sample mean X overestimat-

ing the true mean 1- by more than t for any value of n.

If we replace the random variable X by -X, we can use (A.57) to derive the

bound

2n2t 2

Pr (-X > + ; t) e \ L=1(b - ai)2, (A.58)

which limits the probability of X underestimating p by more than t. Finally, if we

combine (A.57) and (A.58), we can derive an interval bound

e(s 2n 2 t, 2

Pr (-t X - [ tu) < e\ Z=1(b- a,)2 / + e( = - ai)21 ', (A.59)
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which exploits the fact that X cannot overestimate and underestimate p at the same

time. Finally, if we are only interested in an interval of size t, we get

2n 2 t2

Pr (IX - pl > t) < 2 e \ =1 (b - ai)2. (A.60)

The purpose of using these inequalities is illustrated in Figure A-2. Let us assume

that we want to estimate the expected value E[X] = p of some quantity of interest

X for some belief state bk under a given policy 7r, e.g., utility or execution risk. If

we did not have the transition and observations models associated with POMDP's,

we could still try to estimate these quantities by running multiple simulations of 7r

from bk and using sample means X as estimates of the true values. However, how

many trials should we run in order to be confident that our upper and lower bounds,

indeed, contain the true p?

XA+I l;
Figure A-2: Situation in which an interval of width 2t around the sample mean X
does not contain the true mean p.

A sufficient condition for ensuring that Pr (IY - p t) < a, given t and a con-

fidence level a, is to choose n such that a equals the upper bound in (A.60). Hence,

we get

(X"'ax _ X"'i) 2 In (2)
n = 2t2  , (A.61)

where Xmax and X"'i are, respectively, the maximal and minimal values that X can

assume during any given trial. In case the number of trials n and the confidence level

a are fixed, a simple rearrangement of (A.61) allows us to compute the width t as

In (!) (X ma x 
- Xring)

2 = (A.62)
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It, might also be useful to determine the "sensitivity" of our bound estimates with

respect to additional samples. This could be useful, for example, to determine which

portion of a policy to simulate, given finite computational resources. One can easily

derive an instantaneous sensitivity measure by taking the derivative of (A.62) with

respect to n, yielding

dt in ( X) (inax - X"in) -t

dn 2 2nj/6i 2n

A plot of (A.63) for different values of n is shown in Figure A-3. It clearly confirms

the intuitive notion that, as more and more samples are drawn, their individual

impact on the quality of our bounds (namely, the magnitude of t) rapidly decreases.

Therefore, when using simulations to evaluate the utility and risk of different actions in

a policy, it makes sense that, we try to distribute them evenly across different actions,

as opposed to focusing a lot of effort on making the bounds for one particular action

very precise.

Se-O; A f "aWt bund, t. the nme f -am4.,

Figure A-3: Sensitivity of t with respect to n for a constant term multiplying 1/(n-/iF)
equals to -1. The more negative the value, the better.

As mentioned before, the usefulness of (A.63) becomes apparent when we are

trying to choose between actions whose utility and risk estimates overlap, as shown

in Figure A-4. In these situations, there is no clear way to disambiguate between

the two, so we must perform additional simulations in order to tighten the intervals.

But. if we have a limited simulation budget, how should we distribute it over the
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different actions'? According to (A.63), we should follow a greedy strategy and always

simulate the action which has been simulated the least, since it will cause the biggest

tightening of the overall intervals. This simple result was already expected, since the

sample independence assumption in (A.57) causes current trials to provide no further

information besides the results of the trials themselves.

-ti +tl

42 +t2

Figure A-4: Ambiguity for selecting between actions a1 and a2 , which generated,
respectively, the sample means X1 and X 2.
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Appendix B

A SAT model for power supply

restoration

Power restoration in a partially observable setting requires a planner to reason over a

belief space over the set of possible network states. In a simple instantiation with no

probability information, one could consider a model-based inference strategy leverag-

ing the power network's connection diagram, a model of its various sensors, and their

readings in order to determine sets of possible or consistent states. Figure B-1 shows

one such power network. These are generated automatically from the MATPOWER

benchmarks [Zimmerman et al., 20111, where a switch node is added on each connec-

tion between buses and generators. Not only it allows connections between nodes to

be turned on and off, but it also makes it straightforward to model line faults the

same way as bus faults.

It is important to stress that the models in this section assume that no double-

feeding exists in the network. In other words, a line or bus is either receiving no power

or is connected to a single generator. Even though multiple-feeding is technically

possible, it creates difficulties for simulating fault sensors that depend on a fault

being downstream from a generator. For single-feeding, the direction of power flow

is obvious: it always comes from the direction connected to the generator. However,

when multiple generators feed a node, the direction of power flow becomes dependent

on the generation and transmission parameters.
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s 2 ~s2 1 sI 3

Generator Bus Closed switch Open switch

Remote switch Manual switch Sensed node

(b) Legend for Figure B-a.

(a) Snall instance of a power network with fault Sell-

SO S.

Figure B-1: Smnall instance of a power network withflt sensors.

B.1 Modeling circuit-breakers

A circuit-ireaker is a fault sensor that call be antchored to buses or line switches. It

works very similarly to a relay, in the sense t1hat clirrent is used to trigger a switch

that eit'her closes or ilterrupts a circuit. A circuit-breaker is designed to prevent

propagation of current. s1 rges by triggering its switch open whenever current goes

beyond soime predefined threshold. In the case of single-feeding, this restricts the

circuit-breaker to detecting faults that are downstreaim from the generator, where

downst ream ineans that the gelerator and the fault should be oi opposite sides of

the circuit-breaker.

This can be more clearly u11d(erstood by observing Figure B-2, which shows the

electrical llodel of a feeder. Figure B-2b shows an electrically equivalent 1imodel of

Figure B-2a that facilitates the analysis of the current flowing through the circuit-

breaker. From Figure B-2b. we see that the current through the circuit-breaker only

depends on the equivalent admittance dol. from the dowust ream buses. Therefore,

even if a fault creates a current spike in the generator by suddenly increasing Y , the

current flowing throuugh the circuit-breaker will remain unaltered. With that said,

we are ready to develop( our SAT miodel fOr circuit-breakers in a power network with

single-feedinig.
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Circuit breaker
Circuit breaker

Generator Generator

Y1 2 Yn-1 Yn 0%0YUP Ydown

(a) General load model. (b) Equivalent model.

Figure B-2: Electrical model of a feeder.

We model a circuit-breaker as a discrete variable with domain {open, closed, off}.

If a circuit-breaker is not receiving power, it remains off and provides no information

about the circuit that it is connected to. Let cb and t stand for, respectively, a generic

circuit-breaker and time step. We define

Powered(cb, t) < Closed(cb, t) A ConnectedGen erator (cb, t)

-iPowered(cb, t) < cb = off

Let t- and t+ be, respectively, the time steps immediately before and after the oc-

currence of an electrical fault. A circuit-breaker signals a downstream fault according

to the model

Powered(cb, t-) : Open(cb, t+) = FaultDownstream(cb, C), (B.1)

where

(B.2)FaultDownstream(cb, F) V Fault (n).
nEDS(cb)

The set DS(cb) in (B.2) is the set of downstream nodes from the circuit breaker

the direction of the power flow, as shown in Figure B-2b. For example, the set

downstream nodes for the circuit-breakers anchored to switches s3 6 and s5_6
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in Figure B-la are, respectively, {b5, b6} and {b5}. The model in (B.1) assumes the

possibility that a circuit-breaker may malfunction and not react to a downstream

fault. However, if we are guaranteed that a circuit-breaker will always react to a

fault, the SAT model of the circuit-breaker becomes

Powered(cb, t-) '(Open(cb, t+)+>FaultDownstream(cb, t-))

(Open(cb, t+)=FaultDownstream(cb, t-)) A (Closed(cb, t+)= ->FaultDownstream(cb, t-))

(B.3)

B.2 Simulating the network

1. Given state of the switches, start determining which faults are receiving power.

2. Propagate fault outward from the location of the faults.

(a) If the fault hits an open switch, stop expanding that branch (adds nothing

to the queue)

(b) If the fault hits a deterministic circuit-breaker, open it. Otherwise, flip a

coin and decide whether the switch should be opened or not.

(c) It's necessary to determine if the fault is "downstream" from a generator

or not.
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Appendix C
11

PTPN XML schema

This appendix contains the XML schema used to translate cRMPL programs into

PTPN's, the input type to Pike. Main contributors to these schema, listed in alpha-

betical order by first name, are Andreas Hofmann, Andrew Wang, Brian Williams,

Cheng Fang, David Wang, Enrique Fernandez, Erez Karpas, Eric Timmons, James

Paterson, Pedro Santana, Peng Yu, Steven Levine, and Tiago Vaquero.

<?xmil v c sioni= "1.0'" encoding="UTF-8 " s aIdaloite=no"? -

K xs:schema

xmIns=" ht t p: 7/ mers . c s a il . mit . edu/ t pn "

targetNamespace=" http: //mers. csail . mit. edu/ tpn"

xmlns:t=" ht t p: //mers . c sa iI .mit .edu/tpn "

xmlns:xs=" h t t p: //www. w3. org /2001/XMLSchema"

<xs:include schemaLocation="tpn-defs . xsd " />

xs:element name="tpns" type="tpns"/>

./xs:schema>

Listing C.1: Schema for a file containing multiple PTPN's.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ITF-8" statidal 1)t1e="no"?>

<xs:schema

xmlns:xs="lhtt p://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

targetNamespace=" http://mers.csail.mit.edu/tpn"

xmlns:t="http://mers.csail.mit..edu/tpn"

xmlns="http://mers.csailr.mit.edu/tpn"

elementFormDefault=" qualified "

<xs:simpleType name="TPN-feature -type">

<xs :restriction base " xs:st ri ri g
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xs.en merati .a.e= s.p.-t mp ra

<xs:enumeration value="simple -temporal--constraints "/>

<xs:enumeration value="contingent -temporal -constraints ">

<xs:enumeration value="'sirnple -(ont i ngentf -temporal-const rai filts">

</xs :restriction>

</xs:simpleType>

<xs:complexType name=" decision -variable -equals"->

<x s: seq u c c e>

<xs:element name=" variable " type="xs:IDREF"/>

<xs:element name="value" type=" xs:string"/>

</xs:sequteIce 
</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" state -variable -value- at

<xs: sequence>

<xs:element name=" variable" type="xs:lDREF"/>

<xs:element name="event" type="xs:IDREF" 7>

/xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" state -variable -guard-value"

<xs:choice>

<xs:element name="constant" type=" xs:string" />

<xs:element name=" state -variable -at " type=" state -variable -value-at" />

</xs:choice>
</xs:complexType>

-xs:complexType name=" state -variable -guard-boolean -expr ">

< x S: seq Uen ce>

<xs:element name=" condition " type=" xs:st ring "/>

<xs:element name=" value" type=" state -variable -guard-value" maxOccurs="unbounded"

minOccurs="1" 7>
</xs:sequence>

-/xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="guard-l i st "

< x s:s e q en ce>

<xs:element name=" guard" type=" guard" maxOccurs=" unbounded" minOccurs=" I "/

xs:element>

</xs:sequence>

< xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" guard"

<xs:choice>

<xs:element name=" boolean -constant" type=" xs:boolean "></xs:element>
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<xs:element name="decision -variable -equals" type=" decision -variable -equals"/>

<xs:element name=" st ate -variable -guard" type=" st ate -variable -guard-boolean -expr "

<xs:element name="and" type="guard-list" />

<xs:element name="or" type="guard-list" />

<xs:element name="1 not">

<xs:complexType>

<xs: sequence>

<xs:element name="guard" type=" guard"></xs:element>

/xs:seqnenlce>

/xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

/xs:choice>

/xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" variable --doain">

<xs:choice>

<xs:element name=" finite -domain" type=" finite -variable -domain "></xs:element>

<xs:element name=" continuous-domain" type=" continuous-v ari able -domain"x/

xs:element>

/xs:choice>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name-

ixs: seq Iece>

Kxs:element name-

xs:element>

<xs:element name-

xs:element>

<-/xs: se(luernce>

/xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name-

<xs:se(lllence>

<xs:element name-

xs:elemen t>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name-

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name-

/xs:element>

/ xs: seq lien ce>

</xs:complexType>

=" range "

="lower-bound" type=" xs:double" maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="0"></

="upper-bound" type=" xs:double" maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="0"></

="continions -variable-domain "

="range" type="range" maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs=" "

=" finite -variable -domain">

="value" type=" xs:string" maxOccurs=" unbounded" minOccurs="I">
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<xs:complexType name=" guarded-tn-member">

Sx S: seq Ii Ii ce>

<xs:element name="id" type=" xs:ID "></xs:element>

<xs:element name="name" type=" xs:string "></xs:element>

<xs:element name="guard" type="guard "></xs:element>

/xs: seq Iuenice>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" d ispatc hable -guarded -tn-member">

<xs:complexContent>

<xs:extension base="guarded-In-menmber">

<xs: sequence>

<xs:element name=" dispatch " type=" xs:st ring" minOccurs=""></xs:element-

</xs: sequen ce>

</xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>

K/xs:complexType>

<xs:simpleType name=" decision -%variable -type">

<xs:restriction base=" xs:string">

<xs:enumeration value=" controllable"/>

<xs:enumeration value=" uncontrollable "/>

<xs:enumeration value=" probabilistic "/>

</ xs :restriction>

</xs:simpleType>

<xs:complexType name=" decision -variable">

<xs: complex Content>

<xs:extension base="guarded-tn-member">

<xs: sequetice>

<xs:element name="type" type=" decision -variable -type "></xs:element>

<xs:element name=" at-event" type="xs:IDR.EF " minOccurs="0 "></ xs:element>

<xs:element name="domain">

<xs:complexType>

<xs: sequence>

<xs:element name=" domainval" maxOccurs=" unbounded" minOccurs=" 1">
<xs:complexType>

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="value" type=" xs:string"></xs:element>

<xs:element name=" utility " type=" xs:double" minOccurs="O"></

xs:element>

<xs:element name=" probability" type=" xs:double " minOccurs="O"><

/ xs:element>

</xs:sequence>
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</ xs:comple x Type>

/xs:element>

</ xs: seque Iuce>

< /xs:complexType>

/ xs:element>

</ xs: seqe1(ce>

< xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>

K/xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" state -variable ">

<xS: se(Iuen ce>

<xs:element name="id" type=" xs:ID "></xs:element>

<xs:element name="name" type=" xs:string"></xs:element>

<xs:element name="domain " type=" variable -domlain ">< /xs:element>

</ xs:sequence>

K /xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" ( ist r i 1)11 t ion "

xs: sequence>

. xs:element name=" dist ribution -type " type=" xs:st ring "></xs:element>

<xs:element name=" parameters">

<xs:complexType>

<xs: sequence

<xs:element name=" paraunet er" type=" xs: float " maxOccurs="unbounded"

minOccurs=" 0 ">/xs: element>

/xs: sequence>

/7x s complex Type)

</xs:element)>
</xs: sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" duration">

<xs:choice>

<xs:element name="bounded-dur at ion ">

<xs:complexType>

<xs: Sequence>

<xs:element name=" lower -bound" type=" xs:dou ble " maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="

0 "></xs:element>

<xs:element name=" upper --bound" type=" xs:double" maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="O"

/xs:element>

</xs:sequence>

< /xs:complexType>

</xs:element>
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<xs:element name=" set -bounded-uncertain -duration">

<xs:complexType>

xs:sequence>

<xs:element narne=" lower-bound" type=" xs:double" maxOccurs="Il" minOccurs="

">/xs:element>

<xs:element name=" upper-bound" type=" xs:dou ble" maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="O"

></xs:element>

/xs5 seq Uen ce>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

xs:element name=" probabilistic -uncertain -duration" type=" distribution"

/xs:element>

</xs:choice>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" wff-value"

<xs:choice>

<xs:element name=" constant" type=" xs:st ring " >

<xs:element name=" state-variable" type="xs:IDREF" /

</xs:choice>

</xs:complexType>

xs:simpleType name=" t imepoint -type">

<xs:restriction base=" xs:string">

<xs:enumeration value=" start "/>

<xs:enumeration value="end"/>

</ xs :restriction>

xs:simpleType>

<xs:complexType name=" wff-boolean-expression -t1imepoint "

<xs: sequence>

<xs:element name=" timepoint" type="timepoint -type" 7>
<xs:element name="offset" type=" xs:double" maxOccurs="I" minOccurs="O"

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" wff-boolean -expression -when-at"

<xs: seql funce>

<xs:element name=" at" type=" wff-boolean-expression -timepoint" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" wff-boolean-expression -when-between">

<xs: sequence>
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<xs:element name="from " type=" wff-boolean -expression -timepoint" />

xs:element name="to" type=" wff-boolean-expression -timepoint" />

</xs:sequenrce>

</ xs: complexType>

<xs:complexType name="'wff-boolean --expression -when ">

~cxs c hoice>

xs:element name=" at " type=" wff-boolean -ex pression -when-at " />

xs:element name=" between " type=" wff-boolean -expression -when-between ">

</ xs: choice>

< /xs :complexType 

xs:complexType name="wff-boolean -expression"

xs: s e q I I ce

<xs:element name="when" type="wff-boolean -expression -when" minOccurs="0" >

<xs:element name=" condition" type=" xs:string " />

-xs:element name=" value" type=" wff-value" maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="I1"

7>
C/ xs s equ( Ii( >ce

/xs:complexType>

xs:complexType name=" wff-Ii s t

x : se(I(1( e_>

<xs:element name="wff" type="wff" maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs=" "

/xs:sequIenclI

xs:complexType>

xs:complexType name=" xwff">

<xs:choice>

< xs:element name=" boolean-constant " type=" xs:boolean" 7>
<,xs:element name=" boolean-expression" type=" wff-boolean-expression 7>

<xs:element name="and" type="wff-list" />

<xs:element name="or" type="wff-list" />

<-xs:element name=" not"

K xs:complexType>

<xs: sequenrce>

<xs:element name="wff" type=" wff" ><xs:element-

</xs:sequence>

/7x s complex Type>

</xs:element>

</xs:choice>

<7 xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" stat-e -constraint ">
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<xs:choice>

<xs:element name="wff" type="wff" />

</xs:choice>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" event "
<xs:complexContent>

<xs:extension base=" dispatchable-guarded-tn-member"

<xs: sequence>

</xs: sequence>

</xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>

/xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" temporal-const rain f ">

<xs:complex Content>

Kxs:ext ension base=" guarded -tn -member">

<xs: sequen cc>

<xs:element name="to-event " type="xs:IDR.EF "></ xs:element>

<xs:element name="from-event" type="'xs:lDREF"></xs:element>

<xs:element name=" duration

type=" duration ">

</ xs:element>

/xs: sequence>

</ xs:extension>

</ xs: complex Content>

</xs:complexType>

-xs:complexType name-" episode ">

<xs: complex Content>

<xs:extension base=" temporal-const raint"

<xs: sequence>

xs:element name=" dispatch " type=" xs:st ring" minOccurs="0"></ xs:element>

<xs:element name="macro-tpn-id" type=" xs:string" minOccurs="O"></

xs:element>

<xs:element name="state -constraint

type=" state -const raiut ">

</ xs:element,>

</ xs: sequIlen Ce>
</xs:extension>

</ xs:complexContent>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="chance-constraint ">
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<xs: seq(ueC1Ce>

<xs:element name='id" type=" xs:ID "></xs:element>

<xs:element name="name" type=" xs:st ring"></xs:element>

<xs:element name=" constraints" type="xs:IDREFS"></ xs:element>

<xs:element name=" proba bility " type=" xs: float "></xs:element>

</xs:sequenIcv>

/xs:complexType>

cxs:complexType name=" state -variable -assignment"

<xs seq Iu e1ce>

<xs:element name=" state-variable" type="xs:IDREF ":/xs:element>

<xs:element name="value" type=" xs:st ring"i</xs:element>

</xs:scequen,1ce->

/xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name=" state"

<xs: sequnenIce>

xs:element name=" assignment " type=" state-variable-assignment" minOccurs="O"

maxOccurs="unbounded "></ xs:element>

</ xs:s (Iuenc>

xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="t pn "

x S: s e ( ue CI >
<xs:element name=" id " type=" xs:L" / xs:element>

<xs:element name="riame" type=" xs:st ring"></ xs:element>

<xs:element name=" features">

<xs:complexType>

<xs:element name" feat ure" type="TPN-feature -type" minOccurs="O"

maxOccurs="u n boInded "></ xs: element>

</xs: seqence>

</ xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name=" start -event" type="xs:IDREF "></xs:element>

<xs:element name="end-event" type="xs:IDREF" minOccurs="O"></xs:element>

xs:element name=" events">

<xs:complexType>

<xs: sequence>

<xs:element name=" event " type=" event " minOccurs="O" maxOccurs="unbounded"

xs:element->

-/ xs: Sequence>

</xs:complexType>
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</ xs:element>

<xs:element name=" temporal -const rai nt s">

<xs:complexType>

<xs: sequelce>

<xs:element name=" ten)oral-const raint " type" temporal-const rain "

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs=" unbounded "></ xs:element>

</xs:sequence>

/xs:complexType>

/xs:element>

<xs:element name=" episodes">

<xs:complexType>

<xs: sequenice>

<xs:element name=" episode type" episode" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="

uibounded"></xs:element>

</xs seq u ence>

</xs:complexType>

/xs:element>

<xs:element name="chace-c onst rain t s

<xs:complexType>

<xs: sequence>

<xs:element name="chance-const raint" type="chance-const raint" minOccurs="

0" maxOccurs-" unbounded "></ xs:element>

</xs:sequence>

K/xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name=" decision -variables"

<xs:complexType>

<xS: sequence>

xs:element name=" decision -variable" type=" decision-variable' minOccurs="

0" maxOccurs="unbounded"></xs:element>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name=" state -variables ">

<xs:complexType>

<xs: sequence>

<xs:element name=" state-variable" type=" state-variable" minOccurs="0"

maxOccurs=" unbounded "></xs:element>

</xs:sequence>
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/xs:complexType>

/ xs:element>

<xs:element name=" initial-state" type="state" minOccurs="O" />

</ x s: seq ien ce>

</ xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="tpns">

<xs: sequence>

<xs:element name1"tpn" type="tpn" maxOccurs="unbounded">

-! Make sure keys IDs inalch wit hiii th is TPN --- >

M!-- ake sure all tenporal cons tra ins aid episodes have unique ID 's

xs:key name="TEMPORAL-CONSTRAINT-ID" -

xs:selector xpath=-"./t:temporal -constraints/t:temporal-constraint/ t :id

t:episodes/t:episode/t:id"

xs:field xpath="."

/xs:key

!-- Make sure all events have unique ID's
<xs:key name="EVENT-ID">

<xs:selector xpath="./t:events/t:event/t:id" />

Kxs:field xpath="." />

/xs:key>

! MIake s t ie a I decisintl a vaiabl11 hav iniquc I j's -

xs:key name= "VARIABLE-ID"

xs:selector xpath=".'/ t:decision -variable1  t:id . t:state--variable/

t:id "

xs:field xpath -"."

xs:key

Make sure all temporal constraint from-event and to-event point to

actual event ID's --- >

Kx s :key ref name="'TEMPORAL-CONSTRAINT-EVENT-IDREF " refer ="EVENT-JD">

<xs:selector xpath=" ./ t:temporal-constraints/t:temporal-constraint/t:from

-event ./ t:temporal -constraints/ t:temporal -constraint / t :to -event "/>
<xs:field xpath="."/>

</xs:keyref>

! - -Make stre aII ()isode from -c\'( t anid Io -- lv 1tnt [ imul to

actti al event ID 's -

x s :key ref narme="EPISODE-EVENT-IDREF" refer "EVENT-ID"

:xs:selector xpath -"./t:episodes/t:episode /t:from-event I ./it:episodes

t :episode/ t:to -event"/
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xs:field xpath="."

xs:keyref

Make sure the TPN's start and end events also refer to

actual event ID's -

x s :key ref name="TPN-START-END-EVENT-IDREF " r e fe r ="EVENT-I 1)"

xs:selector xpath="./t:start -event ./t:end-event" /

xs:field xpath=".

'xs:keyref

-- Make sure all references to variable ID's are a( tual ID's

x s :key ref name="VARIABLE-IDREF" r e fe r ="VARIABLE-ID"

xs:selector xpath=-".// t :variable"/

xs:field xpath="."/

xs:keyref

/'xs:element

xs:sequence

xs:complexType

xs:schemia

Listing C.2: Schema for PTPN definitions.
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Appendix D

RSS model

This appendix contains the PDDL model used in the Resilient Space Systems (RSS)

demonstration of Chapter 7.

(define (domain RSS _Project Rover _Scenario)

(: requirements :typing)

(: types

Rover - object

Request - object

RockSampleRequest - Request

PictureRequest - Request

Location - object)

(: predicates

(mastcam ready ?rov - Rover)

(hazcamready ?rov - Rover)

(idle ?rov - Rover)

(mastcamon ?rov - Rover)

(hazcamon ?rov - Rover)

(pending ?req - Request)

(done ?req - Request)

(transmitted ?req - Request)

(has rock ?loc - Location)

(cango_to ?loc - Location)

(orbiter _communication available ? oc - Location)

(surveyed ? oc - Location)

(at ?rov - Rover ?loc - Location)

(location ?pic - PictureRequest ?boc - Location)

(mastcam issue ?rov - Rover))

(:action move

parameters (? self - Rover ?boc1 - Location ? loc2 - Location)
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precondition

( 011(1

(at ?self ?locl)

(cangoto ?loc2)

(idle ?self))

:effect

(and

(not (at ?self ?locl))

(at ?self ?loc2)

(idle ?self)))

(:action turnon mastcam

parameters (? self - Rover ? loc - Location)

precondition

( and

(at ?self ?loc)

(idle ?self)

(mastcamready ?self))

:effect

(and

(not (idle ?self))

(mastcamon ?self)))

(: action turnonhazcam

:parameters (?self -Rover ?loc - Location)

precondition

(and

(at ?self ?loc)

(idle ?self)

(hazcamready ?self)

(mastcamissue ? self))

:effect

(and

(not (idle ?self)

(hazcam_on ?self)))

(: action take pictures mastcam

parameters (? self - Rover ? loc - Location ?req - PictureRequest

precondition

(and

(at ?self ?boc)

(mastcam _ on ?self)

(location ?req ?boc)

(pending ?req))

:effect
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(and
(done ?req)

(idle ?self)

not (mastcam-on ? self))

(idle ?self)))

action take pictures _ hazcam

parameters (? self - Rover ? loc - Location ?req - PictureRequest)

precondition

(and

(at ?self ?loc)

(hazcam_on ?self)

(location ?req ?boc)

(pending ?req)

(mastcam issue ? self))

:effect

( il11(1

(not (pending ?req))

(done ?req)

(inol (hazcam-on ?self))

(idle ?self)))

(: action survey location

parameters (? self - Rover ? oc - Location)

precondition

(and

(at ?self ?loc)

(idle ?self))

:effect

(and

(surveyed ?boc)

(not (idle ?self))))

action collect _rock _sample

parameters (? self - Rover ? oc - Location ?req - RockSampleRequest)

precondition

(and

(at ?self ?boc)

(pending ?req)

(has _ rock ?boc)

(surveyed ?loc))

effect

(and

(not (pending ?req))

(done ?req)
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(niot (hasrock ? loc
(idle ?self)))

(: action transmit _data

parameters (? self - Rover ? loc - Location ?req - Request)

precondition

and

(at ?self ?loc)

(done ?req)

(orbiter communication-available ?boc)

(idle ?self))

:effect

and

(transmitted ?req))))

Listing D.1: Domain file.

(define (problem Planning_ Problem)

(:domain RSS Project_ RoverScenario)

objects

roveri - Rover

11 - Location

12 - Location

13 - Location

14 - Location

15 - Location

unknown - Location

pic-reql - PictureRequest

pic-req2 - PictureRequest

pic-req3 - PictureRequest

rockreqI - RockSampleRequest

rock _ req2 - RockSampleRequest)

(: init

(at rover1 11)

(has rock 12)

(has rock 14)

(has rock 15)

(can goto 11)

(can go to 12)

(can go to 13)

(cangoto 14)

(cangoto 15)

(idle roveri)

(location picreql 13)

(location picreq2 12)
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(location picreq3 15)

(mastcam ready roveri )

(hazcam ready roverI)

(orbiter _communication _available 12)

(orbiter _communication available 14)

(pending picreqi)

(pending pic req2)

(pending pic req3)

(pending rockreqi)

(pending rock req2))

(: goal

and

(transmitted

(transmitted

(transmitted

(transmitted

transmitted

pic reqI

pic req2

pic req3)

rock req I

rock req2))))

Listing D.2: Problem file.
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